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COUNT

How many times have you been " hung-up " for a single screw, or just one certain hinge ? Don't
repeat such an experience, but have a supply at hand. A stock of popular sizes in all three subjects
is no ill store at ally time, The quality can be
relied upon and the price is right.
STRONG BRASS HINGES
These hinges are well made and specially
suitable for Boxes, Cabinets, etc. Although
thin, they are strong and are guaranteed to._
give satisfaction in any service.
xi Il I} I
-in.
3 4
Prices 4d. 2d. I..d. Id. Id. Id. Id. per pair
Postage xd, extra.
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THIS WEEK'S CLEVE
An Ingenious Spanner.
seems to be no end to the number of new
THERE
spanners produced for theconvenience of handy-men.
Here is the latest. It will be seen that it is of the set
spannerariety, and

Aeie

/nrcRCHp ve

its chiefv appeal reposes in the fact that
only one holder is
necessary. The gap
n the jaw, it will be
seen, takes a number
of
interehangeablc
jaws, each of which
will snit a particular
style of nut. The
jaws spring into
place and stay there.
A slight pressure
the tailpiece
rnemoves them.

w,.

A ret-spanner with idterchangeable jams:.

A Practical Chemistry Outfit..
correspondence we receive from enders shows
THEthat
chemistry is a fascinating and popular hobby.
The famous firm of Lotte Bricks, Ltd., have recently
marketed a number of chemistry boxes at prices varying
from 3s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. They have been planned -by
practical chemist, and each box contains a generous supply
Hof all those chemicals which can safely be used at home
by young and -old alike for the performance of a number
of fascinating chemical experiments. By means of these
chemical outfits the reader will be able to perform all of those experiments detailed from
time to time by our Chemistry
triútar -experiments such as growing
_coloured trees. making fla es snaking
to crystals. etc etc. Box No 1 at
d contains 18 chemicals,
ember
o ies, and an illustrated hdbook
of a c
experiments. Box
of
2.
ar 6s

its

.

22

he

als

13unseu

burner. acute ssories, and a book of 80
experiments. fisox No. 3, at 10s. 6d., has
30 ohnucals, a Htuusen burner, extri,
accessories, and a t5ook of 131experiments. The makers'upply spares.
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A New Gramophone Sound-box.
gramophone sound -box here illustrated, and
THEknown
as he
Big II
costs g ed.,
is
fitted with a stylus bar runn.ing in miniature haltand
bear.
nags. It has a metal dia-

phragm of aluminnun and
gives far greater vslmne
Tiran the average sound -box.
New Cycle Lamp.
1EBY l,oworfir] cycle
lamp. lee ing a two -may
switch. giving a dim and
bright light. is shown at
the foot of this page. The
case only rests 3s. 6d., or
complete with two pocket
lamp batteries, is. It is

strongly made.

A

n

east

diaphragm

8'pmpho é s d-ba:.
Safety -First Armlet.
device, consisting of au elastic armlet,
ASIMPLE
with red reflector at the back and a yellow one in
front has recently been marketed at 6d. (by post 7ad.).,
It is intended to be used by pedestrians who ha.ve to use
dark country roads, as well as by hikers and campers.
To

may easily be carried in the pocket when not

in use.

Making Perfect Joints.
E are often asked which is the most effective means
of making satisfactorily stuck joints for modele.
etc. In our experience the use of tin adhesive such as
Seccotine gives scellent results, withl
veity
ti- trouble
d at little cost.
ScS cotree n ill stick and repair,
practically e erything. It is recommended to the readers of HOBBIES...
beCallSO we have known and used it
tor nearly forty years. It sets hard
as a rock and a neat joint is always
nsade. - It can be obtained everywhere
in tubes 4$d, fide and 3d An interesting booklet describing the uses of
Seccotine can be had from the
"din and bright" cycle Iamo.
manufacturers,

The address of i:be manufactureèa of items mentioned on, this page can be obtained on application
to

-

thrEditar.
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NOTES AND NOTIONS
An Electric Switch for a Motor-boat
Engine.

fr®m our

THAT DODGE OF YOURS?';
S 1II n¢
ittejcpUltrZoFei:

A Ningenious electric

r2jr

switch which
also adds to the appearance of
the motor -boat is that shown in the
sketch. The two contacts should be
fitted as shown, and the contact arm

Ñ
every

Mark y
P

E

to

Notes and I

elver

and add
notion'
MISST
LS

I

F-......:
r

æ

.

the sound box. Next put the
coils in and complete the pickup asshown in the sketch.(No narno.).

A Fretting Table Hint.
READERS who have fretwith "side wings "
have no doubt experienced
difficulty with the table,. which
sometimes slip to ono side, when
pressure is put on either wing, even
when tightly screwed. A simple
remedy is to bore a hole in the
centre of the semi -circular clamp
under the table, corresponding with
An mine witchf r a moto, -hóá? enegae,
the thickness of a strong screw 2in.
's attached to a dummy steering long. Another hole should then be
vi eel. By turning the wheel, contaet bored in the top arm, where: the
s made alid the engine will start.-,
3; CncsexI T (12,. Boleyn Road,
East Ram, E.t).

.'

-s

A Wireless Valve Tester.
you are unfortunate enough
IF to fuse a wireless valve, do
not throw it away, but remove
the glass bulb and all the interior until you have left the hollow
base and four pieces of wire attached to the legs. Break off the
two wires that are joined to the
grid and plate legs and solder the
two remaining wires to a 3.5 volt
torch bulb. The bulb can be fixed
in the base with candle grease or
pitch. If yate desire to test out a
new set insert the tester into the
valve socket, and it thó wiring is all
right the bulb will light. If something is wrong with the wiring-well,
a twopenny bulb is a better loss than
an eight shilling valve.-C. POTTY,.
(1, Coleuso Road, Clapton, E.ä).

'A Simple Gramophone Pick-up.
TAKE out the inner rubber ring
and mica sheet from your sound box and obtain a round piece of
ebonite that will fit into it. On to
this fix the twocoiis from a 'phone
ear -piece. Make
Rine
two holes in
the ebonite for
leads which are.
connected, to
the coils. In
place of the
Fi<RtLWr t.
mica put the
A
re
diaphragm into
ties: etnthur s

ft

EADE S

f"

An Easily-made 'Morse

Buzzer..

REALLY good morse buzzer can
be made from an old door bell.
First of all, relnovo the long arm
holding the ball which beats against
the bell. Care should be taken, when
doing this, not to distort the spring
on the steel arm. When this has
been done,
the contact
A.

screw

will`

-

need an adjustment in
order to obtain a highpitched note.
cede nrt
:.m
A simple key
ran easily be Preventing the) t6ae Iella
from sl'np
made with a
"æ'
piece of cloak spring, as shown in
the sketch. Ii mounted on a wooden.
box, the buzzer will sound much
louder. A battery can be fitted
inside.
A lamp for signalling can be worked
off the same battery. All that is
required is a simple switch for the
chang over from sound to visual;
This can also be made from a
piece of clock spring, a terminal,
and two contact studs. The wiring,
is shown in the sketch.-F. BOND
Moathouse Lodge, Stanley, Nr.

it

Wakefield)-

A Useful Fire-lighter.
a simple and permanent
TO make
fire -lighter, knead together a
lump of pipe -clay with about the
same amormt of sawdust and shape.
it into the form and size of a bottle
A simple gramophone pick-up.
cork. Make a hole through it to
claníp grips. Fix': the screw into titis receive the wire handle, and then
hole, and file the head of the screw Ieave it to get thoroughly dry.
away, as shown in the sketch. When Having reached this stage, it should
the clamp is placed on again, put be placed in a fire and allowed to
the protruding end of the screw into bake until white hot. This will
burn out the sawdust, leaving the
the hole in the clamp, thus preventing clay
in a very porous condition.
the table from slipping.
When cold the wire handle should

be

THIS WEEK'S MENTAL

NOT.-No. 4.

THREE

hooks will be awarded
each week for the first thref
correct solutions opened. Mark
envelopes " Mental Nut No. 4."

A

nitl
ateuas 122e,qua

I orna
fi

2t: stoner,
mano Rd, stamps,
a,el mato up the real ej etc monee to e¢t.
stamps." flota may clamp, did la melee?

.Answer to Last Week's Problem.
iu must tare communedrefit

aHEs,
3 dd

made

firm

and

it will be
ready for
use.
I
should be
dipped
paraffin oil,

lighted,

and placed
under

the

coals.-C.
M assena N
(32, Beech -

wood Avenue, Lon".. donderry).
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THE AUTOMAT,
REINA TZ TH EE"
£6

I

E"

A Blueprintshowing the miring of this set may be
obtained for 1/. post free front the publisher, Gee.
N ,rues Ltd., 8 11, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.

the problem of jamming n wireless recopt lou
is an acute one
d ys. and as ourpreliminary tests with the Autokoil Unit on
standard circuits (see the Autokoil
All -Wave Three, December 12th,
1931,
and the. Autokoil Two,
January 23rd, 1932) showed that
this special all -Wave tuner selves
the problem
an entirely satisfactory way. we decided to incorporate it in the well-known Reinartz
Circuit, whirls, as most readers
know, is renowned for the volume
obtainable from three valves. The
great problem with selectivity is to
¡,,terra( aim of the Autokoil Rttaartz Three -eats, set
t out jamming without reducing the
range of the set. Quite a number of devices produced
explained in the two issues referred to above how to
to increase the selectivity of the set do so by the simple use the Autokoil, and we do not propose,
therefore,
process of making most of the stations disappear alto- to make further reference to that very satisfactory
gether
With the Autokoil, however, we found that un which for 12s. 6d. provides you really with half
knife -edged selectivity was obtained and that we were tho circuit. The full circuitshown
is
foot of
still able to get all of the jamming stations. Our this page and the list o£ components atonthe
experience with the Autokoil in the Reinartz set shown Those readers who wish to buy a complete set,theof next.
paras
.in the photograph on this and the next page confirms
i,o 1 consult advertisers in this issue. A full-sized
r conclusions, for this set is equal in soliano and fruhie-prini wiring d agram of this set may be obtained
range to any five -valve set. The volume is truly -from the Publisher, Geo. Ivewno_, Ltd., 3-11, Southremarkable, and as it is an extremely simple set to ampton Street. Strand, 5í'.C.2, foi Is., poet free.
make, and as also the fewest possible components are
It takes about two hours to mount the components
employed in the making, it is a set we can thoroughly and w r© them up, as it is scarcely possible
make
recommend our readers to make. We have already a mistake in the wiring as the Autokoil is clearlytomarked
AS
-

-

!

fi

j

Cirys¿t¿ggrtgj5of(h1, Aamkott Relumtz Three-oalue

set.
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LIST OF COMPONENTS.

One. Antohott Ali -Wave 'Tuner.

Dade 2-volt accumulator
Three salve holders (Clio or Lotus).
Too R.. Dux L.F..transformees,
One on -off

-

tench (Listen).

Liesen N.T.-battery.
One R.F. choke (Lissen),
One .0005 aerial-tuning condenser (Polar),
One .000 variable condenser (Polar)._
One 'o.nogohm grid leak (Due Mar)
One freed condenser :9003 (T.C.C.),
One .01 fixed condenser (T.C.C.).
earth,
aerial,
Terminals
LT. negative,. ELT,
positive,
positive ), R.T. positive t H.P.
positive 3, H.T. negative, LoudBaker positive and negative, grid
-

-

Lspeaker
ns positive. rfid

grid Sias negative

bias

2

negative

(ells).

1,

ebonite panel, 14in. hy. Oín;,
baseboard 15in. by mi. (Americas

One

Bird Rubber Co.)

Pend

view of the Adrokoil

Three-caloe set.

Two panel support brackets (Cameo).
One terminal strip.

ljeisartz

Wire for. connections.
One Cam o eat inet

to correspond with the letter references in the sire
diagram. It will be .seen in the photograph that the
Antokoil is mounted vertically, with the compensating.
condenser knob at the top, in which position the reactionknob is the central -one and the wave -change knob the
lowest of the three. -In operating the set, therefore,:
first adjust the lowest knob to the wavelength band on
which it is desired to tune, remembering that with the
switch arm in the extreme left position (viewed from
the panel) the. set will receive on the lowerwave band,and in the extreme right position the highest wave band.
The Antokoil tunes from 200 to 2,000 metres.

Next, adjust the aerial tuning condenser until ..a
station is received, then adjust the reaction knob, next
the compensating condenser knob, and finally the .0003
variable condenser.. It will probably be found that
this set works best with ELT./ plugged into about 20..
to 30 H.T. volts, and a little experiment with the other
tappings will adjust the purity of the reception. Similar
adjustments should be carried out with the grid-bias
tappings--

The set is simple to operate and if the circuit'
diagram is carefully followed requires a minimum cf

adjustment.

........................ ...........................- the deft hands of a mechanic, which
HEN one considers the amount
of time members of the Royal i
-n his study at. 145, Piccadilly. He has
Family have tu devote to social i
,,jj}}
j also begun a collection of model en
duties, one wonders that they can find j
Lillie for hobbies, and still more, that
1rins
i gives and has twenty tiny bras replicas
Alrniio b JiI_a
All
of noted locomotives kept in a cabinet,
n.any, of them harbour the insatiable
referred to by Princess Elizabeth as
spirit of the collector.Daddy's toy cupboard.
The Prince of Wales has probably the
In a top room atBuckingham Palace is housed the
largest range of pastimes, which group themselves under
the two main headings of sport and music, except for largest and most perfect collection of British and
stamp collecting, which taste he has inherited from Colonial stamps in the world. The King is often
his father. When the Prince was up at Oxford he incorrectly described as a collector of foreign stamps,.
played soccer for the Magdalen 2nd XI, but since then but in those two hundred volïúnes there is not one
he has developed a keen interest in riding and big- stamp which was not issued in the British Empire.
His Majesty has a special interest in his book of error.
game shooting, and has lately taken to speed -boat racing.
and curiosities which are, naturally, more valuable
A leaning towards music is strongly evinced in the
Royal Family, and the Prince is an adept with the than the perfect specimens owing to their rarity. Errors
saxophone and ukulele, and is learning to play the banjo. . are not, as might be imagined, presented to the King,
Besides these instruments ho plays the bagpipes, for it is the duty of specially -appointed examiners,
and has a large collection of gramophone records kept to destroy all stampa which are printed imperfectly,
well up to date, and he never travels without the gramo and all the. King's stamps are obtained by means of
exchange or through sales and agents. Many times
phone given to him by Queen Alexandra.
When Princess Mary is visiting Yorkshire she does stamp enthusiasts have been .commanded to the palace.
Another of the King's hobbies is collecting old clocks,
not spend all her time hunting. She gives many hours
and he also adds to the collection of music originated
to practice at the piano.
Another royal pianist is Prince. George, who confines by George III and Queen Charlotte.
Curios and antiques occupy the spare time of the
himself to light music. He has a keen ear and senseQueen, particularly English and Chinese lacquer. The
of rhythm, and can play most of the popular tunes by
ear. Atan impromptu dance His Royal Highnessplayed Chinese room in Buckingham Palace proved such a
success that Her Majesty determined to decorate one
.jazz while the gramophone was being mended.
The Duchess of York's love of music takes her to. the similarly at Windsor, but Sandringham is her favourite
old world instruments, and she plays the spinet with residence, where her apartments are furnished with
'considerable ability, and is having lessons on the harp. Chippendale, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton. It is from
Possibly the vogue for doing tapestry work Is due to here that the Queen chooses her exquisite pieces for
the Duchess, who amused herself thus when convalescing exhibition and here also that She has her favourite
after influenza- some time ago. The Duke, however, piano and her collection of miniatures of the Royal
shows moro interest in engineering than music, and has Family when they were children.
-

's
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_
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SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
W. Richardson
Previous articles on this subject appeared in" Hobbies "
Nos: 1872, 1875 and 1886.
NOLE /N-

water systems etc., to seethat full use is made cl
convection. For instance, boiler tubes are not made
horizontal, but rise slightly from the furnace end so as
times
to set up proper circulation and thus distribute the. heat.
The hot water from the water já lret of á motor car
Fir. 4.
reaolasa lamp shade dtorted Ir hot air.
engine is led to tho top of the radiator, where is becomes
cooled and sinks to the bottom. It is then 1 d back to
stated the first article of
heat the
bottoin of the water jacket to go through the same
is transmitted in three ways, naelt'
m
by process
g n.
conduction. convection and radiation.
x
Wo have
Convection occurs in gases in much the same way as
givenexamples of conduction and shown how some
in liquids. He. is a simple experiment :
substances are better conductors than others. Let us
now make some experiments in Convectionand radiation. To Show Convection Currents in Air.
In heating liquids convection plays an important part.
Place a lighted candle in a shallow dish and just
For instance, water which is a poor conductor, would the bottom with water so as to make an air -tight cover
joint
take far longer to
heat were it not for with a lamp glass h ch is now placed over .the candle.
the fact that as
soon as the water The candle flame will become smoky and go out see
at the bottom of s,
the vessel becomes Fig. 3) Relight the candle and replace the glass but,
heated it rises to
the top and allows this time, before the candle goes out, slide e strip of
some of the colder
card down the lamp chimney. The candle will
water to take its immediately brighten up and continue to burn in a
BOILING
place.
This cold normal manner The reason is that. whereas in the first
WRTEIt
water in turn be- case the flame is extinguished for the want of air due to
comes heated and the lack of circulation, in the second case the hot air
rises, and so the
rises up one side of the card division and fresh air
cycle goes on until
descends the other side to take its place. If apiece of
all the water is smouldering paper is held as shown in the illustration
brought to the same the smoke from it will pass down one side of the card
temperature.
and emerge from the other, clearly showing the path of
the air currents. Here is another interesting experiment.
Fig. 2.-Bolling ware, To Show- the Conra a tabe comaieias at.
ction Currents in To Make a Revolving Lamp Shade, Worked by Hot Air.
Liquids.
This is a very cute device, sometimes °acid for adveri11 a glass flask or beaker with water and drop in a
tising and is extremely simple to make. It consists of a
few crystals of potassium permanganate.
light card shade which is supported on the
Heat the beaker over a small flame. The
"pip " of an electric bulb fitted to a table
water above the heated spot becomes warm
lamp. It is constructed as shown in Fig. 4,
and ascends, coloured by the permangan.
and depends for its action on the rising
ate. When it reaches the top it spreads
currents of hot air from the bulb. These
out and then descends on the outside as
drive the vanes and so revolve the shade.
shown by the arrows in Fig. 1. Now if we
Dainty designs may be cut in the sides of
n arrange to heat the water in such a
the shade and filled in
manner that convection cannot take place,
with coloured tissue
only that part in contact with the source
of heat will become warmed. This is because- water, like most liquids, is a very
poor conductor.
.

(£NIKE COO'
P/P1

A

thisthat

W

-

To Boil Water in a Tube Containing Ice.
Fill a test tube with water into which
has been placed a small piece of ice. If
you cannot get ice a piece of candle was
will serve to demonstrate the point. Now Fi.°7.-Bhow,8 ike
t.. is
heat the bottom only of the tube. The ice
`ar
or wax quickly melts and the water bells.
Throw away the
contents of the tube and perform the experiment again, but
this time-heating the tube near the top bf the water a. in
Fig. 2. The water will soon boilat the top but will remain
cold are the bottom, boiling water and tee being present m
the tube at the same time In. the first case the whole of the
water becomes heated, duoto convection. In the second case,
however, convection does not take place since the hot water
is already at the top and therefore cannot rise any farther.
Engineers are careful when designing boilers, radiators, and bet

aoeetio
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A good experiment to iflus' rate the dis+
Unction can easily be performed as shown
in Fig. 6.

arre Nate

FINGER

The Mysterious Dagger.
On one side of a stout piece of tin -foil
piece of tin-plate draw the
shape of a dagger with ordinary students'
lauíp black as in Fig. 6. The use of
will
better if

Ll'
EXPLor
a thin
,

NOW TO FILL THE
TIN WITH CRS-

RIO

Fe- f.-The

.oelodins eR.

I

I

I

'

I

`,'%1 +rL"
" V)

ofthe dagger ni s made by
clear outline of

masking the tin or by wiping away the
Jmercuric iodide,
unwanted black Now grind up some
ith a
which
scarlet powder,
.

paper. A couple of such lamps do much to brighten
the table at dinner or at a birthday party.
Before turning our attention to radiation we are going
to tell you of a rather exciting experiment which is 4ot
strictly concerned with convection. It is deopendaheon
theorising of coal gas; due to its lightness rather thm,eto

is a

t

little gum water and paint the hack of the e foil
with it. Heat a flat piece of iron to redness and
hold it about two inches from the front on which
you have the outline of the dagger. Gradually -you.
will see a yellow dagger appear on the red side of the
its being heated.
tin. On removing the hot iron the dagger will
disappear, leaving a plain red surface again. What
The Exploding Tin.
dagger absorb more heat
Pierce a hole about ¡in. n diameter in both the lidhappens is that the black
n, thus
from the iro n than the bright tin,
and the bottom of a treacle o custard
opposite the dagger.
iodide
'
mercuric
the
powder tin. Turn the tin upside down
as
it
toms.
heated
and
becomes
also
and;-placmg a finger crier the hole in the. PCLISHEO
BL RCN
yellow on heating a yellow outline of
bottom, fill it completely with coal gas by
the dagger appears.
holding it over a gas jet so that the
A surface which absorbs heat readily
burner cut-cm -the hole in the lid (see Fig.
also forms a good radiator and a surface,
O). Hold it in position for some seconds
which reflects it is a poor radiator. This
to expel all the air. Turn off the gas and
is why a bright polished teapot does
remove the tin. Hold it upside down still
not get cold so quickly as a dark one.
and apply a match to thö hole in the
It does not radiate the heat so readily.
bottom. The gas will light and continue
To prove this fill a tin box with-hot water.
to burn steadily but the flame will grad:One side of the box is covered with
ually get smaller and smaller until at last
lamp black and the opposite side is
you will think it is going out. Just asst
bright tin (sea Fig. 7). Two glass tubes
gets to its lowest, however, there is -a loud
with bulbs at one end are connected as
explosion and the lid of the tin flies off
shown with a " U " tube which contains
on to the floor The explanation is thin
some coloured water, The bulbs, which
The gas, owing to its lightness, gradually
are previously blacked, are arranged on
rises and passes out of the hole in the.
either side of the tin box so that. one
bottom of the tin where it burns steadily.
is oppositethe black side and the other
At the same time air enters through the
sI Ol as
Fs. J A d
opposite the bright side. The water ne hole in the lid and takes its place. Presently
Its mein ter.
the tube which would naturally be the
a state is reached where the tin contains
in
each limb, will be seen to go down ono
ame level
not gas only but a highly explosive mixture o'
side and up the other. This is due to -the fact that
gas and air. It is then that the flame '` lights back"
the polished
and explodes thecontents. Just a word of caution: the black surface radiates more heat than
it more than
Make certain the tin s properly full of gas as, if and therefore heats the bulb opposite to
in the
expansion of the
there is still air present, it is likely to explode directly. the other one. This causes down
tube and up the
you hold the match near the hole, possibly very bulb and drives the water with the
and
"U
bulbs
the
apparatus
The
violently at that. We will now turn our attention to other side.
tube is known as a differential air thermometer and is wellr
-RADIATION.
very small differences
Heat radiations and Iight are very similar. Both are worth making.:It will detect
in experiments on
wave m tions in the ether and have the same velocity. temperature and is very useful
shall conclude our
The difference lies in the wave length. Light waves radiation. In our next article wedescribe
some dealing
are short ; violet light having the shortest wave length experiments on heat and light and
and rod the longest. Longer waves than these are not with sound.
light but heat, and longer still are wire/ass
waves l
Apart from the fact that heat teen be reflected
by mirrors and lenses in the seine manner as
light, one of the most interesting things about
it is the way in which some surfaces absorb H
and others reject, or rather reflect it. For
instance, a black sm-face absorbs heat readily,
thus a black coat gets .very hot and uncomfortable on a hot, sunny day. A light or BLRCN MORRO..
HON TNe YELLOW
PIECE OF: RED-NOT
oROOER RPPERRS
silvered surface, howe.er, reflects it, hence DRAWN OM T)NFOK
RON. HELO NERO.
a white garment..is more suitable in summer.
Fii,6.-The mysterious daooer.:
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Yea may obtain a blueprint showing the miring
of this set for lit post free from the Publisher,
Geo. Newäes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2.

a-0 6.Z +

rioted by the enthusiast "desirous of exploring the full possibilit-ies of the set.
The Circuit.
This is quite straightforward. F'at
//,x- 'tuning and reaction I have chosen tlxo
best quality plug-in eoìls in preference to
one of the many dual -range coil units on the market because
Om latter, although exeellent in multi -valve Sets, are mostly
somewhat too sharply tuned for a orte -valve., with conTHeORETICRL CIRCUIT
sequent loss of signal strength. Reaction is obtained by
7 THINK it is no csaggeration to say that a well means of one coil lg It is s positioned a to be effective
designed one.valver used with a good pair of 'phones
on both the medium and long waves.Smooth art ion is
will give pearl rally the same range and generally assured by the use of a differential reaction condenser.
far better quality of reproduction than the average Wave changing is accomplished by short circuiting the
loud-speaker " three " ; then again the difference i
long wave coil with a simpleswitch. No oeil 'hanging is
running rests is another point which cannot be over- necessary! Incidentally, shorting" this ceil brings it
looked.
at earth potential and being some distance from the
The Houmins British One.\'ali-te is a equality set medium wave coil will not eaten :any " dead end " effect
when tuning on the lower band,
which I am sure will more than
Theaerial, it will le noticed,
is connected to a semi.fixed
many receivers of -this class
LIST OF COMPONENTS.
condenser, the other terminal of
in existence- It is a receiver
One .0001 sire Polar No. 2 sari tic condenser.,
which is joined to one of the
which will appeal alike to the
One .0003 511Ú reaction condenser (Pour cm p )
One Ms Type "B" low loss valve holder.
three tappings on the aerial roil,
and experimenter, and
One 0003 Listen feed condenser.
thus providing the twomeans
in cce
order to make its construeOna. 2 Meg, Listen grid leak with clips..
tion as simple as possible w
of adjusting selectivity prevTwo kitten " n otf " stitches.
nor Telsen H F choke, One panel gin, by Sin.
iously mentioned.
bave had prepared a full
Onc baseboard pin, by 7m.. Battereohoio s,
blueprint of the lay-out. With
fixed ip terminals. Two terminal mounts.
Four
eer
Assembly and Wiring.
this print, which, by the way,
h'ormodenser" max. .0003 MID.
One se
As I stated before, one of
von can obtain from HOBBIES
Three Listen basebo4,rd mil holders.
HosBros blueprints is just.
Blueprint Dept. for a shilling, i e o Clix flt-all iipade terminals:
Two tlir wander plugs. Byldurane cabinet (J. J.
the thing to guide you
the problem of assembly is
Burlier),
assembly. However,the wiring
practically solved.
One Eta Valve To, BY2010 detector,
diagram 'herewith shows you
One Linen H.T. battery.
How to Use the Blueprint. One Exrde L.T. ceu m later
how the parts are arranged. A
toils.
1
Lew,.
60X,
heattphon,
1
Tune.
One pair
point which should be rememTou simply lay the print on
well 60, and 1 209.'
the baseboard, place each e
, bered is to mount the coil
wire for connections.

L.?-

-.

s

-

"n the print, start the holes
for the holding -down screws with an awl, remove the
print and screw the parts in place. In the case of the
panel, you mark where. the -holes are to be drilled in
just the same way. Quite simple, isn't it ?

An All -Purpose Receiver.
I have just stated that this set would appeal

berth to

the novice and experimenter. You may argue that this
is rather a rash statement since the average experimenter
seems is judge a set by the number of knobs it has, his
idea being that the more adjustments that can be made,
the better l On the other hand, the novice, or for that
matter, the average listener, likes the controls to be as
me such
supple as possible. Well now, how have
a difficulty t Simply like this: on the frositrof the set
there are just the usual two knobs and switches, these
being the only controls the average listener need worry
about. Ínaide, however. you will find two means of
controlling volume and s lcetivity, which will be appre-

sockets exactly as shown,other-

wise should you reverse the X
roil holder, the connections will be mile the wrong way,
.round. Regarding the wiring, it will be noticed that no
:soldering is necessary, all wires being taken direct to the
terminals on the various components. The battery Leads

should be secured to the base by means of a small brass
strip as shown, then there will be no chance of aécidentaily wrenching them off.
Having gone over the 'connections carefully to see
that everything is in order, join up your aerial, earth.
'phones and batteries. Now plug in your coils connecting
the lead from the pre-set `Formodenser" to No. 2
tapping on the X coil. The knob on the Foriuodenoer,
should be screwed down half way. Lastly, insert the.
"Eta" detector valve and switch on the filament.
The wave -change switch should he suit for the medium
waves and in for the long waves.
No. 1 tapping gives greatest selectivity, No. 2
gives medium selectivity. and No. 3 gives greatest
volume.
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CHEMIST l', Y FO
AMATEURS
y Ha

Welton

THE SIMPLE PROCESS OF DISTILLATION.
ACIIEMICAL process of great utility and interest

By its means,highly
purified products are obtained from
ude
substances. For instance, modern lubricating oils are
distilled from crude petroleum, while " Scotch Shale,"
subject to the same process, provides us with paraffin
(medicinal), paraffin wax and soft paraffin (white and
yellow, known usually as petroleum jelly). And thus
we might continue with illustrations, whisky and
spirits, raw alcohol, benzene, and a multitude of other
commodities-aì1 these manufactured by a distillation
process.
The operation is simple-it consists merely of converting a liquid into its vapour and then recovering it
by condensing the vapour against a cool surface.
A few moments consideration will make it evident
that the distillation process
may he emarriase
ployed to sepaRF: ttw
Firs/!
rate a liquid
from solids
dissolved in it,
C
is that- of distillation.

to

separate

two liquids of
differing boilingpo nts-the
alcohol may
be distilled

ever from'
a mixture of
water and

TR SINN

TAP WATER

vapour before a temperature of 100° is attained
This explains why
Eggs Cannot be Boiled on Mountains.
Although the subject of egg boiling seems a far cry
from the more technical subject of distillation, it is an
admirable illustration of a lowered boiling point caused
by a reduction in pressure and is proved without the use
of a thermometer. Egg albumen (the "white ") is
coagulated at the temperature of boiling water under
normal pressure. Below 100° it. is coagulated only with
difficulty. The higher we ascend from the earth, the
lower becomes the atmospheric pressure. Coupling
those two facts you will realise that on a high mountain
boiling water is too low in temperature to successfully.
boil an egg.

Fractional Distillation.
This is a method used in separating two or more
mixed liquids whose boiling points lie close together, and
consists of disc,.
tillingearefnlly
at the boiling
point of the
TO LOGO WATER
TRP-+
more volatile
liquid.
This
porno of the

disc I late

b

RECEMMG
,'y FLICK

{known as the

first fraction)
is set aside and
a second frac-

tioniscolleeted

alcohol, leavat a slightly
ing the water
higher temperin the still, or
ature. A third
may
again we
and more fracFig. 1.-A simple disfillation apparafas
utilise the distions are coltillation process to obtain a liquid the vapour of which lected until the volatile vapours cease to be evolved.
other
heating
some
substance.
Of
The
first
by
this
fractions
contain
practically
all
is produced
the more volatile
last application a good example may be seen in the liquid and little of the ether, whereas the final fractions
preparation of chloroform, to be described in a later issue contain the reverse. Each fraction is very carefully
redistilled
perhaps
several
times
of this paper.
until complete separation
There are numerous modifications of the distillation is effected. This is a method used in separating the water
process in common use. Perhaps the amateur chemist from alcohol in the manufacture of the latter. I shall
encountered
such
expressions
as
"distildescribe
already
shortly
in
this
paper
how to make a small
lias
quantity of alcohol, and if you have a thermometer you
lation .in vacuo," " fractional- distillation," and- " distillation iii steam." A few words on these processes will be able to purify it by fractional distillation.
would not be out of place, perhaps.
Distillation in Steam.
Distillation under Reduced Pressure (or In Vacuo).
Many liquids boil at a lower temperature in contact
The temperature at which a liquid boils and passes with water with which they are immiscible. The reason
into the gaseous state is dependent on the pressure to for this is somewhat involved and calls for no explanation
which it is subject. Water, for instance, under normal here. The operationeither consists of heating the liquid
atmospheric pressure (nearly fifteen pounds per square and simultaneously passing steam through it, or heating
inch) boils at a temperature of 100° Centigrade ap- the liquid and water together. In each case the disproximately, Now, if see reduce the pressure below tillate contains both water and the liquid under treat that of the atmosphere; the water boils and passes into
(Continued as page 504.)
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AN. EFFICIENT AE !AL

EA k'; THING SWITCH
B

y A. J.

I°

UDD

A switch which entirely isolates the receiver from
the aerial and earth.

OMMON

AC

practice with
many ama-

heurs is to uso a
single pole :switch

-earthedi

Fig. I.
egitch in

ter earthing the
aerial when their

The

Position.

wireless set is not in
use, the earth termsnal of the sot being directly connected to earth all the
t
A much better arrangement it to use ais itch
which entirely isolates the receiver from the aerial and
earth. when placed in the earth
fF

_

-

A simple switch,
which
answers the purpose very
efficiently, is shown in Figs. 1

can be screwed to
shown.

44"

-

to 3. The materials required
to make it consist of a piece
et -din. ebonite, 44in. long. by
3 in. wide, four stout terminals with stamping nuts, a strip
of sheet brass, f4in. -long by
wide and din. thiele, two
brass screws 21n. long, and a

the centre of each an

as

The supports for the ebonite base are made from
a -wooden bobbin of the kited that instrument wire
is wound on. Select one that is about 2,in. long over
the ends, and cut it across thé co t o of the c ore
with a tenon saw. File the sawn ends square, and
proceed to screw the base of the switch in position
on the side of the window frame, having pr viously
made holes in the latter to receive the fixing screws.
After passing the screws through the base-piece, the
half bobbins are slipped on the screws, and on screw r,
ing home the latter tightly
quite a rigid fixture resulta.
It will readily be een that
the wooden distance -pieces
provide ample clearance behind
the base f cr the terminal stems
and connections. In making
s
the connections with the van in us leads, the ends of those
can either be placed heiseren
washers and clamped by the
end nuts, as shown in Figs.
2 and 3, or they earl he
oldered to the terminal stems
before fmally screwing the
switch in position.
-

-

wooden bobbin.

Constructional Details.

Mark out the ebonite ae
F;y.
How [o mark ,u [ he ebon,m Arse.
indicated
Fig. 4, and drill
Operation.
six holes through, the two to take the fizipg screws being
As shown in the photograph (Fig. 1), the switch is in
countersunk.
the earthed po tens the receiver being completely
To make the switch arms, cut the brass into two isolated. When the set is to be used,
each terminal head
pieces of equal length
(Continued on page 508.)
and set out the position
f the holes and slots
n&éri,al Zeal ire wire
of wooden,
4
according to the dibobbin.

-

-

-

Part

-

I

-

monah ons given in Fig.
5. The slots ere made

by first drilling holes
in the centre lines and
then, with a hack -saw,
cutting away the metal
not required.
Clean
out the slots and round
the ends of the arms
with a fure-eut file.
Having screwed the
.

four terminals

in

position. slip on tiro
two arms and see that
the slots engage smoothly with their respectivo
terminal stems.
Any
tendency to bind call.
be put right by slightly
filing the inside of the
tight clot. A small
ebonite or or-Mold knob

Ebonite
'

'.

Earth wire
Fig. 3

A front etecation,

Fly;

2.-.1

rid, deg bon
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A HANGING
Glllr! G
WALiL, CA I. INjE`.L
dotted lines on the design patterns. In front of this
pediment rail, and at right aíngles to it, is the long thin
piece which is glued and screwed in the right angle
at the joint shown B. Be carefulto get this square,
and if necessary drive in a small screw at the front end.
The whole framework of the cabinet' is complete, but
a back of kin. plywood is eut to fill the aperture and

glued in place up to triangular or. square blocking
fillets glued round the inside of the cabinet. The detail
at Fig. 1 illustrates this. The fillet must, of course,
be put in lain. from the edge, level all round, so -the
plywood rests and is glued close up to it with the back
face flush with the rest of the work. The door hm ä
central overlay glued on, is fitted with an ornamental
catch on the left-hand stile, whilst two hinges are
screwed on to the right-hand edge. The other portion
of the strew is fixed on the inner surface of the side so
that the door will be set back slightly between the top
and floor,
General Hints.
All the parts should, of course, be eut first, cleaned
up, and then tested in their proper place. Having
:

i-THE making of a wall cabinet is quite a simple

affair for any owner of fretwork tools if he uses the
patterns printed in the centre pages of this issue.
These patterns are shown full size and make the work

straightforward when they are pasted down to actual
fretwood ready to eut out with the fretsaw in the
ordinary way. They are even more simple because the
doer is supplied ready made. A piece of work like this
looks well in oak, and the parts are all eut from this
material, so that they can be. stained when it is complete.
The framework is cut from jai, boards, the two overlays:
are. ¡in. and the plywood back is Ain.
The Construction.
Actually there is no solid back in. the ordinary patterns,
but one the same size and shape as the door is glued in to fill up the aperture. The pattern of the sides has
to be extended to a complete length of llin., whilst the.
top and floor have to be drawn out on the wood to the
dimensions given. The two sides halve into the floor
at the joint marked A, and it is essential that the
cutting of this is carried out accurately to make' a rigid
framework. When these three pieces are put together
the top can he added. This piece comes flush with the
back edge, but projects jhs. odor the sides and front,
The Outside Frame.
Glue it and screw it in place, taking care that the
aside aperture is large enough to hold the door (kin. x
8úi.). This rough case is framed up and strengthened
with ornamental side pieces and brackets. A recess in
the floor allows anupright side piece to be glued and
screwed so that it comes flush with the back. The
actual position of the back of the shelf is shown by the
dotted lines. In addition to glue, a short screw can be
added through the narrow neck of wood at the top.
Beneath the floor and between the two projecting
sides is put the back shaped rail. This éornes between
the sides and in addition to gluing on to three edges
can be screwed like the former part.
The Fancy Top.
Above the top is an ornamental- shaped back-the
pediment rail ---and this stands level with the back
edge to set just aver fin. inwards from,eaèh side. A
small ornamental overlay is required for this part, and
this, like the one on the door, is merely cut from ¡in.
piece of wood and glued in the place: shown by the

obtained a good fit, they are glued strongly together,
light markings having been made to show the actual
positions. Strengthen up if necessary with blocking
pieces inside, and be sure to get the whole cabinet
square so the door may hold. properly Glue the overlays carefully so that the adhesive does not squeeze
out over the background. If it does, the stain will not
" take " and the white surrounding patch will show.
The door -knob is fitted with a catch behind, and a
small niche must be made in the side to accommodate.
it when closed.

-

-.

:

the back broken ama to shwa
fixed ágalar angle

how it is

hNera.
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AN lEXT]EN i!1 ING LADDE
gaining strength and substance to carry the weight
when in use. If desired, the mortise may be set out
above the centreline ; this would improve the balance
of the ladders. Set out the rungs for the wider and
narrower ladders, as per sketch (Fig. 2), and gauge fòr
the tenons.

WHERE. it is difficult to
store a long ladder, a
placo can usually be
found for an extension ladder in
an outhouse or shed. If it be
of fairly simple construction and

PULLEY

can easily be taken apart,each
part can be used separately,
thereby serving a number of
Purposes. The extension ladder
described consists of two separate
ladders, one of which slides
inside the other, the inner ono
being &in. narrower than the
inside measurement of the outer
ladder to allow for free.. sliding
movement.

Construction.
Cut the mortises in the ladder sides and the tenons of
the rangs. In cutting the mortises allow Tor 'hardwood
wedges. Fit the tenons in the mortises and round off

i. Marbraº out thé ttoolong Id,, cJJde
ladder.
the corners of the rungs.- Clean up the rungs and inner
sides, glue, cramp, test for squareness, and wedge the
rungs. When the glue is set, cleanup and round such

The Material.
The ladder sides should be
cut from prime straight -grained
red deal, planed as straight as
possible, free from twist and
finished 21in. by l.}in. A Tin.
by 3m. plank will cut these
economically. Should there be
any camber when the pieces are
planed, they should be set out
in pairs and arranged in such a
manner that the sides, when
framed, should tend to pull each
other straight; if the edge should
be convex, set out the sides and
the position of the rungs so the
convex edge faces the user,
thereby causing the sides to
straighten when in use.
Cutting List.
The wood required for the

-tee

12

2.-The

dimensions
the twosets

of the corners as are shown in the plan for else iron clip bands. Chamfer or round off the ends of the ladder

sides

The Clips.
Sketches are shown at Fig. 3 of the side and stave
clips. They may be made from wrought iron or mild
steel. The side clips are made out of Izin. by e -in.
material, and the stave clips out of lhin. by in., both
.are drilled for screws and a bolt which precludes the
possibility of an accident which might be caused by the
strain withdrawing the screws.
-

outside fodder is as follows : Two
red deal sides, 15=ft., planed ás
straight as possible and free
from twist to 2áin. by lkin.,
seventeen oak or ash staves. 16ìn.
long, laain. wide, and in. or din.
thick. For the inside ladder, two

Putting Together.
The ladders are fixed by threading the top of the
inside ladder through the iron clips of the outside ladder,
sliding the inner one to the desired height and dropping
the shouldered irons on to their respective staves.
sides of red deal are required, Should it be desired to raise the upper ladder with
planed as straight as possible, ires from twist, to nin. a rope over a pulley, fix a lsmall side pulley near the
by lain., fourteen oak or ash staves, 13ín. long, lain. top (see Fig. 4), and at the back of the lower
ladder, tie the rope to the bottom rung
wide, and ¡in. or tin. thick.
of the shorter ladder and raise as desired.
The .ladders should be finished with
Setting Out.
a coat of size and two coats of
Place the ladder sides together in pairs.
.varnish. All ironwork should
as shown in the sketch (Fig. I) and set
be enamelledblack.
out rungs for a 10 -in. tread or rise- The
It should be possible te,
outer ladder should be 15ft. long and
obtain the wood from a loeal
the inner 12ft. tin. Set the mortise
bu Id the stuff being'rorgh'
gauge to a kin. mortise chisel and gauge
sawn to the required direr
the mortises on the upper and convex
sons. A blacksmith or tin side of the centre line. The idea of this
th will make the support
bcing to cut the mortises on the com3--Eleuatton od
F 4 The sm
clips for you quite cheaply.
side of the timber, thereby
rr,itev.
l:22 4 t

pressionFs.

1

-
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CABINET
A HANGING
Instructions for making on page 498.

MATERIALS REQUIRED.
Planed oak boards of the required
thi..hness, a door ready to han"
(600B) and su9ïe'ent angIo fillet*
costs 5. (postage Od.). A pair
of hin_es, catch No. 5383) and
two wall hangers, Od. The whole
lot for 6,7 post free.

Suitable for a small fleet aid
cupboard: being 131iù. high,
144in. wade Mid -5fíe. deep.
Built in oak-or mahogany yin.
thick, with fin. overlays and
plywood back.

DOOR.

Snpgliad ready
to hag. (Nn.
6008) We. high,
sin. wide.
-

DOOR

OVERLAY.
thick

s s how the
bank is fixed.

TOP

ene tu el

o

e!ull,:Yrb:

giren,

nRAcKrTs.

FLOOR.

one to
d nen
sións given.

Cut

the
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OVERLAY
ON PEDIMENT RAIL.

OBTAINABLE FROM-

All the necessary parts are obtainable from

$obbies Ltd., Derebam, Norfolk. Brauches
t 65 New OalorA St., C.C.-83 Newington Butts, S.E.11-l6? Bishopsgate, B.C.,
S,ondon-320 Argyle St., Glasgow-100

et one ;iº, thielr.

High St.,
Piceaditly, Manchester-9d
'Birmingham --4 St.P,rul'sParade, Sheffield -10 Queen Victoria St., Leeds-15 Bernard
St,, Southampton -88 London Rd., Brighton,
844 longs St., Toronto, Canada.

BACK RAIL

Glue

`n.

e e

fil r

to toi r

PEDIMENT RAIL.

ri

m

d

c

tol

i

de cabinet as door-stops.

or-, .3 10,10 trd toe,_

-BACK.

This eonssts
piece of 3iltin. oplywood 61n. by Sit.

SIDE
BRACKETS.
Out two.

SIDES
nch

d. cr u
t

,
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MAKING MODEL ENGINE PARTS FROM SHEET METAL
-....
.:....,..
constructing asmall
edges should be filed quite
model steam engine, the
square with thus des and
h y 4' Hoirnne
amateur, especially the
finished with a fine cut file,
beginner, often finds that
the file marks being afterfor various reasons he cars.
wards removed by means of
¡rot use castings and has to
a piece of fine emery cloth
resort to the use of built-up parts as substitutes. With stuck on the end of a narrow- fiat strip of wood. If two
rods
are
a little care and patience, however, a number of model
required, they roll he marked out at the same
time on a strip of sheet lorasv et sufficient length.
T
Locomotive Type Connecting -rod.
Assuming that two of these ace to be made, :the
.Down. \07L
outlines can be carefully marked out side by side on a
piece of sheet brass or iron of suitable width and thickness, and after separating with a hacksaw, each one can
i., ...
be filed to shape all round the edges in the manner
before described. Rectangular .pieces of brass about
Fig. i. -Two
s of a small connecting
.ecting-rod.
-rod.
thick can be soldered on to each side of the " big
engine parts ran be made fromsheet-brass,
s
iron and steel, end " to
which, when properly finished. would be quite as service- f o -r rnAnall Brag --s or
able as if made from castings, besides having the advan. this
Gr"cvtwphone.
tage of being lighter.
ing pieces,ppn7Jg9
The writer explains in this short article how such as shown
parts as eonneeting-rods, bearing blocks, and eccentrics in Fig. 3.
can easily be built up from odd pieces of sheet metal, and small
such as are usually to be found in the scrap box.

Mechanic "

Filed

.

Boïh,.S74`1

_

brass
washers

Small "Connecting-Rod
should be
First of all take the small connecting -rod shown in soldered
Fig. 1. This can be fashioned t.om a st p of sheet -on e ch
brass or gunmetal s r thick and e in wide.A line iR side of the
the c- F a s.- ohhl<
mn
scribed down the centre of the strip and the centre o`small
,s
the holes for the gudgeon and crank -pins centre -punched' end" for the same purpose. Drill the holes through
at the required distance apart. After carefully marking for the gudgeon and crank pins, file round both ends to
out the shape of the rod, hold the strip in a vice and remove any superfluous solder pad finish off with fine
proceed to file away the metal down to the scribed line, emery paper.
Forked Connecting-Rod.
Strong and serviceable cm t g ods of tins type
be
de
strips f het
tat
in the manner illustrated in Fig.
4 Having decided the length
/eerof
.Thickening Pieces
of rod, mark out the two side
o77.
plates to the shape shown at A.
oye,
and after ffil g t the outline,

t,

r

/Soldered

t

:

h

Soldered

bid each

;Q

m,
_-

Fig. 3.-Connecting-rod for
a

l'bs'

parts et the strips between C
and D, which are shownin
contact, can now be tinned.
Clamp them together with a small screw cla mp so that
they register correctly, and then sweat them together.
(To to concluded next week.En.)

model locomotive or horizontal rooms

The centre part of the rod should be filed Clown at the
sides so that it is made thinner than the ends.
A method of holding the rod while this,operatimr is performed is shown in Fig. 2.
The rod is placed on a piece of

hardwood, about din. thick, and
held in position by a number of
small brads driven into the wood
and touching the rod all round,
so that the tops of the brads
come just below the level it is
desired to file down to. Old.
gramophone needles answer the
purpose quite ell. The block
f wood ran now be held in ,he
ice, an d the filing down of une
side of the rod proceeded with.
After finishing ,one side, r- s erse
the rod and file down the ether
side in the soma manners. The

at B

4

Bend Here

.5

zi çr. PiáL

Fig. 4.-Deta,!s of the coast

r,on af a

Side P7 }P
Soldered on,

1 1Md aennecang-r:ad.

s
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a record is justa two miles per hour, and 840ft. of it is needed for a full
black disc which will talk, sing or play when- 12in. record.
ever it is placed on the gramophone. But how
Tests Made on Wax Blanks.
do they put the music in the grooves
The organzatioa and equipment required is just as complicated as
Before the final recordings are taken one or two tests
that needed for the manufacture of much more imposing- are made on wax blanks, and played back so that any
looking things-motor-cars for instance.
faulty rendering can be corrected. The principle.
The original recording is the most spectacular but involved in playing back is exactly the same as with
not by any means the most difficult part of the business. the $nished record. A steel needle, fitted in this case
It is carried out on a large wax blank;
about I4in. indiameter and tin. thick.
the track, whose waves set up in it
To make a single blank takestwenty
identical- vibrations to those caused
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
hours or so, for the wax used has to
26th 1907. ` by the original sounds. These vibraZssué dated
go through many refining processes
tions are amplified, as they would be
before it is moulded into shape and
by an ordinary gramophone, and ren128 in this issue twenty-five
IT years
the
rface highly finished by a
produced through a loud speaker.
ago that one of the most
sapphire cutter on a special machine.
The actual master record-;a duplipopular designs ever produced áp- i
There must not be the tiniest blemish.
cate is always taken in case ofgeared. This is the Home, Sweet
In the recording-room this w
aecidents-cannot be played back,.
Home Design, No. 909. This to
for a steel needle run over the soft
blank is: set on a turntable that is
still available to readers, is still
rotated at exactly- seventy-eight
wax surface is bound to damage it to
mightily popular with a large
revolutions per minute by means of
a certain extent,
So directly they
has
had
to
of
and
number
workers,
a weight-the only form -of driving
are completed and the machinehas
be reprinted more than half a
power that will remain absolutely
cut the final quick spiral into the
original
since
its
dozen
times
centre-the one that works the.
constant. A tiny sapphire cutter,
appearance. The same issue gives
automatic stop on a gramophone-1
attached to a kind of glorified telephone s-eéëiver, is lowered until it cuts
they are packed off in carefully
ant interesting chapter on the arms
a little groove in the revolving blank.
padded boxes to the works.
of Church dioceses, sod the early
By means of gearing, the turnstages of electricity of those days
Turning Out Duplicates.
table is arranged in such a way that
are well shown by the construction
Having made two recordsthat
besides rotating it gradually moves
of a small Wimhurst machine. The i mustn't be played, the gramophone
along bodily under the cutter. So
usual features also appeared. people have before them the task of
the cutter is a shade nearer the
is
remarkable
difference
a
What
turning out any number like them
centre at the end of each revolution,
evidenced when we compare these
that can. It is no simple problem,
and forms a spiral of grooves. On a
early issues with the latest ropy!
for the shrface impressions of the
full-time record-a 12in. playing for
duplicates crust be identical with one
4 minutes 40 seconds and a ldin. for
of the oeigmals "in every respect.
3 minutes 30 seconds-there will be
no less than ninety-nine grooves to the inch, but there Even a variation of a thousandth of an inch, which is
considered a fairly fine limit in engineering practice,
is no need to set them so closely together in every ease.
would he fatal in this ease.
Recording the Artiste's Voice.
There is plenty of room for trouble, because the
Directly the cutter is started on its journey the original wax master has to be copied through five
stages before the final record is obtained. First -it is
operator in the recording -room gives the " commence
hung inside an immense safe, fitted with massive chains
signal to the artistes, who occupy an adjoining studio.
and padlocks. Inside it, tiny particles ofpure gold are
The sounds from there are picked up by a microphone,
which is connected through suitable amplifiers and hurled against the face of the-.wax by electrical forces.
controls to the " telephone receiver. " above the turn- In time they form a thin layer of gold which, when
peeled away, gives a faithful negative copy. The wax:
table.
The sapphire cutter is thus made to vibrate sideways is afterwards useless but it has done its bit.
The gold master, as it is called, is next dropped into
in sympathy with these sounds, and in doing so it cuts
an irregular groove in the wax blank. Tiny waves are an electroplating vat, and '¢overed"with a deposit of
made, the number varying according to the note recorded.
silver.- On separating the two metals, the silver has a
For a high note there may be as many as 500 öf these positive face-it :exactly matches the original wax.
waves made over an inch of track ; for a low note, only Several silver "mothers " are generally made.
(To be concluded next week.)
one wave over 2in. The track is cut at a speed of

T /¡OST people no doubt think
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CHEMISTRY FOR AMATEURS (continued from page 496).
ment, and as they are immiscible they are readily -jacket enters the bung or stopper to the boiling flask
separated. Many, eésential oils used in medicine are
Three-quarters fill the boiling flask w c,h
obtained in this way, the leaves of the plant, which and arrange the apparatus as shown in Fig.tapI.-water
The
contain the sü, are treated by either of the above methods.
böihng flask or still rusts over the btmsen on a wir
The oil passes over with the steam and finally is separated gauze and tripod and it eonnected to the condenser.e
in the distillate from the water upon which it floats.
The outlet end of the latter .passes into the receiving
And now to the amateur chemist's laboratory, where, flask. Turn on the heat until the water in the
still is
having grasped the theory of distillation. he Will no boiling vigorouslv, then torn down the -flame,
keeping
doubt wish to satisfy
if of its'truth
the Water steadily holing. The liberated steam will be
Tho apparatus required for distillation consists of the
seen condensing in the condenser inner tube.
still boiler, the condenser and the receivbr.
Tho first portion of the distillate is used to rimo the
The Still Bolo
This consists of a glass flask. The receiver and is then thrown away. It
not pure
rapacity is immaterial ; if much distillation is to he done, distilled water as it contains the more is
volatile m
then
larger flask is
purities and dissolvedJ
necessaryto avoid. 4 tawcrtvv a' race
4"LEacrose TUBE
gases always present üi
constant refilling. A
tap water. This prebored cork closes the
caution having been
}
80100
euvC<La
mouth of the vessel.
observed proceed' to
/2
- The
Condenser.\\
D
collect the distillate
Ó'PRoJEcr%YG TUBE
For this you will
noo coming over until
require about a foot ut
about too ounces of
Fig. 2.-The construction of the condense,.
glass tubing about an
water only remain in
inch in. diameter. Any good chemist will obtain._ this the still boiler. At this point cease to collect the water now
for you if he does not actually stock it. You will also coming ver as it will contain
ithe
le so volatile
pùri_ ti s..
need a yard of ordinary thin glass tubing and two bungs
The simple type of still employing a Liebig type
which will fit -the ants of the wide tubing. It is unnecescondenser such as I have described, is not capable of
sary to describe: in any detail the construction of the delivering large volumes of distillate in a few minutes,
condenser, as it will be quite evident £anti Fig 2. The glass but, nevertheless, is quite adequate in output for most
tubing is out with a three-cornered file as described in the small laboratory purposes. On the larger scale, conlist article of this series. Two holes are bored in each tinuous forms of still are erepl yed in which the routing
bung. These must accurately fit the narrow tubing wh ch water in the jactent, becoming warmed by contact with
they house, otherwise the contraption will not ben- ti,
the condenser pipe or worm, ' is passed en to the. boiler
tight. In use, the condenser is connected to the tap, the which is automatically kept at a constant level.
Some
overflow pipe returning the water to the sink after it
saving in heat is thereby effected, and there is no risk of
traversed the water jacket. The inner tube of le the still running dry.
-

-
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Can you make GUARANTEED KITS
INVISIBLE INK ? for "HOBBIES" CIRCUITS!
if you have Lott's Chemistry set.
YLS,You can develop it, tor., and grow
Chemical trees and big crystals and
An
change the colours of liquids.

"Autokoíl Reinartz Three"

absorbing bobby,. chemistry.
the experiment in Lot is Che istry
have been 'arranged by a .Doctor of
Science. You can spend many exciting
lab"
hours in your own home
Lott's Chemistry is supplied in 3 boxes
Box 1 with 18 Chemicals, acceSsories
and book of 42 experiments. Price3/6.
Box 2 with 02 Chemicals, Bunsen
and book of- 80
Burner, a
experiments.3 6 Price B
with 30 Chemicals, Bunsen
Bhrner, extra accessories and book
el 131 experiments. Prier 10/S.
Spares suppled. Obtainable tram
leading toy dealers and stores.
Lott's Chemistry is petfectty sate to
handle.
Boo 1, oonrpkfe silk Bintnrals, Write for descriptive booklet to
iilrnus, ,nngnesibrnribbo,y hook,
Dept. H.2,

Components

cute,

as,

I

nt

etc.,

etc.

Autokoil" All-wave Tuner (Hambling)
,.
Valve Holders (Clix or Lotus)
Dux L.F. Transformers (RI,) ..
..
..
..
On and Off Switch (Lis-en)
H.P. Choke (Lis-en)
Aerial Timing. Condenser .0005 (Polar)
Variable Condenser .0003 (Polar)
3 meg. Grid Leak and Holder (Dnbilier)
-.
Fixed Condenser .0003 (T.c.C.)...
Fixed Condenser .or (T.C.C,) ..
..
Terminals engraved (Clix)
Vicegrip Wander Plugs (Clic) .,
"

3
2
x

x

r
I
r
I
I

o
ry

Ebonite Panel

I

x4" x ry'

r Boc'board 14" x 7"

..

..

..
-

CASH PRICE

sepaºatety)

...

012

O
O

d6
6
6
1
6
5 6
6 6
6 6

0

2

O

1

0

3

O

2

0

O

1

19

O
O

1
1

6

0 2

0

0 2
0 13

..

O

O

-

..

Screws and Wire for connections
(Agcy past sold

®g

s.

3
6
0

, .

..

. -

Panel support brackets (Cameo)

2

LOTT'S BRICKS LTD., WATFORD

316.

Kit

speclfied.

:All

..

..
..

6

-

£3 9 - 4
wimeximismomMass

2 pois

3 Cossor Valves Drys. 6rZ., or 3 ET.9. Valves 220. 99 -Volt H.T. 9s.
Speaker,
-Volt L.T. Accumulator 83. 6d.
9 -Volt G.B. IS.

CHEMISTRY

'

Ask your Newsagent for

Kit as specified

Coseor Valve 8s. bd,

NEWNES'

L
1

i

I

H.T.

APPROVED SUPPLIERS FOR °'HOBBIES" KITS

"AUTOKOIL"
ALL-WAVE
TUNER

f

price

12/6
Post Paid

9

ae caw.
Ask your

,

5cvrotSo

adoe

S{,O Icor
clIcxt

ostick

do
d

r

ad,

Dad to write for

ldLmbleeverywv

a.

£2 4 7
L.T. Bs. 6a:'

200 to 2,000 Metres.
No coils to change. Net

Y

will

2 -Vold

"AUTOKOIL ALL -WAVE TWO" .. £2 5 4
., £3 16 O'
" BABY GRAND THREE" ..
"ROUND THE. WORLD THREE" .. £4 '7 2

l

.IS BRITISH

.

,

5e, bd.

Valves, Batteries a,td Lotideeahers extra.

and

"TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS"
Price 1'- each.
Now on Sale.
SECCOTINE

.

Kits of Components Guaranteed as Specified.
I

"TWENTY-FIVE TESTED
WIRELESS CIRCUITS"

.

6o -Volt

"HOBBIES" (JAN. 23RD) CIRCUITS

HOME MECHANIC BOOKS
entitled

nos. each.

IDBBIES" "BRITISH ONE-VALVER"

a

FREE BOOKLET from Dept, L.
McCAW, STEVENSON &... ORR,.Ltd., BELFAST

switch over to desired
waveband.
We will Tune you for KIT

Of .Components for ANA,
set described in "Hobbies."
ON EASY TERN'S LF DESIRED.
Tern's: Carriage Paid on allcash retail orders.
C.O.D. charges paid on all orders over Ls.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

"KITS"

FIRMAS
er
Heat
Seecotine
fan

se oseyr

ar tiot soar r
ed. e tube.

A. W. AMBLING,
104,

HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON.
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A WORKING MODEL

s8-

HAND LOOM
(G`on,tiºrxred from page.468,

Fi

.

ti.-Deans of the

February 6th iavue-j

"beams."

ft "i
this ribber hand can be seen ne
thread
cut the wtres at the back, thus leaving 6a
Fig. 2
all parallel and stretched across the
The only item now to be made is the shuttle which it
frame.' Screw the frame on to its ss ooden sapper
illustrated in Fig 12. This is best but out of re piece of
and fix the hinges on to the baseboard halfway between
tretwood will do
bone about fin. thick, though s
the
ain frame and the .supports for the cloth beam
quite -ell; all the edges and corners should be well
The screw eyes are for use as handles.
rounded, smoothed off and polished, so that the shaltlo
The " beams " aro made from four pieces of broom
stick l)in. diameter. as shown in Fig. 11. The spindles shows no tendency to catch any of the warp threads.
Ordinary darning wool is good material In weave
are made from nails with the heads cut off. You aril
this loom. The warp beam is fixed, temporarily, a about
Bird it very difficult to get the wood true on the spindle
if you drive the nail in without special precautions, - A a yard behind the machine and the wool is stitched on.
to the piece of tape of the cloth beam, threaded through
good method is to mark off the centre carefully and dril
the reed, then through the central eye in one of the
a hole of the same diameter as the nail aboutlin. deep.
Ask an assistant to watch the drill to make serre yo . twisted wires of the front heald and stitched on to the
tape of the warp beam. The.
are holding
upright. The drilled
second thread passes through the
'effective
hole then forms
next space in the reed, but is
guide for the nail which should
scar. %(weOE k /-DEEP
threaded through an eye in the
be.driven in about bn, further to
back heald instead of the hone
fix itfirmly.
one. Alternate threads go through
C
For the cloth beam drive in
an eye on the front heald and the
eight small brads and cut-off the
threads between go through an
heads leaving
r jecting. as
The
eye on the beck heald.
o
provides
warp threads are then all rolled
form of ratchet arranges
Fe...-Ti= aP,rtde.
on to the beam at once and
merit, the brads engaging a hole
in a flat brass spring which can be seen in Fig. ,2. the beam fitted in to its - supports. a.seoall nail being
pushed into the rein. hole in each support to hold it in.
There is no need to give a drawing of this spring, for
place..
the photograph shows all that is required. A small block
The shuttle is wound in the slots with as much wool
of wood holds the bottom end of this spring..
A piece of strong tape kin. wide is tacked elongfene as will carry easily. :Press one of the heald levers to
raise and lower the warp and pass the shuttle` through
edge only to the round wood, a, shorn in Fig. II.
The warp beam is the same as the cloth beam the resulting " shed,'' then pull the reed towards the
except that the tape is tacked along the other edge, end, front to push the weft into position. Now depress the
other lever to reverse the position of the healds and
instead of the eight brads, a single round-head screw is
pass the shuttle through the shed again in the opposite
fitted.
A rubber bend is hooked over the screw on the warp direction, press the weft up close to the pcevious'threael
with the reed, and you will find the cloth grow as these
béam, wrapped once round the beam and hooked on to
operations are repeated.
a screw eye in the baseboard to provide tension on the

NTyX.'r
single wires,

'on

iti
-

3

-

1

ÿ

it

OUR WIRELESS BLUE PRINT SERVICE'

You can n w obtain the following blue print wiring diagrams from the Publisher, Eeaaras,
George la w es, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Str et, Strand, W.C.2. Other blue prints are in -preparation.
Blue Print No. I.
Blue Print No.2.

Hobbies" Crystal. Set

"Hobbies" British One -Falvey
glue Print No.3. "Hobbies" All Station Two
SIae PrintNo.

.

..
..

4." Hobbies" Resod-the,WorldThree

Blue Print No. 5. "Hobbies" Long Distance Four Valves G. Post Free.'
Blue Print No. 6. "Hobbies" Beginner's Three Valver 1?.
Blue Print No. 7."Hobbies" Aotokail Three Valve),

61,' Post Free.
1/-

1/1/-

-

1

AERIAL EARTHING SWITCH (continued front page 457)
Fig. 3, that ffifferent kid of wire are
is given a slight turn and the top switch
e.g_indicated leading to the switch ter,
arm moved round, until the end slot
>
mina's. The aerial leadan wire and the
ngages with terminal step (Fig. 3).
elF lead to the aerial terminal of the reeeìver
Ó
The lower switch -arm- i mo -eri pwards
O
of beau Tubb r-eo -eied'stránded
a
testa the slot near the end engages
The eaten wire to the switch
2/g
with t rmmal stemB,after bleb the
; and the earth
is 7:22 copp r
4,
terminal heads are screwed_ down.
lead from theswitch to the receiver is
Ono advantage, of this type of switch
o
ordinary tar- flex. This arrangement
t T
is thatme,. positive contact is maintained,
has been found to walk eery well in
24r'
yl
not only when the recer er is in use, --rts
p e :e,. reception. being much better
but also when the aerials earthed. Fm. 5.-Details. of ehe conch bier.
than when smaller gauge wire was used.
It will be noticed, with reterenee to

-4-----n

5

ti "'

-
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EALISTIC TOY LOCOMOTIVES AND HOW TO
MAKE THEM -3
\.
y E. W. Twining
Frames

-z44ä=-

n

`,r

/

.mss

-- ^-3 F
1

8^

¡i---ß

P
of steel, and so, when the two
driving wheel are: in the lathe,.

they must be drilled and bored
to larger dims eters; that isto
as indicated in
say to ,g

Fig. b, which is an enlarged
detail drawing of the cranked
axle, one of the coupled axles,
and one of the coupling rod
crank-pins.
1
The frames of this chassis are:
of malleable iron and ara also
Fig. 4.-General a angement of chassis with watching rea..
ireavior than in the simple engine.
les.
FIG. 4 is a general arrangement of the chassis of the They are east with bosses to form bearings for the
propelled model, the motive power being the Is this driven engine larger bearings will obviously be
muscular action of the juvenile driver. From nedesgary than in the undriven model, in order to reduce
the drawing it will be seen that the centre axle is cranked wear, especially on the journals (the parts of the axle
like a full-size locomotive, except that one large -throw which run in the bearings).
ank is provided instead of two. A' connecting rod
from this is earriedback to the cab, where the Iittle The Crank Axle.
in
the lathe on the wheel
This will need to be turned
end is attached to a double lever, which is operated
by hand, a pushing and pulling motion being applied, seats and journals, but it should not. be necessary to
thus receiving the crank and with it the driving and turn the crankpin on which the connecting rod will
coupled wheels of the engine. Nothing could be much work. This can quite well be finished by filing, testing
more simple than this, either in operation or in con- with callipers from timo to time for roundness.
The crank webs need not be touched unless there
struetioº, for, with regard to the latter, them are
only three parts (seven with the frames and coupling happens to be any abnormal lumps and roughness.
rods), and these are all cast in malleable iron, including projecting which might foul or interfere with the free
working of the connectin. rod.
y
the crank axle.
This axle is
I
From Fig. 4 itwill be seen)
biggerall over than
that I have shown the main..
4
those for the
inside crank dividing the rightcoupled wheels,
angle between the outside o
Cranked
because malleable
coupling: rod crank -pins. That.
Driving Axle.
cast- iron does not
is to say, the outside crank -pins'
possess the
will each make an angle of. 135iy degrees with
it
s crank,
'one leading,
t of, and
rl 5/g1:
the other behind, the main
crank.
The axles of the other pair of
wheels and all the coupling rod.
crank -pins are of steel; they
2'/a"
are to be made to details shown
t
57/e
in Fig. and exactly as in the
ep t for the
chassis
sis
k-s/g-'YËI{? simple
differences m lengths, i.e., the
y8 measurementoover all and that,.
over the shoulders between the
wheel seats.

U

.-

l'

/"

-

-

Eli'

-

4'

I.-

-
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Cou.o%d Axles.
Fig.

Cranir
nf crank, -axle

Pins.
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On y one correct coupon was submitted and the

4

Cash.

£5

has been awarded to the
following reader
E. Draper, 56, Regents Place, Swindon, Wilt's
j
Payment will be sent in sine course.
[
Another Easy Puzzle appears on page 504.
Prize

ola at Ia.

nanar

ioió=,,

Ta

Correct Solution,

THE TURK PACKET FREE.
a
anta for m
g Ila. soataeewiu
óp16 TCIIEISssratampsafee.Pictoriat, WarnSnbitee, g

SALE and EXCHANGE
ndj,ex.> a,,,
n e

1
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etmemn w
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eoe

1

see,

nw,u

stew,

''io¢aon., w.o.a.
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YOUR
NAME IN
IS

"TIT -BITS"?
150

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS, Machines, Accessories.-Bets Free.
Sample Films, 1s.-Filmeries, 57, Lancaster Road Lre loeestone.
PATENTING LNV NTIONS.-Handbook free.-King's Patent
Agency. Ltd., Wardrobe Chambers, E.C.4.
HANDI3LAN'S ENQUIRE MITHIN." -56 pages, hundreds of
"
illustrations, thousands of praetìeal ideas and hints 0e every.
practical art, craft, and hobby. 1s. from all newsagents,
GRAMOPHONE Fittings. Wholesnte
ea pug
t l gat,
'
prices,

ke Gramophones,"

H

London.

LL SMALL FITTItiGS

A

3d.

Rngenthob, 120 Old Sth et,

thehandy

Hinge knobs, b

bolls, locks, tc. Reliable and cheap. Call at Hobbies branc1
r send requirements to Hobbies, Ltd., Dereharn, Norfolk.'
CUNIURING CATALOGUE FREI,
Pastimes,
l , st-

Idy

A

dSS

1SOAKUalndUNG"g

Pe
1

from all newsagents.

R

FRETW00Dof all kinds. Superior to plywood. Planed both sides.
Besutifull9

given weekly

lg

ll

tS lred.

Free

from knots

rid shakes.

parcels.-Write for lists, Hobbies Ltd., Deeehaen, Norfolk.

MONEY PRIZES
AND
USEFUL GIFTS

b- d

/,` RAdolHUYI SALE.-Motes, Tonearms, Soundboxes, Horns.
Arai:bitters, Gramophones and Cabinets t gift
free.-ti 'Burt, 180, High Street, Deptford, S.E.S. prices. Catalogue
Aleo cloap

SLOAN-DUPLOY SHORTHAND, the rapidly -spreading Sigh -speed
system, saves a year's study. Read booklet of wonderful records
and obtain free lesson.Sloan-lfeeploy Society, Dept. 8, Ramsgate.
"THE HOME WOODWORKER." -96 pages-141 illustrations,
1
explains how to make o,ermantcls, desks, steps, tables, picture
frames, and other rasehel household articles. Is. from all newsagents.
TROUSER PRESS FITTINGS, 24' x 12", 210, Stretcher, 113;
28" x 14", 313, Stretcher,
8
Tie Press Fittings, If- set 12
sets 716. British Co, 1, Waterloo Street, E C 1
HAVE A IACTORl at home *Rh Hobbies
t machme. P
35s. upwards-ready to use. Manes money in your spare' time.
Cat wood and metal for all kinds of jobs. Try one at any Hobbies
branch Free illustrated list from Hobbles Ltd., Dereham,Norfolk,
OTGonRAP, FILMS, CHEAP. Lsts,-" Movies,. 109,

l'.

;

CINEuAl

"SIMPLE ESECTRIC.4L APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTS,'
w7

NOTHING TO PAY
see

-96

pages -138 ilinstratioee.
Explains bow to
ke
of electrical appmatos, and hoar to use them. le. from all
a' ill

newsagents,

-

-

P4THESCOPE EILM6.-llwe, sale, exchange. List free-Cive Film,
- 11, Bar gate, Liso lo,
METAL CUTTING FRETSAW BLADES, fee the metal worker.
Fine te coarse 3d. per doz. Heavy leetsaws for thick woo i, 9d,
Per dozen. Postage L.W. tetra-Write or call Hubbies Ltd.

STAMPS.

TIT -BITS

On Sale Everywhere

-

Twopence
Leo.

Nemec,

DIFFERENT, including 10 Chile, free to
applicants
100 for spProsals, enclosing 3d.-Gov't Stanpgentlee
Cu. Corot Place;
Guernsey.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

Hobbies " will b
fled by ost toa
reader at the.
Yonowrvg prepaid eran, Twelve months, 13%-; Six months,
6'6;
lse'G.e3.
sed 21-'z he á.P.á. Yon transmission by Canadian
Magazine Poet.

Dole=

ßegis

'
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THE MUSEUM
E CRETE

STAMPS

y P. L.

DURING only a dozen of its long
years of histoïy did Crete
enjoy the distinction of issuing
its own stamps, but in that time/900-1912-it succeeded in making
an unmistakable mark on the annals
of philately. An island of elongated
form, 160 miles
ng from east
west, and
em 35 to 371.
piles across, it
distant only
ly

boutsixty

miles from the
o u thee nmost
tongue of the
Greek penin,
Doaaa

crinoline. Taken

catamia
ÑOO

about

sola.
tho

Greek

i

national

Pemberton

Turkish authorities, when not actually hostile to Evans, had rendered
him very- little sistance, but with
the -advert of the Grecian prinéë
the work went forward at a great
pace. The subjects chosen for the
designs on the Cretan stamps of 1900
and 1905 give a panoramic record
of some of the remarkable finds
which Evans made in the course of
his excavations atKnossos, Phäistos,
and elsewhere.
The Palace of Minos.
Like that of Greece, with which it
is closely bound, the storyof Crete
is rooted far into the pre historic
past. Archeologists are able, from
an examination of -pottery, gems,
and eoins unearthed in the ruins
of ancient cities, to infer the existence
in the island of a cultural state
-

language,

Mark all

ën

ope

' t mng stamp q
1

i.

the word

thetop

"Stamps

h;

left -WM corner.

)

of those ancient citizens of a for-

gotten world. On the 3 dr, stamp
we ske the ruins of the
vficent

palace of Minos at Knossos, which
was uncovered and restored by
Evans, and is, smrely, one of the
wonders of the world
Covering
six acres, the ground floor contains
twenty-two rooms around a large
central courtyard, which is 200ft.
long. The frescoes, ornaments, and
coins found here paint the history
of the time in vivid colours, Carved
on a gem was the picture of King
Minos, seated on his throne, which
s reproduced on the 2 dr..stamp of
1900. Ariadne, his daughter, taken,
from a coin, appears ou.the 50 lepra
I

of 1905,

Feminine. Fashions.
The 2 lepta throws some light on
feminine fashions in dress in the
year 2300 n -c. Here we have a view
of the mythical Diana with her
hunting dogs ; the costume, however,
would not snit the sportswoman: of
to -day. The skirt is tight -fitting
and pleated above, and branches out
below into a crinoline. Fee themost
part, the subjects, which aro taken
from coins and gems, are mythical
e
and include such characters as,'
Landing of Prince George of Greece at Suda
Hermes, Hera, and Tales. Strangely
Bao in 1898.
This enough, that notable monster the
dating back to 3400 s.e.
legcivilisation, to which Evans gave Minotaur,
native of
the name Minoan age, had already endory
Crete,
has
been
passed. into tradition at the dawn overlooked.
As- .+
of historical times. Yet the Cretan
cording to the
stamps, specially those of 1905, ancient
tale, this
throw light on the/manors-and habits fearful creature,
which had the
of a man
FOR THE FIRST TIME body
and the head of
a bull, listed at
Knossos, a n d
THE IMMORTAL
devoured, once
every -year, six
you.ug men and The Gee
on
h o éMm,s
six maidens who
were sent from Athens as a sacrifice.
When real history began Crete
was a place of little importance+a mere province of the Athenians,
who had small respect for its inhabi,,
tants... Was it not a Greek poet who.

and
the great majority of the people are
Orthodox Christians of the Greek
Church; yet from 67 me. till 1912nearly 2,000 years-the island was in.
alien hands. In this respect Crete
resembles'. that other distressful
Mediterranean island, Cyprus, except
that 2,500 years have elapsed since
Greece held away there.
For two hundred and fifty years
prior to 1897 Crete had belonged to
Turkey, and the notorious misrule
of the unspeakable one resulted in
such disorders that the great European Powers decided to act the part
The Turks were
of policeman.
expelled, and Crete was granted a
measure of independence which was
only slightly affseted by a nominal
Turkish suzerainty (without payment
of tribute) and the watchful eye of
the Powers. Prince George of Greece
was appointed High Commissioner,
and the island entered, in 1900, upon
a period of peace which it had not
known for centuries.
Cretan Cºlture.
It happened that the more stable
WORDS & MUSIC
government gave particular satisfaction to one of our own countrymen, the celebrated archeologist IN FORTNIGIITI.1f PARTS
'Arthur Evans, who had been engaged,
since 1894, in unearthing the relies Part ï Ready Feb. 12th
113
óf pre -historic Cretan culture, The
B.C.B,C.

t

-

J.

GILBERT and

-

SULLIVAN

® OPERAS

was responsible for the well-known
line which :described all Cretans asp,
liars i Was it not, also, a Greek.:
who, at a later date (tenth century),:'
wrote of " the three accursed K's
the Crotams, the Cappadocians and
the Citicìans "
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A MODERN
P]i<C:TlU k" lE

FRAME

ALTHOUGH the new -art style does not appeal to
everybody, it nevertheless must be said for it
that furniture and hangings designed and carried
a very striking appear cuts this stylo always present
and are generally very attractive. The sketch
:hews clearly the character of the trame which is made,
from Sin. wood, of two side rails of simple outline, a
lower shaped rail, and a wide, decorated pediment rail.
The whole is decorated with tapering overlays of thin
wood." In commencing to make the frame, mark out
.
the two side rails first.
Principal Dimens'ons.
On the right-hand half of the diaprure jFie. 1) are
the dimensions for marking out the rails, which measure
20k m. long, tapering in width from Mn. at the top
te 2vin. at the bottom. Cut but one side rail and then
-see this as a templet for marking rou l for the other
side rail. When loth rails are cut, smooth up the edges
and round off the outer corners.
The bottom rail measures 17in. long and 4kin. wide
is the centro. Square up the piece to these dimensions
and thon set down 3im. from one long edge and connect
up these points with the centre point. Take care toget t io
cads of this rail perfectly square,
o close joints result after the
side rails are fitted. Tho top rail
Is set out from the dimensions
given, the length being 17in.
and the width in the centre tain.
Form the step-like outline by
following themeasurements t_
this point, and square up
-Ho
Flines before cutting with the i. the down,.ro
fretsaw. Clean up all the rails,
and then place them together, temporarily keeping tot re
interior measurements of 17m. and I2M. Mark across
where the dowels will be put (see Fig. 1).
Take the frame apart and ran the lines of the dowels
down across the thickness of the rails (see Fig. 2) and
bore the holes. (in. diameter down to a depth of u3..
-

the2:

Fie. 1.-DimensiOns and details foe ma.kta;. out.

Pieces of hardwood rod lin. in length are next prepared and driven in the side rails, the ends of the dowels
being previously dipped eto hot glue. Care must he
exercised to keep the dowels perfectly square and true,
the whole
so that when the other rails are driven
frame will lie flat and even. Bring the joints well
together and cramp them up until the glue has hardened.
If proper metal cramps are not available an improvised
one can be formed by stout cord and a wood or metal
winder for tsvisting it. Pass the cord twice round the
top and bottom of the frame and insert the winders
just within the opening ofthe frame.
The strips which are glued
DI(TUP2
the
I-DAMC on form the rebate for
bacKlhfr
glass, etc. Two strips 1Sÿin.
long by On. iode, and two strips
jig BATE
13din. long by l n erode are
STRIPS
requin d and they should be
Fig. 3 A useful section
planed up from gin thick stuff.
of its force.
The ends are mitred to 45 degrees
so they fit accurately and allow a margin of (in. for the
support of the glass, etc. In Fig. 3 is shown a section
through the frame and the strip with glass and backing
-board complete.
The Decorative Overlays.
These are very simple in outline and may be drawn.
from the lin. squared diagrams (Fig. 4): Wood (in.
thick would be preferable for the overlays; but there is
no, reason why kin. wood should not be used.
Apiece of 21oz. sheet glass (17in. by 12ìn.) is held in
place by a thin plywood harking board of the same
size. It is held in place to the frame by picture -framer's
sprigs or fine headless nails. .Cover the whole back
finally with stout brown paper: and screw in a pair of
screw -eyes with rings or hanging.
-

-

Fig.

4.-Srsi,se

to enable the

-

corks, to mu,k out de o
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WHAT a strange assortment of Hobbies there

nut

be in the world. Cigarette cads stamps, fret working, etc., are just everyday ones, but what
about the odds and ends of pastimes in which some
fellows glory. There's the man we know who collects
door kuobs--goodness knows why. There is the London
accountant who has spent twenty years visiting the
forty-nine cathedrals in England and Wales. This
meant a deal of happy travelling-even to the cathedral
city Of St. David's in Wales, where the nearest main line

,{4".
a

..4
-

-o

m

=

uu

hold-up!

-

is sixteen miles away. Quite a number collect covers
off matchboxes, and a firm of match makers have
thousands of varieties from all parts of the world.
*
*
*
we say " Thank you " for the greetings we had
MAYfrom
readers at Christmas and the New Year ? Our
desk was littered with cards of all kinds, little gifts
of calendars, boxes, etc., as wall as a number of inter outing picture annuals from fr.endo overseas. It is nice
to have these kindly greetings from unknown readers
who think in such practical terms of the work and
effort of their Editor. Thank you very.much
*
*
*
THERE is little nowadays tò remind us of valentines
except thedate. A few shops make a " splash"
of gifts for suithie females, and George, the office boy,
has been found writing some stuff which he calls poetry.
But years ago, of course, Valentine's Day was a great
event, and although it did not carry enough weight to:
close the schools, it meant great fun. The idea was to
put the present on a doorstep,., knock, and run away,
so the recipient was unaware who had left the present,
1201211

r--r
corre,ondenee._

But then, some of the naughty lads of those days used
to knock and run away without leaving a present.
Too bad altogether. That is one of the things you must
not make a hobby of en February 14th.
*

*

wondering who is saying unkind things because
WE are
he didn't get his competition model back. Really,

'it's his own fault, because although he sont stamps for its

return he altogether forgot to add his own name and
address. By the way, those who did not want their

511

jigsaw competition pictures back may like to knord
what happened to them. They were despatched to a
Children's. Homo in time to arrive with .Santa. Claus
and so provide a little amusement for Christmas Day.

r

..

*

*

*

HOW many of you can turn ? No, not like Dick Whit-

tington, but turn wood and metal on a Íathe. Logs,'
spindles, rails, all sorts of things are done this wayby
the amateur, and those who are expert at turning;
should get particulars of a competition being held by the:
Welsh/pint Company of Turners of London in April.
There are special sections for amateurs, apprentices
scholars and technical students, with money prizes of:
several pounds each. If you are keen and capable,
write for particulars to The Clerk, The Worshipfuh
Company of Turners, Broad Street House, Old Broad'.
Street, London, E.C2.

*

*

*

any reader got a design of the Giant Bracket,
No. 38 Special? That is the one nearly aft. high wills

AS

'a
Time on guard over rabbits, birds, etc., and thr.,
m
f the year eut out in` different parts. Mr. 5.!
Fos, of Upper Fennor, Oldeastle, Comity Heath, wants

_.`.I
4e

The giant.

ono

rather badly,

t

/

7//

so perhaps some reader who can

h..eopy will sell it to this reader.._ Thank you.

spare

*
*
*
EADERS ho the Wolverhampton District should make..
11Q
a note of a Hobbies Exh.b.tion to be run at the Boys':
Club, Mander Street, Wolverhampton, on March 19th.
Competitions and exhibit'ons wia cover games, toys)
models, philately, sketches, etc., so some of you will!
rmdoubted.y be interested. Write to the address given'
for further particulars,
*
*
*
WHO says fretwork designs don't sell? Listen. A
gent eman strolled into the Hobbies Store in
Manohester, and bought different designs to the value.
of LI. 1. 9. He had, he sá'd, received a 1 st of these,
from a Scoutmaster friend of h s n Australia who lived,
near the bush and could not obtain them there. Can
you not magire the delight on the arrival of the;
designº the ewer anticipation of the hours of enjoy.;
mm such desig- s would bring to a lonely £chow way
dawn ut der? More power to h a elbow, say we. It is'.
astounding how many readers keep in touch with the',
home country through the medium of Hobbies,
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QUERIES AND REPLIES.

r

Exchange Wanted.
Mr. F. Cuningham, 04, Mel-Alan 5[0001,.7
Plantation. Glasgow; has a box of Carpenter'r'"
Tools which he 'Would like to exchange for a
of Prisheatic Binoculars.

Let Your Editor Help You,

" Hobbies."
enclosing

New

Address your letters and

.

Newnes, Ltd., 8-t1, Southampton Street. strand. London, W.C.2,
stamped addressed envelope.
All letters and queries must bear the
full. nameand address of the sender.

Itar per ial

Competition

Re
Result

Next Week.
HAVE almost completed the judg.
r g of the model New Imperial
competition. and the full results iOh
the names and addresses of the prizewiun rs will be given neat end,.
Your newsagent, of course, has your
I

1-onricl,.
Weight of Ebonite.

.

Gee.

a-

Ebonite weighs 5116. per cubic foot, W. T.
`L'pghtonl. We am not quite clear as to ,chat
n b silver co
Perhaps youiwill
have'
details.
[alts. Sheet ebonite
Jet
thick weighs Mr.
Grid Condenser and Leak Valves.
i
TI
and ndcnsee should
n 1n,
t
.0001 nohl. and tons
resistsnee of from
grd leak usually bas
1 to 5 megohnrs.
S. C. (end.).
R T
St tedE
1 C tt ç
t. 0 T
Jolt L D. aml
\.0., wishes to roll eel cover.
bearing stamps of more than Ose country.
bearingsr,
Hoot.
a
Frd
be
Stripping
A well-known method of stripping the aint
from a el es negative, L. II (Bristol), consists
impregnating the Oita ith a alkaline
ardening
solution, drying and then immersing
.hn
in an acid solution the separation of the
then follows es the result of the
gelatine
formation of carbon dioxide under the film,
The negative to hardened in the following
bath: Fornualine Son c.c.s., Glycerine 40
if the
and water to make 1,000 c
negative is treated before drying 80.90 seconds'
immersion ill he sufficient ; if it is dol', 20.
advisable.
minutes

-

tl e esetves_ Our free gr.£t
'yell
schein, have exceeded in value and
number anything which has ever
be
me, before. Each week the
gaily snapped up. PerPape
hops th,li wiry so many thousands
of readers have taken my advice and
plated r regular order with their

-

1

vIp

newsagent.
standing order. T know-?
Another Special Wireless Number.
NEXT WEEK.
QtR issuo dated February 27th
{the,Week after next) vill be
Free Design Sheet For
another special wireless feature nrlmbor. Our last wireless neambee (Taos'
MODERN HALL MIRROR
story 23rd issue) was such a success,
PRACTICAL AERIAL
particularly as it contained details
ERECTION
of our " Baby Grand," together with
a. free gift wiring diagram of it, that
WEAVING ON
readers have u g d me to produce
OUR " °0IDEL LOOM
this second radio number. Make a
.rote of the date February 27th
SI-l'R
NING SAWS:
tisane.

"Mental Nut" Prize winners,

-

Mental Nut contest appearing in our

been sent.

Stamps, Eieetrieo, Model Aeroplane

correct solution ter be
in connection with the

January 23rd issue was sent in by
B. Naito, 10, Newell's Villas, Mister ton, Doncaster, to whom a book has

TheGauge

and lead-in, H. Er (DarWhere the lead-in is liable to touch
earthed bodies H.T. cable Is recommended.
11111. current travels on the snnaee of wires.
not through them- The earth lead should
also be strandrvl wire.

Bunton).

-

Fixing Crystals.
=two
A cup sirsa tern, rap iy best for
crystals, T. 0. J (East Flan) the crystal
being packed in lead toil. We do not advise
the use of solder, but if Sou prefer this method

Toolen, Model Railways,

Congratulatory Letters.
.I CONTINUE to receive from all
]
parts ofthe
world otters o praise
wo
and letters containing constructive
criticism. The change in the style
and format which ove instituted with
October 4th. 1930.. issue evidently met
;with universal approval, for see have
multiplied our circulation rather more
,than -five times since that event.
This -is a remarkable achievement,
and it is a glowing testimony to the
.happy reader co-operation e Inch the
paper has earned forltself. MIosnfas
to -day is the only paper of its type;
it has no competitors. In spite,
_st red position.
however, of this
;pet t
the paper is produced a
.price which all can afford, and itgives
d
Dili value f money. There
Bureau of
the valuable Free Ad
which hundreds of readers each hock
1

1

Ceiu,

d
gnCpper
ueto mired E rec.,

bnde 7l.

mended for serial

PRINTING FROM

LINOLEUM BLOCKS
EXPERIMENTS WITH
SPARK COILS
A SIMPLE STEAM
TURBINE

first
THEopened

..

Book on Model Engine Building.
Full instructions on making a powerful
steam engine appear in."2a Simple Working
aapair
d'. Models," obtainable from this amee foe'ls. Ott.
This m i u reply to W. Tracey, 10, Haslips Op:,

se.

Et, Etc

Wood's. metal.

Rook en Making F
k .
obtain
I
end Art t Making a
The Complete

i

f

£

d G. Foyle' MN let
Probably- 31;ssrs. W.
T.(Coathaie a
o d -hand. copy,

1932 " Tit-Bits 0' Year Book,
THAT hand} compendium of referents. the 1932 Tit -Bits" Year
Book, again makes its Welcome
appearance. It is impossible to find
a more eonrpr -.pensive digest of all.
those facts and figures regarding

sporto, holidays. education, bans,
fishing, dogs. death duties, the law
about ch Idvou, income tax, flying.
motor records, etc., ete., which when
warted are hard to find. These are
but a fen of the subjects mentioned
ill Obi Year Bonk. and we cannot
find better vah with its 102 pages
1
It is a hook which everyone
f
-ma rmum
amount of information has been

I

bToo
udge)

Lnheieant for

d Glum burnishing
a
Ttna
a steel roller, M. B itt ;chester,.
Powdered Castile soap `20 gis. ;r gins.) red
Alcohol 0000. (1,000 -c.c.s ).
prints with
with

Repairing Crache. in Ebonite.

Creeks i ebonite or black composition
accumulators, F. D. (Kilkenny -1, can be repaired
melting into the cracks
mixture
comprised of parts resin and 1 paetóf finely
.
This compound
shredded gotta
of heat, preset hard gain fier the
ferably a piece of heated steel rod, is rotnovcd.

t,

shouldLand,
packed inns it.
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Something NEW in

h
al
throuQh
B

atitelitirY
Sets"'"

Every amateur woodworker will find a delight in these
new tool sets. They contain a happy combination of
carpentry tools for everyday jobs, and fretwork tools
for the more decorative work undertaken by the handyman. Their selection has been undertaken with care ;
every tool was chosen for its value and usefulness.
They are something quite new in tool sets, at a price
which will be as popular as the outfits themselves.
Fhe

5 The

aCsmail
a -l.2m
blades,

Rvé,

frame, 1

dose,

p 16'6
XL Outfit
a,lind wd
d

n

n a

Pan,
e Pincers, Bradawl, Screwdriver, Win. Freenw
Drill with two points, Sandpaper Block. Caning Table

and Cramp.

,t any HobbiesBranch -65 New.Oeforel St.. W.C.1; 197 Bishopagate, B.C. ; 83 New ,S.E.11 ; 326 Argyle St, Glasgow . 10a Piccadilly. Blanchester; 9a High Sc, Binning,
214 West St., Sheffield 9 15 Queen Victoria St., Leeds; 25 Bernard St., Southampton
69
London Rd., Brighton. Or obtainable by post
;ram Hobbles Lrd., Deeeha,i, Norfolk.
We can see them

:elan Batts.
ham;

Also Tho Handikit 2316

(il.opal

STRIPWOOD MODELS

are so easy to build and so realistic that every reader of Hobbies will enjoy making them.
The wood is ready planed in oft, lengths in all necessary sizes. The cutting table is provided with fences and saw guides which ensure the wood being cut accurately. You'll
enjoy model malting, and can build no end of things from the designs available.
Bundle of 50 feet o
various kinds 216.

STRIPWOOD
Strips are cut in aft. lengths and there are Ti in a

bundle.. Postage is extra to the prices ñ veº
}in. a }in.
..
1/6
gin. a lin.
.. 913
x kin.

gin. x?il,,.

.-

1/6

..
..

2/3

213

Dn. n
sin. a lin,

lin. s kin.

.

..

3115
413

4/-

Yoe can't go
wrong with it.

STRIPWOOD

CUTTING TABLE

Tbi, table ns specially ,,ade and provrics a fence
cutting strips at 30, 46, 50 and right sea
n,l.r cf
rule is
on the bacio, so any
_Srìlu' can bemarked
CIA the exact length required

Price
Pua

3'6
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MAKES MASTER MINDS
"Graham Seton's" Tribute to 'Pelmanism,
LIEUT.-COL.

utmost fun out of life or is the more worldly victories
of commerce, and this is to urge every young man and
woman to make of Pelmanism the foundation stone
of Sur ess.

G. S.

HCTCHI S O N,
M.C., better
known, perhaps, a
D.S.O.,

" In each of its students Pelmanism discovers qualities
and capacities unknown; the Course gives life to the
germs of latent capacity and interest. The Pelmanist has
neither timo nor place for morbid brooding, nor can he
be the victim of futile, introspective hallucination and
fear. The mind is on the tptoe of-ea_anacss and
desire, alert, enquiring, interested, with the will to
conquest and a passionate love of life.
"So I have found it, and I commend it to you."
Thousands of men and women are taking up Pelmanism to -day in order to train their minds and their senses,
to banish Depression, Nervousness and Morbid Thoughts,
to strengthen their Wills and develop their powers of
Initiative and Concentration, to screase their Efficiency
and Earning -Power, and to cultivate a keener appreciation of the beauties of Art, Nºture and Life.
Latent Powers Developed.
Pelmanism brings out the mind's latent powers and
develops them to the highest point of efficiency. It
banishes
Depression
The "Inferiority_
Timidity, Shyness
Complex "
Forgetfulness
Indecision
Cho Worry Habit
Weakness of Will
Unnecessary Fears
Procrastination

Graham Seton," author of
The ' W ' Plan," which
has been described as " the

greatest :spy story of the
war." publifhes a stirring
message to -day to everyone
who wishes to get on in life
and to lift his or her mind
out of the rut of stagnation
ud routine.
He appeals to -every
reader to take up Pelmanu±d to make it "the
ndation stone of Sue
it -col. M.C.,.
G.
5,
HUTCHISON,
ems." For being a Pelman-.
who says t t ist himself, he is anxious
t háb the benefits it gsvas
a es ges every reader to take
p.
A book describing t is
should be shared and appre
famous system WM he ent tree ciate_d by others.
`Folk sing the exciteto-My63, rip t, e Pelman ttnstitote,
Pelman House, Bloomsbury rssents, tragedy, e dory arid
Monet, London, W.C.t.
disillusionment of the
Somme," he writes, and finding myself committed for
a third winter to the stagnation of dug -out life. o tinder.
took a course of Pelmanism. Many--ttimes since my first
enquiry have I referred back to the ' Little Grey Books,'
Mind -Wandering
Brain -Fag
to the notes o }sigh I made during the Course. and to the
library of weeks which 7 built as the result of Pelmanism, which interfere with the effective working power of the
in order to stimulate and further the original thought brain, and it develops
provoked by the Course.
--Organising Power
-Concentration
-Optimism
-Directive Ability
Unique and Solen tSe System.
-Cheerful est
-Presence of: Shad
"Pelmanism came to the rescue then. If has come,
-Observation
-Courage
-Self-Confidence
-Perception
and to tens of thousands of others will come again, to
-Self-Control
-Judgment.
save us from becoming .one-track merchants, dull
-Initiative
-Tact
operatives, routine workers, men and women without
-Will -Power
-Reliability
imagination. with the spark of genius extinguished, hope.
-Decision
-Driving Force
obliterated and the joy of living -gone.
-Salesmanship
--Origicality
"Pelmanism-is': a science founded upper the certainties
-Resourcefulness
-Business Acumen
of Psychological research and knowledge. The ' Little
and a Reliable Memory
Grey Books' lift the mind from its trench of non-,.an ualities of the utmost value in every walk of life.
vention. and, as it were, in some swift -flying aeroplane,
Pelmanism is quite easy and simple
shows to it the whole panorama of world thought. Tho
to follow, is exceedingly interesting,
mind. as the pilot, is free to make á landing where it wills.
aud takes up only a short time daily.
And since the brain-cells, if they aro activated and
Write to -day.. to the Pelman
stimulated, commence immediately to .develop, so
Institute, 63, Pelman House, Bloomsthrough Pelmanism a succession of new interests is
bury Street, London. W.C.1, and by
awakened, and the mind is enabled to become a master
return you will receive a free copy
not of one problem,' but of many, not of one department
of " The Efficient Mimi," which conof._ knowledge and experience, but of a host.
tains a full description of the
Boredom Vanished.
TO
Pelman Course and shows you how
"It is such va,riety of life which produces interest, you can enrol on especially convenient toms. Calier
prevents boredom and a feeling of hopeless ppurposeless- write for this free book to -day.
ness, and. since the creative instinct is in all of us, and
Readers who can call at the Institute will be cor is, too, the greatest of all joys: so also Pelmanism indually welcomed. The Chief Consultant will
stantly produces Happiness. Yet it is not a conjuring
be delighted to hase a talk with them, and no, fee
trick, but Science. By means of this system, mrique and
will be changed for hie advice.
acclaimed by all who have studied it, master minds are
35 Rive -Boisant d'An9tus. Nmo rook
,1
Overseas Braruher:
made.
eu Kest 45th Street. tiRaDott tt5il:-308 PbiRden Levee. Dr les s t
"I have a recommendation to make as one.. who
Fetal Doak Chambers. DIELIIIt 10 hippie head CALG'177'd:
57. Park Street.
has been not unsuccessful, whether in obtaining the
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TIME

SALE and EXCHANGE
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CINEMATOGRAPH FILSI3,_3tacldnée, Accessories. Lisle Fred..
Sample Flluu;10.-Fi1meries, 57, Lancaster Road, Leytmistnne,
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Patent
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ALE

SMALL FITTINGS for the handyman. Hinges, knobs, hooks,
bolts, looks, etc. Reliable and cheep. Call at Hobbies branches
or send requirements to Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.

-t log*to,

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
any trades
and in professions
there are

WE TEACH ALL

Ito

BRANCHES

s than

OF

men to
fin them. We do
not profess to act
as an employ traineda

SPECIALISE IN

ALL EXAM-

oeat agent}', but

ur gigantic orSanisation c
tamly does tell us
where

the

VOCA-

TIONS AND

INATIONS
CONNECTED'

de-

THEREWITH.

mand exists, thus.
enabling us to

give
FATHERLY SOY CE ON ALL CAREERS AND THE
POSSIBILITY OF EMPLOYMENT, FREE
Aeeoºntancy Exantimh ne
Advents-lag

4ales Management

Á.bi.I. She E. Ex amì.bene
Applied Me0hanir

Cer15estes
Amtionates sad Eetate Agence
Aviation Engineering
Banking
ACcounq,CO

chemishy
GVE ELgiveerua
Gull Service

and

R

SWork9

Engine..
000g

Pollee. Special co
Preceptors. 001100001
Pumping Machin.,

reap,
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an,1

SETS-Petr01m0tor
-9s. 9d. each. l'. tatopuo 34.
Yarn tooled.-H¢tlers \Yorks, Wade Street, Lillo, 0000,
castings

hP

and examinations

00100100 100 Ple

Town Planning

graitiw

Woloh rt
We
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TR01'SER PRESS FITTINGS, ' 4" ' lS", ^'0, Stmteher 1/3,
e8" s 14", 3j3, Stretcher, 1/6. Tie Press Fittings, 0/- set; 11
7/6.-Hrltish Co., 1, Waterloo Street, 0.0.1.

IF you want to increase-yourincome athomewitloutinterieriudwith
your present occupation, lot us Mad you particnbu's 0f dzr new
plan lo doh anyambitious man can start using at once. Small capital
neeSded; no rent, rates
0,

Carmelite Street,

No samples or oilºl t"í10
to -canvassing.
to: Business Service Institute,

E.0.4

the metal worker.
LVl Fine to coarse 5d. per doz. Heavy fretsaws for thick 1wood. 91,
per dozen. Postage 1_:A. extra.-Write or call Hobbies Ltd,

liantlicratts

all

0000000 Edma0on

,

R A'ETAL CUTTING leF,ETSAW BLADES, for

trctneal Eugineanng

Heating and Ventilating

10'000

Dept. 601,

Secretarial
01,000i%ing

all

therapidly-spren

"25 SIMPLE WORKING 1fODLLS:
96p ges-147 illudrp 1012,
ll Describes 25 electric,t
and cloekwork model,. Many
ingenious and practical designs.

only

-

Savimdon

Engineering Teachers

Oranghtemare

Haft.

system, saves aoyeai's study. Read booklet of w nd iul re ord9
obtain Imo less .-Sloan-Dnnloy Society, Dept. S, Ramsgate.
ob3a

seta

10011 ¢lure

Shorthand (Pitman's

AO Commercial s00110te
Gmmeríel Art
Coverer¢ and

Stxecq

PiREE.-V'and9. Páatime:+,

C'LOL :iN-DçtLOYSHdRTH.1ND,

Sluing, all 10Meet.
%'0í0g neetne01 Engineering
Motor Engineern0
d Counts Venoms
%0,01 Ae

EaadPum-kland
01001(

CATALOGUE

loo,

WANTE). Spere time only, 00s. weekly easily earned.
SALESÙLIN
-1111010001, 0, 0º010 IH1, London.
nRAMOPHO\E 0_11,E. Motors, :Damarms, 900041oxes, Ho.
1111 Amplifiers, Gramophones and Cabinets
at gift prices. Gtalo
free.-H. Hurt, 115, High Street, Deptford, S.E.B.
TOY MAKING FOR AMATECRS."-05 pages--3ntndr 3s
1
Ilustrntións; explains how to male every Berne of mechanical
toy-eloekw'ork, steam, and electric. Is. from an newsagent.

Derby.

Patera

Boile8o

k-keeping,

CONJURING

%atb,mati10
05,101ation

Naval

Modes Eosins. Method.

gramophones."

London.

Metenargs

Arty

B.Sa 100001 %auagamanu
6º1ùi0, Amhike4ue and

CRAb10PHONE Fittiná -Wholesale preens, 64.0010
"How make
301.-Regenthob,
Old

Measures itIºm."

W;elms Totem-0 y and Teleyaoni
E.O.T. NM.
Works Zane06
IF YOU DO NOT SEE YOUR OWN RE4UIREMENTS
ABOVE, WRITE TO US ON ANY SUBJEOT,
NOTHING
TO ENQUIRE
IT COSTS

Disci. --and parts supplied Por Amateur
TELEVISIO\-Scanning
Conilding ºHolborn Salter, fembér Television Society, PrafKYerstone Puddings, Holborn, W.C.O.

kíº,0.º0

PirWE TEACH

º.¢rata °t
Success

THE HUMAN MACHINE
Note Address Caº¢fully:

THE BENNETT COLLEGE, Ltd.
(Dept. 62), SHEFFIELD.
m°%El
.

or Uvil9evi,:

5.

d1

hvFace.

Study

at

e

'

initem spats

him n advice Maim other comma. Commerciai, Technic.
>plv h the Atom uddmx

Lists-" Movies,"

301,

-

STAMPS.

BY POST IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD,BNI

Also ask for Our New Book (FREE OF CHARGE),

yD

CINEMATGGRAFIIS. FI0,510, CHEAP.
Ecmor, Tooting.

100

DIFFERENT, 10010410g 10 Chili, free W 7050º appiirernts
fox aypravalç cnetoeia" 301.-Court Stamp. Co., -Court Place,

Guernsey.

100

'

DIEFERENT STOMPS FREE! P0000,t Approvi e.-Clark
4, 2forland Road, Old Trafford, Manchester.
_

SCRIPTION RATES.

yma
y reáder at the
Hobbles " wiSUB
fallowing
adb paO
T
h 13;-; Hax montha,
Registerad at tltesOPU. Dar transmission hy Canad'xen
N g ane P t

FREE DESIGN SHEET FOR OUR "BABY GRAND " CABINET NEXT WEEK
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Published Every Wednesday

THIS WEEK'S CLEVE
New Moving Coil Loudspeaker Unit.
MODERN loudspeakers may be broadly divided into
four types: the moving roil, the reed, the dynamic
inductor, and the balanced armature. These are all,
of course, of the cone variety,
the exponential or logarithmic
types of horn speaker now being
practically obsolete. The moving-coil types of speaker are at
present by far the most popular,
in spite of the fact that hitherto
they have been somewhat expensive. Considerable interest,
therefore, attaches to the introduction by a well-known wireless firm of a new moving -coil
unit at 67s. 6d. Equipped with
a large permanent magnet, tisis

JANUARY 23rd, 1932

IDEAS

MachineMade Minds.
these days there is
thinking in the mass.
IN The individual tendstootomuch
become standardized and
allows some other person or persons to do his thinking
for him. Every person whoreally intends to make a
success of life most beware of the machine -made mind.
Individuality most be retained at all costs. Some
hundreds of thousands of people have succeeded in
doing this by taking up a course of mental training by
means of Pelmanism. They realize that their own minds
have net hitherto had e real opportunity of complete
development, and they act upon the testimony of many

eminent persons who themselves have proved that
Pelmanism is the best kind of mental training.
We advise all interested readers to write for a copy of
a remarkable book called "The Efficient Mind." This
can be obtained post free learn The Pelmet) Institute,
63, Perlman House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.1.
speaker is extremely sensitive,
"The Efficient Mind
o tains a complete synopsis
for it has a matching. trans-.. A new moo:es rail loudof the Pelman Course, together with conclusive evidence
emit
former provided wills three
speaker
which
shows how thousands of men and women throughdifferent ratios for high, medium and low impedance out the world have, by its aid, won success in business,
values.
social and public life. A copy will be sent free to any
A Practica Voltme'er 'or Radio.
reader of this journal on application ta the address given
this is a special wireless number the moment is above.
AS opportune
to draw the reader's attention to the Useful Direction Indicator for Cyclists,
value of that excellent little device the voltmeter and
direction indicator for cyclists is i11usmilliºmmeter. a combined form bf which is marketed
AUSEFUL
trated at the bottom of this page. Although it
at 8s. 6d. by one of the advertisers in this issue. One
scale measures up to 8 volts, another secte up to 160 only costs 6s. it
signalling at
vote, and a third scale will measure high-tension current makes
and
drain up to ^? 'iiliamps. These devices are rightly sight asassure
in dayermed the deßeetives of radio. certain
It
fits
under
light.
ivory wireless enthusiast should
one. Another model with- the expanderof bolt
the centre the
teve
ut themitliammetes reading costs in
handle -her. When
s. 6d.
the arm of the
S New Wire ess Coil.
director swung to
NEW wireless cull for which is. the side required,
claimed great selectivity and the signs! automat,xceptionalty wide tuning range oally becomes illmnmated by means
130 to 2,000 metres) has just been
.narlwted. It is illustrated at the of
an ordinary
loot of this eolumn. It is mounted
bulb concealed
on an ebonite former and costa ndro-torchbattery
.4 se!e<rvu< mews Mine,
ee
inside the signal.
4s.
them! dd:cnom ,aarcao, for egotists.
mils
The address of the manufacturers of items mentioned on this rase can be obtained on application to the Editor.
'
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Every Item

ÓIICVNÇ
A Pros Warning.
sIUTASN a large porcelain jam -jar i THAT DODGE OF YOURS?
Why not pass it on
We
y Five
and a large cork.,and fill the
Sbillings for every item published on this
;jar en within l4rn. of the top. A wire
Nou t '
t youra inerand addresson
is then inserted into the cork and
item.ery'nEvers notion sent ln MUST i
t through the top as shorn. It is
(e origimiliEthen floated in the water and the
vie is then led away to the positive An Ingenious Bookmarker.
terminal of a small battery. Cut a
be seen by tiro sketch, it
AS can
770, PLATE
is simply a piece of luire bent
to the shape shown. The size of the
parker is left to the
discretion of the
reader according to
the size of tho book.
When completed the
nvshapedpiece is slipoverthe rover and.
;
the arm spring., down
Stout
on the page.
piano wire should he
,sert which can be
enamelled and ornaentedt, ilia a piece of
, r iaot oa f o t alarm
847-ºaRr
ribbon.-W. Do,metal
disc from a piece o in and anc500c. (47, Glyn Rd., Clanton, E.I.)
place it over the jar, allowing a small
Bolo for the wire compcted to the An Electric Motor.
cork. Another wire is then soldered
armature consists of a large
to the tin and connected to the THE
eork with a pin in each end and
negative terminal, and an electric wound with about loft. of No. 28
bell is connected in series inside the S.W.G. wire. The bearings aro made
hone. When the \rat r freezes from 2 corks and 4 pins as shown.
it expands, The motor is assembled with two
thereby eorn- bar magnets at each sido of the armapleting the cil- ture. The north pole of one magnet
cuit and thus should be placed next to the armaringing the bell. ture, and the south of the other
,Toxos (6S, magnet to the appetite side. Connect
Manor Road, two wires with a dry cell, and make
Mans el ton, them just touch the two ends of the
Swansea).
wire on the armature and it will re-

i lvo. No

name (34, Newton Road,
High Heaton, Newcastle -on-Tyie).-

1

-

Poark

Improving a Cinematograph.
readers have net doubt
MOST
noticed that crnenratogaphs
hsce only ema11 reels for holding
eel taking up film, and that these

BAR MAGNET$

-

T.

í001e bookmarker.

CORN BASE
An electric motor.

reels are not completely detachable.
Here is a simple way of making the
reels capable of holding about 300ft.
of film. Cut four fairly thick cardboard discs about Sin. in diameter.
In the centre of these reels cut holes
about 4in. in diameter, or of the size
to fit tightly en tothe spindle of the
metal reels. With these _cardboard

disesonthereels
it is possible to

CA aosaRcl

put no large

reels of film as
shown in the

sketch. -C.
SCOTT ( 05,
Dogethorp Rd.
Peterborough).

THIS WEEK'S MENTAL NUT.

week for
Mark
envelopes `-Mental Nut."
what fractional part does four fourths exceed
will be awarded each
ABOOK
the first correct solution opened.

By three -fourths

e

-

Answer to Lost Week's Problem.
first day of a century can never fall on a..
Sunday; nor on a Wednesday or a Friday.

THE

>-

:'.

Enlarging the film reed
an a cinematograph.

-
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OUR "BABY GRAND"
THREE
How to make the attractive set
forming the subject of this week's

FREE GIFT C]ÈIART
The cabinet will farm the subject of next week's
FREE DESIGN CHART.

THE receiver described this week is an entirely
self-contained piece of apparatus in an

original cabinet. It will he seen from the
illustration that this takes the form of a small
grand piano, the pediment at the bottom accommodating the loud-speaker. The cabinetwork
is quite simple and should present no difficulty
to the average handyman.
Range of the Set.
The actual receiver consists of a three -valve
circuit completely decoupled, so that no instability will be experienced, even with a run-down
H.T. battery. It will give quite a comfortable
volume of sound from a number of stations,
on both long and short wa elengths, and it will
also reeeie e many of the Continental stations at
This ehotograeh shows the cor..plesed see Next week's Free Gift
good loud -speaker strength. The construction of
Sheet will cocida CaO to make the Cabinet, which stands St in. high.
the cabinet will be dealt with next week.
25. wide, and lit. ldin. from back to front.
Obtain the parts as specified in the list of comdispenso with this mount
ponents and do not substiand cc' a piece of ebonite,
tute any parts for- those
-5"ou wì11 need to take apiece
named. Alternative makes
of the baseboard out equal
are given ist uamo cases, and
to the thickness of the ebonthis allows sufficient choice
ite, in order that the baseto be made to suit various
board may fit in the strip
proses. We do not recomof wood at the bottom of '
mend any other components
the cabinet. -This piece of
than those stated. Drill the
wood may be omitted, but
panel as shown in the pa
the receiver will be able to
layout. the holes being large
move about if you use
enough to take the one -hole
nothing to act as a stop at -fixing bushes supplied with,
cash side of the baseboard.
the parts specified. This is
When all the parts are
usually }in
screwed down, you may
Mount the various par
premed to wire up. The
on the baseboard, keeping
PFNEL
L
NY0UT
only points of interest here
to the arrangement as shown
in the wiring diagram. One of the terminal mounts is are the short flex battery leads, and the two Spaghetti
fixed at the side of the baseboard, and if you decide to resistances. The latter are attached by means. of the
_.} ring ends to the terminals on the transformers, and
NF.CNO,rE
-RE1CT.
LEA
.Fr
..77 a short screw is then passed through the rings at the
-

-

1

-

M

TNEORET/CAL CIRCUIT.

Spaghetti resistances serving to reduce the H.T.

418
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chassis is screwed
fo the hack of the
\t

HOBBIES

n

Ccxx.

cux.
H.T4-

2ossr

c.c

pediment.
Lengths of flex'
should be attached
to the aerial and

Lwcos

earth terminals ate
the back -of the'.
cabinet and taken.
along inside the.

cabinet to the two,.
terminals on the

baseboard. D.) note
use twisted' flex(
for this purpose,
but take two separate wires and,
allow them to be
separated by a
couple of inches
or so.

Upan switching

on you should nose'.
be able to readily

hoar the local
station, and iº arch

part of the country
it should be possible to tune in tdio
two local stations

with no overlap or
jamming, This is
possible oven within a: few miles of

ßrookmans Park,

fANEL_j2X7"

owing to Ilse efficiency of the aerial
tuner. A number

ere,

of foreign stations
be heard

WIRING DIAGRAM.
two first valves, and at the same time to _with

afterwill dark, even
the twin t 'ansmitters working, but remember
the old advice don't oscillate in order to bring in a
very faint station, and thereby spoil the reception of
your neighbours.
Telsen new type aerial turner.
Weoden baseboard, 18in. by Sin,.
Three calve holders (Benjamin, etc.).
Few yards of flex,
H.F. choke (Bulgur, Liesen, etc.).
Three black wander plugs.1
Two terminal mounts with terminals.
Two red wander plugs.
Cifre,
On and off switch (Teisen Bnlgin,
Two spade connect rs.
J

applied to the
act as decoüplers. Two leads from the loudspeaker: terminalsshould be passed through a holein the bottom of the
cabinet and joined to the loudspeaker unit, which with the
LIST OF COMPONENTS, nee.
'.0005 variable_ condenser (Ormond).

',0002 differential condense(Ornxond).
,0002 fixed condenser (Telseta, Linsen,
etc.).
Tiro 2 refri. fixed condensers (T,C.C.,

2 meg. grid ledlc iibd frolde'(Lissen,
Telsen, etc.).
50,000 ohm
ohne Spaghetti resistance (Lis.
sen, Lewcos, etc.).
20,000 ohm. Spaghetti resistance
(Tucson, Leweos,

eia).

,

ties)
Three-point ware-s7aange sistro!, (Tel sen, Balgin, etc.).
orl g Vicars I transformer.
R.Í. Dus transformer.
Résistor ebonite panel, Aº, scar,
Hard Rubber Co, Ltd., 1 ir.
by 72)e.
V

-

.

Chu*, screws, etc.
Ormond L ,S. wait and

`HOBBIES" "BABY GRAND THREE.
Parcel of Materials Supplied.
A parcel containing all of the component' but
without batteries, valves, or loud speaker, may be
obtained from any branch of Hobbies Ltd. for 80e.,
including royalty, or from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham,
in
Norfolk, for 81s. The Ormond Chassis costs 5s. extra,
the Ormond Loudspeaker ITEM 12e. Od extra, the

accumulator 4s. Od. eerie, the H.T. battery 1.1e.
extra, and the grid bias battery ls. 3d. extra. Three
valves criai be supplied f u 27s, id.

small.

chassis,
Three Cosser valves (detector, 5,5,
and small power).
Lisse, H.T. battery, 120esol8 type.
2 -colt Bride aecunaulator.
9 -volt
"seen grid bias battery.

Ì

The Cabinet.
Next week's free design sheet will be of the cabinet.
A parcel of materials for making titis can be obtained.
from Hobbies Ltd.. for 21e. carriage forward.
The Baseboard and Panel.
A baseboard of plywood and a padouk front.
panel can be obtained from Hobbies Ltd. for Is. 9d.,
or post free for 2s. 3d.
3
SPECIAL Nor Es-This sot will only function satisfactorily when the specified components are used.
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Used by the
Designer
performance
of the
Don't take chances on the
of your
" Baby Grand 3." Make

sure of the same range, the
same tone and selectivity
as the Designer obtained
in his extended tests of
this fine Receiver-use
Cossor Valves throughout.
Because of their famous
"Mica Bridge Mounting "
Cossor Valves are abso- mum efficiency and lifelutely true to characteris- long consistency of pertics.
"Mica Bridge formance. Use Cossor
Mounting " ensures maxi- and be sure.

Baby,,
Crand3

-follow

lead,

his

use these types of

COSSOR Valves
and ensure maximum

performance :° k..7
Detector
COSSOR 210 L.F.

...

1st L.F.

Stage COSSOR 210 L.F.
COSSOR 215P.

Output

°Oó
°°,1%g®
ÿ;e

CossoR
ALL -BRITISH

vó?a
aY`

VALVES
A. C. Cosser, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N,5.

b4

Depots at Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield and
Dublin.
9693

G

ae)

.
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R0110 lGIRAM
CeanIE1î
This cabinet will taie a set with an 28ín. by Sin. panel and a baseboard12in,
wide. Wood and hipgs aresupplied for the whole of the parts required,.

f

tendency nowis forthose who possess both
gramophone end a wireless set to house them
together in one cabinet and so use the loud
speaker is place of the usual gramophone trumpet
when playing off the records. We give here details
of a really op -to-date cabinet built in oak -and of simple
design sod construction. It has three distinct compartments-the lower one accommodates the loud
speaker and the batteries, the middle one takes the set,
and the top .section to hold the gramophone' and
pick-up. A large baffle board front is provided which
will talco the speaker unit and chassis, and it is suggested that to he in keeping with the design of the
cabinet the fretted panel of Hobbies Design o. 182
Special be panted on and eut out. A full.size design
for this front appears on one of the design sheets given
with Hobbies 1932 Catalogue.
The motor of the gramophone is in the same chamber
as the set, but the table and tone arm are in a compartment beneath the lid. The leads from the.piek-up
go through to the laud speaker unit it the lowest
portion. The set can have a panel front up to 18ín. by
r

hliE

'f

--x'

3'

,iII'1

.

1ád'

I -

1;

I

1

r

¡

1

I

_r_i

--

mom
9"
I

F

t.

A

fvont stein
drmensrona.ea,

umm

9nt. with a baseboard
18in. wide mad 14in.

deep.
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The Construction of
the Cabinet.
The main dimensions of the cabinet
may be got from the
front view (Fig. 1)
and the section (Fig.
2) while the disposition of the various rails connecting
the legs is in the

skeleton diagram

(Fig. 3).
The legs have one sido grooved to take the ply-wood
sides, and the rails are to be dowelled to the legs. Allow
two dowels for each end of the wide rails and one dowel
each end for the narrower and less important rails.
Trim off square the tops of the legs 2ft.
long,
and then take the rails and glue in the
dowels. Mark the positions of the rails
4th
accurately on the legs and boro the holes
and insert the don ois. Put each pair of side
legs together with their rails, and then build
in the long front and back rails. When the
framework is together test the whole for
squareness and add some screws to
strengthen it where possible and glue in
one or two angle blocks cut from odd
pieces of soft wood.
Adding the Sides.
The positions for these angle blocks are
shown in Fig. 3. The react size of the ply
wood sides is now ascertained. and the wood
cut, the grooves oated with glue and the
aides then shd down from the top. Add one
13'
or two small screws and countersink.
Tho
two back rais are flush with the outside
SPEAKER
faces of the legs, so the back of the cabinet
'kBATTER/ESA
(consisting of one piece of plywood) may be
screwed on. Round-headed brass screws
e should be used so that the back may be
easily removed. Seine workers may prefer
to form a door in the lower part of the back
with hnges. and catch complete, as shown
in design No. 182 Special.
The Speaker Compartment.
The floor consists of stout plywood sup.
ported by the side rails, the back rail, and
Fir. 2.-A side cire der ass
the fillet nailed to the back of the front rail.
eorzsnrzremn.

lIiº.

wurimismstsuetueur
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oak edging strips. These are planed up lin. wide and
§in. thick. Lay each strip in place and carefully mark
and cut the mitres for the corners, and then glue and
screw the pieces on. The. detail (f°ig. 4) illustrates how
the doors are made. The decorative overlays on tic
doors are all eut from }'inwood their simple shape
may be got from the front view of the cabinet (Pig. I).
;

Finishing Up.
All the woodwork
should be cleaned up
at completion and
stained to the desired
tone and french pol
ished with Hobbies
Lightning Polish.
The two ball catches,
No. 5482, should be
'let in carefully to the
tops of the doors, the
thin plates to engage
them screwed on
beneath the top rail
of the cabinet.. The
chop handles forthe
doors (No. 5391) are
so placed that they
engage inside with
the middle front rail
beneath the set.
In: fitting the set
and the baffle _board..
in place, a .pieco
or two of plain
Fig-3-Thehmaoro of
4l
fillet wood and some
tfr sob=net
N
small blocking pieces
should be allowed for, but as these may consist of
cheap wood only no provision has been made for there
in the special parcel of wood. For those of our workers
who have diffidulty in setting out the true shapes of
the overlays for the doors, Hobbies will supply, free
of charge, an outline of each on thin paper ready for
transfer to the wood. A stamped and addressed envelope
should be enclosed with the request.

The Lid.
This is of simple
construction and consists of four pieces to form the front, back and sides, and
one large piece for the top, which should have its edge
moulded or rounded off as shown. The side rails ofthe lid
fit in between the front and back rails, and are glued and
screwed together. A piece or two of angle fillet is added
to the corners inside to give added strength. Around
the bottom of the lid a narrow edging is secured, mitred
at the corners, and rounded off on its outside edges.
The Doors.
There are two doors and each is made
up upon a framing of Dm. by 21n. thick
deal fir chestnut, and covered back and
front with plywood. The four rails for
each door are cut to their proper
lengths, according to the cutting list
given, and halved at the corners and
glued and screwed together. Rightangle blocks are glued into the interior
angles of the frame to stiffen it. The
faco of each frame is covered
Fig 4.-The door outside
with oak -faced plywood cut to the exact
aat,artioa
A.riso

with
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size of the frame and cleaned up carefully all round.
It should be glued to the framing and a number of tin.
screws put in froth the back. The backs of the frames
are similarly treated with cheaper plywood.
See that the edges are clean and square, ready for the

The corners are
notched out to fit
the legs. The board
to hold the motor is
4in. thick, screwed
firmly to the top
ails by countersunk
screws. Before fixing
this board, however,
the motor should be
laid in position on it
and the holes made
for the screws and the
bodypart -the motor
boing hung beneath
the board.
The top of the cabinet is finished off
with an edging of
Din. by him stuff
which is mitred at.
the corners above the
legs and screwed to
the rails.
its lid

elosod.

-

CUTTING ,LIST OF PARTS
CARCASL'.
2 ralle

..

..

..

..

..

..

2

2

..

1

rail

..

2 mild
..
1 back plywood
floor
,

O

..
..
..
..

Lame
-laie.
lain.

Hielt

lite.

ilia
14i.22lie..ÿ
is
ill
18in.
16in.
25in.
20in.

1Int.
lbin.

-23ùa.

1#in .

171ín,
4 Irya (N0. 523C.) 36in. long
2

Sin.

16in.

lin.

2

2

23
al

2
A

}fa

4

3/18ín.

,,

3/16in.

plywood-

4

4'

íìn.

itin.
'iz.

MOTOR BOARD
18in.
151in.
BAFFLE BOARD.
.. 131ín.
26i e.
DOORS.
3in.
..
1§in.
.. 88in.
14fit.
..
31n..
81
3 in
..
lin.

..

2 pºtes

:.

2
2

lin.

2

loin.
gin.
DOOR OVERLAYS.
d
li
I 'a

pli

lkn

15in.

3/16in.

stirs.

3/16in.

,.

2i.

1}'n.

1§ºn.

Eli TINCS.

2 drop handles, Nd. 5801.

`2

3

1

purr

1§#ara.

el

..

-

7in.

Olin.

completed parcel of Spanish chestnut, suitablef
supplied by Hobbies Ltd. for 35/.. A suitable p

lin.

gin.

3 / lofa.
Bina.

ia

3/16G1a
fpiecess

ia

DEAL FILLET.

-

N:n.
1

SIDES.
2 pieces plywood

..

4 pieces

18
an.

plywood

-

1 -in.

1 piece

}ir

20 '
1

épiece

piece

,

-

LID.
2 grit

1

1804

-

-

IN SPANISH CHESTNUT.
1 idea

Thickness

hingee, 11in. o braie.

1/16ín.

116aa
1/16tH.

111sta

Ito. 5482 bdi and catch.
cabinet lid enpporl.

finishing like oak, th groovedlegs
d th fittings named,s
k
unit and chassie are also obtainable from the same course.
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HOW Ti UILD THE
ta
AU ®KOIL TWO"
JL

IN our issue dated

Dec. 12th, 1931, we explained
how to make an All -Wave Three -Valuer Sot ntilioing
the very efficient and ultra -selective Ainokoil
Tuning 'Unit, which encompasses a tuning range of
200 to 2.000 metres. So áinprossed were we with tee
knife-edge tuning which this coil provides, and having
in mind the difficulty so many readers experience in
separating some of the broadcast pro
grammes, that wo built up the All Wave Two shown in the photograph,
The results "were truly remarkable, for
Southampton Street, almost on top of
the B.B.O., is hardly a suitable place to
test a wireless sot. notwithstanding
this handicap wo were able to cut out
London with a two -degree movement
of the toning condenser. We can, therefore, recommend
the construction of this set.
The two-vatvo circuit -depicted show how simple it.
is to use the Autokoil all -wave tuner. Just a few
connections are made in order to associate its five
terminals (each plainly marked) with the necessary

avoatra.
teeaoa'
"AnmhoilTa,o"'

"Htllir,"

io
abor rom.
f,5 8
st ntsh glyselediue..
QSrodo

'

ingredients of a straight receiving circuit.

slightly but not to a point where volume drops con=
siderably. If " R," the 1,000 ohms variable resistance,
is adjusted carefully, -ample reaction can be_ obtained,
Finding Stations.
" WHO:' is Oho knob control used to determine the
waveband in. abicli it is desired to work. On the first
(extreme left) stud, stations working from 2110 metres
uptvartis w 11 be fo io 1 When the full capacity of the
has been used wü h this stud engaged, the aria should be
moved forward to the second stud and se on till, with, the
fifth engaged, stations working up to nearly 2,000 metres
will he Sound: When and as each stud is engaged, the vanes
of the .0005 should he turned all out and then moved slowly
inwards while "P.C." isnsed to keep tho set sensitive.
"C.C." is a compensating condenser. As arale it should
he adjusted so that its vanes are half-way out when toning.
HT.f/ f/Tf2
LamLS. in she broadcast band, or right in
when tuning tnthelong-waieband.
4
If the aerial is long or the set nnselectve, or if a receiver is worked
at the end of a long lead-in, the
vanes must be turned outwards till
conditions are accommodated.
If it is found difficult to tune very;
low, that is, to about 200 metres,
the vanes must he turned outwards
till wavelength is reduced au
aerial capacity iseodueed. As this
condenser exercises so decided an
effect it should be handled with
care and should not be used as
a tuner. All tuning should be
done with the .0005 variable condenser.

Wiring is executed without soldering from terminal
to terminal. Each line in the diagram indicates a
connection that has to be made in the set. The dotted,.
line shows where the baseboard and panel ace separated.
An ordinary detector
1
/.sed in the first (left)
bol let and a power s-citel in the second.
Power Supply.
- The Autokoil
Two may be operated from battoriets
or from an eliminator. All power leads are flexible and
are conducted from the components concerned direct to
the batteries or eliminator as the case may he. A II.T.
battery is connected to the three H.T. leads-negative
and positives Nos. I and 2.
Bea aims is obtained by adjusting ''R.C.,'' the middle
knob of the unit. If too severe or inclined to he
"gloppy," H:T. positive No. I should be lowered
-

A

it LT

-

H.r-

t

The:
follows

components

Autokoil Unit;

we used were as

1 Polar Condenser
tlic baseboard mounting end valve -holders ; (Aix
Vice -grip terminals;
ttein. by -in.'
Resistón panel (American Hard Robber..
Co., Ltd.): 2 T.0 -C. condensers (.01 ofd., .0002 mid., and .002 add.);.
1 2-megohm grid leak ; 1 lino transformer (Audio Instruments) ;
Eta Valves, Nos. 13E2010 piste, tor) , OY1304 (amplifier); Heide
&volt semmulatcr ; 1 oak cabinet. Cameo (Carrington Manufacturing'
Co.); Olu not laded°, type load pecker; 1 ListoS 0.2. battery,
1

.0005 mid: (variable, No. 2); 3

Circe* diagram of the Arieloil too -nota,/
shown
the photograph done. The letter
references marked on the Autolmil itself' >re
seed to dhow shown in this diagram,

'
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ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE-

IT SIMPLIFIES

SOLDERING

IF YOU HAVE A HOBBY
FLUXITE and SOLDER are always be

see that

tocs-in the home,.. garage,

workshop-anywhere, where simple, speedy soldering is needed.
They :cost so line, but fell make scores of everyday
isles
longer

years

For

:

Pots,

e; RADIO: odd jobs in the garage

Pans,

-there

always omething useful for
Meade andSolder to do,
OF ALL HOBBIES DEPOTS and
Ironmongers. Ffuxite in tins, Ed..
114 and 218.
NEW "JUNIOR" SIZE 4d, per tin.

ilver

and

WISE CHOICE

A

FLUXITE
all
last
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Brass-

MAKE YOUR
HOBBY
A

"AUTOKOIL ALL -WAVE TWO"
Fully described in this issue.
After you have built Ihic and have proved the pleasure,
of Had o, you eat, if you w sh, use the "Aetokoil"and
other components fora more progressive cireu t.
WONDERFUL results were soon -ed under severe conditions ì the heat of London, when the " Autokoil Alin.
Se eotivity and Load Wave Two" Was to ted out.
speaker volume Will all that cosld be dessed.

If you already have º set and
adu
L. t, -IN Coils,
replace them with an Auto
koil" All- ace Tuner Om
roils to (Range, just snitch
over to any,ravnleR4t.. from
200 to 2,000 motes). Yon
will l.e more than pleased
with the increased selectivity
you gain from using the
AutokoiL"
c-rips through your »ruler.
If elm 'ièA%enitq, send el,0,,
dippt to Dept. 'H." Mentiun

PROFITABLE

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple
and lasts
Con
cial'Ysmall-space"
mall sp
stanto Contains

focon-

ONE!

s

iron

handle: pocket blow.lasr,p. Flu:it.. Sot
der, etc., AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
COMPLETE,mI 7/66 or LAMP
-

o

iNOdTHER USEmoFOR
a

Hardening.
on

FdLUXITE
Case

Price

Ask for Leaflet

method.

FLUXITE, roved
LTD.
(Dept. R),

200

ROTH_RHI HE
S.E.16.

F

º

to 2,000

x

.

"Rabbi.,"

metres.
I

Av-mloJ

e.

box.

A. W. HAlttBLINC, A.M.I.R.E
104, High Holborn, LONDON.

You MUST HAVE

YOU WILL BE CERTAIN
OF GETTING THE BEST

WITH EELEX

RESULTS

NEW

Th

y

the homoconstructed
set.
Supplied in 6 r, ln

ifl
71

,.

Ty.c

entry.

tl

n

tftof
t

p

21P31,

2aeach.

Price

damage to other
vmpomnts. In
and
nd black,
3/6 per Pair.

T.14 PLODS

SOOUGSS

These Plugs
d Sa Pete as
N.
ramarne to the home coo,tntcto,.vìshed ie slv e lovrc
d
pvplied wit forty different ªkìnds f
v m -plates, Itwp aso the
last
ved n efficiency.
Primos:
Sockets a
Pings3d,
e

S.T. Engine Parts -

5,-

Finished Boiler -

8f -

EASTICK & SONS,

Telephone: Metroomiitmo 0314/516.

-

It is utterly different from the
ordinary Toy Shop model
engine.
In the first place you have tl e pleasure of
building it yourself. You need have nei fear,
we GUARANTEE it will work when you have
built it.
Secondly, like all Stuart models it is made on correct engineering lines and therefore has POWER.
The Boiler is of Copper, brazed throughout and
tested.
Send a stamp for List 14H, which describes this and
seH"
eral other models. or. better s l4 write -for the

tale

h; Nameplates ta..eeach.
Write for List

J. J.

possibiliburnt
Ives
áhock,
or

H

THE S.T. ENGINE
Finished Plant on
Fireproof Base 17/6

nd'-

l

ma

Pas

tas

pl.

-

a

t.

THE RDM SIDE
ENTRY

imoroved
Testing

Invaluable. for

..

mm

'`fit,

I

fells

am.._

GI
,Et66s1,HW:1óév:
LONDON,

!

When building your erst Radio Re -eiver you w Il be w se
in chocs ng a simple yet very efficient circuit, One in
a-h ch economy can be practised w ihout ìoss of efficiency-. Such a o reu t s the

E.C.I.

u

e ( r ce bd.

rproductions.
od en

a dades ribd.del

.

all fully

STUART TURNER, LTD.,
HENLEY - ON -THAMES.
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TELEVISION FO
AMATIEU [u S
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sch., B.Sc.

(Hans.),

A.C.G,L, D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
(Centinued from page 368, January 4th issue.)

The inside a} one of the earlier;

"po,tahle" models of vision
apparatus sheaving the driving
motor and disc,

E have dealt at fair length with the transmitting
side of televisias anti appe iatei, isev-tisórcelticss encountered, to see must new pats to the
receiving end. Inmany respects this is perhaps the most
fascinating aspect, for although it is wise to have a
working knowledge of how the vision signals aro brought
into existence, it is at the receiving end where the bulk
of the amateurs will he able to display their constructive
capabilities. Just as in normal aural wireless reception
one n build apparatus to give results, so with television
the ettee .statement holds good, except that the final
appeal will be to the eye as well as to the ear.
Since at the moment the wireless reesiver does not
cuter into the principles involved in the transformation
of the signals into intelligible images, we will focus
our attention on the apparatusacting as the " vision
recorder." First of all a short list has to be compiled
of the essentialoomponent parts which must be employed.
These are four in number and consist of
1. A light scanning disc complete with its spiral of
holes to conform geo.netrinally with that used at the
tranomiti ing end.'
2.. A small .motor to drivethe dise at its correct
speed.
3. Some form of neon glow lamp.
4. A lens assembly to magnify the sire of the imago
so that it ran be watched in comfort.
In addition to these four items there is another
important ono whose inclusion, while notessential,
makes a material difference to the success of the reception. Irefer to some form -of synchronizing mechanism
to "hold the image," an capression abort which more
will have to be said later in the series.
The Construction of the Disc.
deal with each of these ice turn.. The disc
Let
should be, made from fairly light material-No. 32
T.W.G. sheet aluminium is very satisfactory. In order
to still further aim et this factor of small weight, it is

:-

-

-

s

better to make it up with spokes, five or six in number
the space between the spokes being removed.
At first sight a disc made up in this manner may.
teens flimsy" and will bend edgily, but when run up
-to speed on the motor shaft it will whip out flat and
ftmetion het as a solid flat disc. A diameter of 20hí.
will he found very suitable. The spiral of holes should
turn towords the centre of the disc in a clockwise direction. Then when the dise is rotated in its correct
direction. namely anti -clockwise, the scanning operation will he in order, that is, hole movement from bottom
to top and strip direction Stunt right to left.
Ono eery important point arises with the scamung
dise and that is the accurate positioning of the holes.
If thirty holes are used then each hole will lie on a radii
separated by an angle of 12 degrees. In addition, the
outside edge of one hole must be in line exactly with the
inside edge of the preceding hole. If this is not watched
lilies will show up, or in other words the junctions between
individual light tracks become visible.
Suppose welet P and Q represent two adjacent
holes (see Fig. 1), the vertical lines losing the limits f the
light track created by tlie,e holes. Now the track
made by-the-inner
by-the -inner edge of P does not coincide with the
track made by the outer edge of Q. This gives us the
ondition-known as undcrlappmg, and the result is an
unpleasant black line running from top to bottom of
the picture, the width of the line depending upon the
magnitude of the underlap existing between these two
consecutive dise holes.
The Light Strip Holes.
Fig. 2 represents the opposite condition, namely,
overlap. The light strip edges of holes P and Q now
overlap one another and a barrow white line is produced,
and while not so bad as the black line, the combined
effect of tI ese black and white ines, if pronounced,
often sufficient to mar the who e image. Every effort

`
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WORLD THREE
Set.

Cheap and Efficient.

that it is thick enough to carry the
current consumed by the three valve
filaments.
The Volume Control.
The volume control takes Olio pl'aee
of what }would normally be the grid leak to the first L.F. amplifier. The
grid itsolf goes to the slider of tho
volume-control potentiometer, and a
very smooth, silky action is obtained
by this scheme. It is preferable, too,
to control the volume early in the set
instead of leaving it to the last stage.
About the latter there is nothing to he sahl, except that
a good snobe of L.P. transformer is used to couple into it..
One rather unusual feature of the set is that efficient
ii de -coupling
between stages has been provided, so
that only one H T positive terminal hi required. This
eliminates much fiddling th sander -plugs, and also
-

eirtcoraph of Mroutside
of the set.

ensures tIrat the whole of ón battery receives an equal
discharge load This ie- an
po tant point, since'
batteries are sometime, left in. use after a few cells havé
got into a poor slate, and all hough tiro voltage may look
all right, the results e T ily stiffer.
The de-eouplm
mentioned is effected by two
2mfd. condensers and
two resistances of the
nvenient "Spag-"..
hotti" type. 20,000'
ohms.red far the.
moat value .nid 5.000
for the second. The'
-

"

couplingresistance'

-

r"...,
c"ß`"SGe

gfif

between the two.
valves is
also

"Spaghetti"
100,000 ohms.

of

The valves required
are simply two of the
" ge n e r sil -purpose "¡
type (for the detector
and 1st L.P.) and ono
power valve.
Tho
detector may be
one of the special,

,,,

types now on the
market, but an ordine
áry general-purpose,(
or
"HL" type,
appears to serve just

as well.

With these valves
in use, and with a
high-tension voltage,
of about 120, the first
L.P. valve will probe
ably need about 1}'
volts bias, and the last'
valve 9 to 12 volts.'
In any case, it is
advisable, to adhere'
strictly to the valve.'
maker's recommend,
ations in this respect. i
(To be concluded rein
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PLUG IN TO SET
CONDENSERS

AND EARTH.

TO

sr

SSIINGLE WIRE TO MAINS.

d

Ï

a'oadçfitstt"

(Continued from page

378,. January

9th,

1932, issue.)

suitable output transformer or filter which
obviates the necessity
of connecting the
loudspeaker
direct to

the high

AOTONATlC
SWITGH

Fie.

-

CONTROL UflIT.

3.-

EXTENSION UNIT

tens ion

srpply. Actually, when a loud speaker extension of any sort is installed, such an arrangement is essential to comply with
I.E.E. regulations.

UNIT

J
NEXT see:re the preset condensers on th b eboard, An Output Transformer.
lea space is
Make sure, then, that the output terminals of the set
groupingg themin such a way that
through condoners. If
left at ono of the edges where the lead -revered are fed from a transformer or direct
to the plate of the
of
this
cable.
leads
you
find that one of them runs
the
As
both
in.
be
brought
can
cable
, an output transformer
to
L.T
other
fuses
and
the
of
safety
valve
pair
last
will be connected to the man
of suitable ones on
_will b. needed. These fuses are easily made by mounting. must be added. There are plenty
part the market, and they are not f pemive-but it pays to
ulated type are best I.
two terminals-the
can be fitted
en 1in.eh i e st p Distance pieces keel lie fl t,es al ear buy a reliable brand. The transformer of the Control.
either inside the set or on the baseboard
of the baseboard and they are fitted an inen or so as ay
Unit, the " Input " terminals
. .........................._................................................................
from the edge at right -angles to
being connected to the loud.
ing two terminals,
it. The e
speaker terminals of the set. One
"HOBBIES" 25 YEARS AGO.
which will be used for the loudo£ the final output terminals must
can
con
connections,
speaker
Issue dated. January 19th, 1907.
then be connected to " Earth "
ebonite
rem oily be mounted on
the transformer or filter is
; TIII1 fretwork design of the week
in a similar way andfixed parallel
is an elaborate archway bracket
included, this connection might
to the edge of the board.
already be made.
decorated extensively with handThe two final output terminals
somely coloured metal ornaments of 1
The Wiring.
i birds-two pheasants, two parrots,
from the set are joined to their
This is shown in Fig. 3. One
on the Control Unit, the
partners
geckatoos,
Evidently
the
'..
two
etc.
condensers
pre-set
of each pair of
earth connection being made
t design appealed very strongly, for it
is fitted with a twin -flex lead
complete by a wire running from
î ilid not appear in Catalogues much
of suitable length, terminating in
the appropriate terminal to the
afterwards.
Football, gardening,
cl -ill engage
a two-pm plug which
clip securing the lead -covered
photography and philately claimed
one of the sockets fitted in the
cable. So the lead -covering, be[
the major portion of the interests of
set. In addition, one of its teri
An
interesting
fonrdhie
sides acting as one of the loudthe
readers.
its
it
to
connect
nals roust
speaker feed wires, is earthed,
note runs, ".The German army hay
partner and the other to a fixed
and the wiring automatically
a portable wireless outfit, weighing
contact on the automatic switch.
in
which
a
49
-volt.
complies with the. I.E.E. reguonly.
3001ós.
conmoving
The corresponding
lotions in this respect. The ungenerator is driven by a soldier who
tact is coupled to the unoccupied
earthed output terminal on the
sits on a bicycle frame and pedals.
terminal of the partner.
i
was
twenty-five
years
ago
Control Unit takes the single
that
And
at
the
is
securod
The cable
ºe winch accompanies the leadedge of the baseboard by means
coveredcable o its extension tip.
of a s n1 clip, which must make
do, but single rubber-covered
two
leads
Ordinary
bell
wire
will
The
lead
covering.
the
with
good cormection
this is the best stuff to
are taken one to either fuse, the second terminals of the flex is much better. Incidentally, and
Extension Units.
use for wiring the Control Unit
fuses being attached to the two wires from the actecompleted
s
the
circuit
Gees.
In
bath
coil.
matte switch
the two The Extension Unit.
through piece of 2-ampere
t d in the
Presumably an Extension Unit will be wanted
terminals carrying the
terminals. From th of thef
same room as the set, so that full advantage can betaken
coil wires, a lead is taken off for subsequent connection
consist of
unite
These
nativestation
idea.
of
alt
the
to the main input of the set.
a loudspeaker ping Only the two output terminals remain, but-before two ordinary tumbler switches and as used for electric
on
blocks,
mounted
standard
the
set
again.
socket
inspect
to
it
is
necessary
them
with
dealing
(Continued on page 4`32.)
Most D.C. all-mains intrºme is aro provided with a
L

-

-if

_I
F

l

fusejoining
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When an "extra special" component

is required it is only natural that you

should specify ORMOND. For every
one knows that in all ORMOND
Productions there is that extra
quality which spells success and

makes them

indisputably

superior.

This Ormond. Condenser is constructed of brass and is very robust.
The vanes are perfectly rigid;
being heady secured to slotted
spindles. A slow-motion device, ratio approximately 9
to 1, is incorporated ìin
the .condenser and is
controlled by the up-

Depth behind

Panel

22 ins.

per

small

knob,

direct drive being
obtained on the
dial, which is
engraved 0
o

I80

degrees,

N EAT

RIGID
Price.

Capacity.

ROBUST

.00025
.00035
.0005

PRECISE
This condenser

is also

...
...

.

-

...

6/6
6/6
6/6

aue,abtc constructed of aluminium without
limitar caeadties at 41- each.

slow morion movement, end less dial, in

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO. LTD.
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1
-

Tetepºono: om..ronn,a 5$34-s -c m..sas -a -e.

meeom

s:

=ormoaess+. rse:.yla
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"HOBBIES" ALTERNATIVE STATION CONTROL (continued from page 430).
The are even chances that you will be lucky, and
lighting (see Fig. 4). Before going ahead with the
the
extension wiring, it is best to get this fast Extension the set will come alive in one case. If it doesn't, sign
will probably light dimly. This is a sure
fixed
in
any
lamp
course,
be
can,
of
The
t
n.
block
Unitt a
that the wrong main is the only one available, but
- consent nt spot in the morn, not necessarily anywhere
fortunately it is easy enough to change over at the set.
....near the set. A very convenient placeto put it is on
theskirting board, where it is easily wired and can bo Simply replace the feed wire you disconnected and put
tucked out of the way-the switches being kicked off and the lead from the Control Unit in place of the other
one. Then try again. You should be all right this
on.
With all Extension Unit wiring,provision should be
ed c bl and single wire right
mide to rim the lead -covered
through the block where possible,looping the. required
connections. Where this is not convenient a tapping
can, of course, be taken off the extension cable at any
point by fitting an ordinary lighting junction box and
off the loud -speaker feed wire.
Where the lead -covered cable runs into the block it is
again secured by a clip, connected to one of the loudspeaker sockets. The other loud -speaker socket is fed
f o n the single wire. The two cable leads run one to
each switch, the other two switch connections being
t=together. If the cable is being continued through
l i
the block, another clip is used at the outlet and conme ed to the first one, so that the earth connection will
be maintained.
Last comes the feed cable from the mains. This is a
single lead -covered cable --if none is available some of
the double variety can, of .course, be utilised-run ing
from the inter -connected switch terminals to the nearest
suitable plug or switch.
L.S.
The covering is earthed
on entry to the block by
$IMOLE
the usual clip connection.
aA: wiRE
-

-

-

The question of a suitable pick-up point for this
feed cable is rather an

important one. I£ the rWlne.c.
cost ->e;!
set is being rim from the
power maim,: only a
power plug will serve.
But where the lighting
Fig. A.-The extension und
current is being usedas it is in most Casesalmost any lighting plug or switch wil meet the case.
Let us take it that the Control Unit and first Extension
Unit are in- position -the only wires remaining disconnected being this feed wire to the block and the
mains lead from the Control Unit to the set. Just plug
the loud-speaker into the block and switch on the set to
see that it is alive. Now for a few experiments.
Experimenting.
if you intend to fced all the Extension Units from
plugs where either main can be picked up, there will be
nothing to bother about. You need only disconnect
one of the existing feed wires to the set and replace it
by that from the Control. Unit. Then, with one of the
tumbler switches down, try the single cable from the
!!xtension Unit first in one socket and then the other
of the nearest plug-taking care that it is lighting or
power, as the case may be. Tn one ease the set will come
alive-and it only remains to make the connection.
permanent.
But if you want to pick up from a'switch anywhere,
you must make certain that the right main will be
availablet. Generally only one of the maim rims to the

switch-but

if the house wiring has been earned out

systematically it will always be the same one. Proceed
exactly as before, and try the single cable on the nearest
switch terminals-with this particular switch offinstead of in the plug sockets

time.

-

-

The Settingof the Control Unit.The extension leads are continued and the other
Extension Units wired in exactly the same way, the
single cable being tried on eiìher terminal of the nearest
switch or plug But. when you are testing out, make
certain that the only Extension Units itch in action
is the one from which you are working.If another
switch has been left on and you pick up the wrong main,
you will get a " dead shortinstead of the usual "1,13
effect." Of course, in carrying out this part of the work
you will be careful to switch off from the ain whenever
necessary and keep an eye on the lead -covering of the
cable when making temporary hook-ups. It must not
make any stray contact with a plug or switch.
Finally comes the setting of the Control Unit. -See
that all Extension Unit switches are off, plug the loudspeaker into the block near the set and try the two
switches in turn. The set will come alive in either case
but the automatic switch
SOCKET
on the Control Unit will
only click down in one
nstanee.. With the auto..
In tie switch out of
action, tune in, by means
of the pre-set condensers
-

plugged into circuit, one

OLE LL.WIRE

of the stations you want
-the one working on
the lower wavelength.
The variable condensers
on the set should, of

TO PIA/r15
course, be at zero.
When the station is obtained satisfactorily, change
over to the other circuit, bringing -the automatic switch
into use, and with the second group of pre-set condensers
increase the wavelength and adjust the reaction if

necessary for the second station required. After a
little readjustment you should be able to get either
station immediately at just the right strength by putting
down the appropriate tumbler switch.
Switch On from Any Room.
From any room you will now be able to switch on
either station-if several switches are on at the same
timo any low wavelength one will take predominance.
Only -one loud-speaker is needed, but if others are left
plugged in they will be in circuit whenever the set is
alive. Na timing will be necessary, so you can hide the
wireless set away in a cupboard if you like.
If an outside station is wanted at any time and the
wavelength is above that of the lower wavelength
" chosen " station you will be able to tune it in with the
variable condensers on the set --switched on and off
from any low wavelength switch. Alternatively, the
plugs mn be removed in an instant and the set tuned
normally if you feel like station hunting. In this case
any extension switch will serve.
Be careful after any- expedition of this sort to
replace the plugs and set the variable condensers to
zero.
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This new Tenor is
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Forjoinery,fretwork,leather,paper,
cloth, photo frames, modelmaking,
repairing pottery, glassware, toys,
and for all purposes where a very
powerful adhesive is required.
In tubes,

2d., ed.

and

9d.

It can be used in straight
or eereen-grid circuits. A
splendid circuit diagram is
included with earls Tuner.
Covers -Long or Medium

Made by the Proprietors of

wavo-bands using a :0005
Var. Condenser,
ENTIRELY BRITISH MADE BY

57, ALDERSCATE STREET,

LONDON,

a fin

job, built of beautiful
mouldings, wound with
beat green sìlls.eeverrd
wire, with a fine panel
plate.
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COILS AND
WAOVE.C]El[[ANCGgNG
Cr

y

66

Piper 99

Three previous articles on this subject appeared
in "Hobbies," Nos. 1879, 1882, and 1883.

IT

has already been the smaller one of
pointed oat io this
the two (when the
series of articles that, larger one is shortunless one wants to ex circuited) covers the
ploro the unknown 230.550 metre band,
regions of the ether, one we have brought
does not really need down our switching
Gato Coie3
more than four coils, at to an ordinary
Fig, 1.-Sao hire arrangement for
oil to
changing Iron lops -moue
the meet, err two for a single-pole single. Fig 2A simplified merhod neitehlog
short-wave a!L
sit os lav of eito,e
receiver without re- throw affair 1. A
action. Each of the ecognized broadcast wave -bands similar switch for the reaction coil ilik wise wound in
(one from 230-550 m tres, the other from -.900-2,000 two sections, and on the same formers as the o her two)
completes the scheme (Fig a). The two
metres) can easily be e vered with one coil.
sets of coils should lie mounted at rightThus, what can be simpler than to install
angles to each- other if possible.
the two necessary coils permanently in the
set and indulge in the lazy man's pastime
The Reinert. Circuit.
of " wave -change switching " l
We can, luckily, go one s ep further beAnything that tends to make radio
fore definitely settling down to details of coil
of
to
be
praised,
in
this
age
simpler is
sizes and so on. Nearly everyone knows
complications, and, unless you are a genuin
the Reinartz circuit nowadays, and this is.
experimenter, there is no earthly reason
peculiarly suited to simple wave -change"
why you should have to plug and unplug
i thod
because one end of the reaction
coils -in all directions when you wish to
coil and one end of the grid coil are common
change over from London Regional to
(see Fig. 4). This suits our purpose very
Daventry-National,. for instance.
well. Naturally, we require -a smaller re
The natural method- that would occur
action coil for the short u-aves; in other
to one for changing from one coil to
words, at the same time as we short out
another is that shown in Fig. 1..A double the long -wave section of the grid coil
pole double -throw switch is required.. This
winding wewant to short out some of the
is all very well for a single -tuned circuit
turns in thereaetion coil.
but in the case of a single -valve set with
By arranging that the short-circuited.
reaction, the latter coil will obviously need
turns are, in each case, at the earth end
changing as well, and two separate double.
of the coils, we can do this with one switch
poledeuble-throwswitehes will considerably
only. Unfortunately, the ordinary single increase the price of the set. Added to
this, the wiring is complicated and the Fie. 3.- sine hk : I "thrum pole single -throw switch will not manage
t, but"the almost equally simple type that
whole thing clumsy.
a"`
has two contacts, both of which aro con The First Step of Simplification.
netted to either a third contact or the frame of the
witch, when the switch is pulled out, will serve very
Here the tow -potential or "earthy" side of the two
coils is left untòaehed, and only the " live " side switched well. Another
(see Fig. 2). We have thus halved our switching: at variation' of
once, without loss of Deficiency. Note, by the way, that "- this is ä switch
NF
the tuning condenser must, of course, be connected to with a metal
the centre contact of the switch, so that it _isacross plunger end
three separate
either coil when required.
We can now go further into the simplification business. c o n t a e t s .
One way that occurs to one of effecting a rapid change When the
in wavelength is to short-circuit a number of turns in knob is pulled
out 'all three
a -coil Thus the entire coil would be constructed so
contacts are
u to the long -wave band, and such á port on
as
g turns
shortedd out that there
m covered the short
joined toether
by the
ws es
We have lways bee t ld of the loss of efficiency
plunger.
due to shorted turns, but the preachers of this
Fig. shows
..
appear
have
overlookedone
doctrine
to
point. The the use of a
tun. " need not cause one any worry what- switch of this
" shorted tus
over unless they are coupled to the live ones. Thus, type. for wave if we build our coil in two halves, planning so that the changing in a
two in series cover our 900-2,000 metre band, and that Reino tz-.type
F;g. 4.-The ft rte
_

-

.

-

-CE

-

_

`

bi
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.ciroidgi The plunger maims cormection with bot
.-1
2. In the diagram (.) is the
ave and (c) the short-wave
portion of the grid coil; (b) is the
long-avave and (d) the shortleavo
portion of the reaction coil.
The construction ,of the coils

for

presents too difficulty, but it
should be understood that, al.
though in the diagram-the whole
affair is shown as one continuous
coil, (a) and" (b) are wound ou one
former, with (c) and (d) on
another one, mounted at right angles to the first. The coils may
be homo-ruade, of anly of the types
already described. Tiré turn numbers should- be roughly as
follows, although: slight alterat ions
may he necessary to suit your
individual requirements:
(a) May be 280-300 turns of
lin. diariieter, and (b) seventy-five
Hums, mounted on the same
former, but erith a gap of at least
lin. between the two windings.
Ou the second former (e) has
sixty turns, and (d) thirty.fïvo
turnes, With a gap of about /in.
between them. If basket or
baskel.weaje coils are used, this
gap eau only be arranged by
ri nding the coil in is, Sect i0112
and mounting them that distance
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contacts. apart. The only points remaining are arrange your two
coils with due respect for the'
placing of your other components,
so that the wiring to the switch
is as short as possible. Also, arrange so that the planes of the
two coils are se nearly at right angles as possible. These points
having been chocked, the risk of
failure is small.
Ii it is, found that the set stilt
not oscillate on one of 'the bands,'.
you have probably mode a slip.
and wound one or both of the
reaction coils in the wrong direction. This is easily remedied.
In describing this, one of the
simplest of wave -change arrangements, it is assumed throughout
that the set does not include
one or more stages- of H.P.
In sets of this
description it would be difficult,
as well as inadvisable, to attempt to do the whole thing
with one ewitch.
This being
so, the problem is merely one
of shorting out turns in each
tuned circuit in the same proportion ao has been arranged in
the coils '(a) and (o). To go
-oop3MFO
into full details is, however,
nth
outside thescope of an
article of this :rind.
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ONE.VALVE AMPLIFIER
A UNIVERSAL
switch. The transformer
panel mount the on -and
is called "Universal,"

-off
amplifier here described
arescrewed down to the baseboard
it s wired that it may be connected to any and valve holder
ng suffu nt
in thwiring diag am,
as she
g eceiver, whether crystal ore valve. A
grid bias batteries
ring diagram (below) will show that no - space at the right-hand side for two
glance at the
Side by side. The terminal strip with the six terminals
terminal has been provided for the H.T. negativeforlead,
the fitted is then screwed to the rear of the baseboard. Use
and also that a grid bias battery is suppled
Glazite or some similar wire for wiring up, and take
amplifier. These two facts are easily explained, however.
re is connected to - care that the two leads to the primary of the trans.
In any valve receiver the H.T. - isand,
when
f
ormer {that is, those lettered P. and HZ.) are connected
therefore.
L.T.terminals,
the
of
ono or other
joined to to the input terminals, so that when these latter re
the two LT. terminals on this amplifier arewith
which connected to the 'phone terminals of your present 't,
the corresponding terminals on the receiver
direction For this reason
used, the H.T. lead is automatically they will be in the correct
tl amplifier
the type of terminals which have
joined in circuit.' The existing receiver may employ it is preferable to use
engraved lettering, so that
a grid battery, but in this
A
.f- y.T
._ N.7:
L
no mistake can occur. The
INPUT -Icase there is not tise alight.
rest of the wiring is quite
est objectionn to having
straightforward. The input
separate- battery for the
terminals e then joined to
a
as
especially
amplifier,
the 'phone LA. terminals
valve will be needed m this
of your present receiver,
case taking a higher value
and if this is a valve set
of
tho
then
two
and
bias,
f
two insulated loads should
9-volt batteries may be.
then be joined from the
joined in series, and the
two L.T. terminals on the
higher value of bias obamplifier to the corretained in this way.
sponding terminals on the
The above remarks apply,
set. A separate flexible
of course, only to the use of
lead is joined to the L.S. ,the amplifier with a valve
terminal on the amplifier
set. In the case of e crystal
to an appropriate tapping
receiver being used, the
If
on the H.T. battery.
11.T. -lead is joined to the
added to a crystal set, a
L.T.-. terminaI, and, in
separate lead should also
addition, a lead is taken
be joined ta the L.T.-terThe airing diagram
from this terminal to earth.
rial, and this lead should
Having explained the deAdjust the grid
sign of the amplifier, we will now deal with its con- be plugged into the H.T.-tapping.
value and the valve H.T.
the
to
according
bias
tapping
should
simplest,
is
of
the
very
and
struction, which
or crystal,
valve
only
one
if
instructions,
and
makers'
cause no trouble even to the very youngest novice.
is employed in front of the amplifier.a valve of the
Components Required.
L.F.. type should be used. If added to a multi -valve
The only components -area transformer, valve-holder, set, the valve should be of the small power type.
switch. terminal strip and terminals, wire for wiring-up,
.of Warning.
grid bias leads, and wander- plugs The ratio of the. A ]Few Words
If your present set also has an on -and-off switch, do'
transformer will depend on the use to which the amplifier
the switch on the amplifier as we'll
to
operate
forget
not
should
the
transformer
set.
is put. If added to a crystal
off, or the valve will be left burning,'
have a ratio of 7 to 1. If used after a single detector when switching
valve, the ratio may be 5 to 1 ; whilst if added to a perhaps all night.
receiver employing two or more valves, then the ratio List of Components.
should not he mnoro than 3 to 1.
1 L.F. transformer (Telsen, etc.).
- 1 Valve -holder (Telsen, etc.).
The Panel.
1 On -and-off switch (Bulgin, etc.).
The panel of the amplifier may be constructed from
6 Terminals (Eelex, etc.).
3 -ply or any other wood, although, if you wish to match
Ebonite strip.
your present set you may employ ebonite. This is an
Wire for connections, screws, wander plugs, etc
unnecessary 'expense, however. In the centre of the
On small sets troubled with
bulb
AFLASH -LAMP
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
interference, a hank of wire of
mounted into the base of
PARS.
fifteen turns or so, tied to the
an old valve apd plugged
grid coil by cotton, joined to
into the valve holder, makes a
few
experiments
A
situated.
for
checking
tester
handy
very
earth at one end and aerial
will determino the position at lead at the other, often gives.
L.T. con metro..
Bristol board of the kind which it is best.
improved selectivity.
When moving the diaphragm
known as two-sheet makes a
Among common causes of dig.
very good diaphragm for a cone for any reason from a telephone tortion- are batteries running
earpiece, it should be slid off
speaker.
unsuitable valves, insuffidown,
up
from
and
not
pulled
sideways
a
loud
from
reproduction
Good
H.T., L.T., or G.B., and
speaker depends greatly upon the magnets, as this may damage cient
a grid leak of unsuitable value.
the part of the room where it is it.
-
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A NOVEIC, RADIO
STATION CHART
ANOVEL method of egistcr g various stations
which you log front time to t
your ireless
set is provided y building the cabinet illustrated
hero. As can be seen, it is a sloping desk cabinet, the
centre of the front having a slot with the name and
reading of the station appearing on U. These station
names aro supplied printed on a spool of paper which is
turned up or down by means of handles, so that the
names pass in front of elio slot.
1

All Parts Provided.
Patterns for this ingeniouslogging device are given.
on the centre pages of this issue, where details of the
actual maternal required are also fund. The parts are
all cut rom one thickness of wood, so that one piece
only is required *in. thick. One of the Hobbies' 13
panels of mahogany is quite suitable,4d the method of
pasting the patterns tu the ood is illustrated at Fig. I.
The construction of the actual article te clearly seen by
the detail at Fig. 2, where the front of the cabinet has
been omitted and a portion of the side broken away to.
show how the actual mechanism is fitted in.

The Constenethen.
The twosides, book
and front, are fixed
tngetb.er in the form
of a box, and stood
centrally on the bases

board-beingset

wards about ¡in. The
two sides go between
the back and front.
The upper edge of the
latter portion must be
chamfered to be in
line with the sloping
edge of the sides
Fig. _-A meo, of the working sea
themselves. In each
side there is kin. hole
bored for the revolving spindles which are to bo placed
later. The top of tho cabinet is a flat, narrow strip,
whilst the back is a plain rectangle of wood h in. high
and 3 las. wide, gìned and screwed to the edge of the
side. The top overhangs the back slightly, and more
still at the front.

The Two-piece Front.
The front is shown as a complete pattern, -but wfieñ
the interior work has been got out and the outer edges
sawn round, the saw cuts along the white line vin. from
the top edge. This makes the strip upon which the
hinge for the lift front is fixed. Owing to the slope of the
sides this front will not lie gush render the top, and it is
therefore necessary to chamfer the edge slightly to
obtain this result.
Before fixing on the actual. front, it is as well to..
complete the interior mechanism, and if the cabnoét is,
at all " shaky," small blocking pieces can be easily glued
into the corners inside to make it quite rigid. Cut the
two lengths of spindle tin. ion. and smooth them down

Patternsand
prices gives
e,, the centre
pages.

tin

so that they
easily in the holes cut in the sides.
Pint one end through one side, and then slide on two of
the a hers, gluing them inp1 co just inside the side,
with one end of the spindle flush with the outside of the
cabinet, and leaving a projection on theright-hand side
long enough to take another usher and handle.

The Handle.
Outside the cabinet another weaker is glued on to
thespindle just tight enough to prevent side play. The
handle can be formed by an ornamental knob or made
up as provided for on the patterns. There is a shaped
shankk which goes over the end of the spindle, and which
h in torn another short piece of dowel stuck into the
feint Ws-Koko the winding gear. Fig.
shows these

elearlie.
To get the paper to lie flat behind the front aperture,
glue in the haek board. This is a plain piece fitting
between the sides and sot back about ¡in. from the.
front edge. Its position is shown by dotted lines on the
pattern of the sides themsels es. A list of stations
printed on a long strip of paper ready for gluing is
supplied by Hobbies
bies Ltd., and one will be sent if you
forward to them a request and a ltd. stamp. The space
between the washers on the spindle is ttin. and the station
strip is glued centrally between. Glue one end of the
paper firmly, carry she rest over and glue the other end
qi

to the other spindle.
The two-piece front is now fixed, the thin strip being
glued and nailed below the top and the lower piece
binged on to it. This should bring the name slot in line
with the winding strip on the spindle. The cabinet will
look better if four small toes are added beneath the
corners at the bottom.

Fìs.

i.-Z
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MONO the numerous questions we answer, there
aro many on the u e of the varions grades of
These tiny blades are as most readers
frets
know, obtainable vary fins and grad.rally thicker until
.

they erevary coarse. Tae 00 grade is the finest and
is suitable for thin werk of a delicate nature. Size 2 is a
snediun blade which cones in generally useful, whilst
for rough rutting tho coarsest grades-Nos. 5 and aura the best to use. Remember,
of course, that the finest saws will
not stand the same pressure as the
thicker ones made of stouter metal.

-

Triumph " to a motor and says : " It speaks volumes
for the soundness of Hobbies machines when I slate
Í have coupled one to a motor. It makes 750 cuts per
minute, and I have n it for some weeks sixteen hours
per day for six days per week, and several hours on
Sunday. This is on tin. thick ply, and it has stood up
to it well.". Just shows how much a fret machine is
worth if you go about it properly.
By the way, if you aro wanting any books on fretwork,
carpentry, metal work. etc.; don't
forget we can tell you the best to
-buy, and at most suitable prices.
Our reference library has a wide
rango of the latest books ors all
subjects, and are full of hints
which the worker will do well to
know. If you want a suitable
hook at any time, write and ask
a, and we will recommend the.
best for you.

Model makers will be interested
in the attached photograph of a
model machine one of our readers
made úp. It is a perfect little
piece of work, which is only about
fin. high and yet actually work,.
Painted black and silver, like its
prototype, it was an excellentc
example of delicate and admirable
work done with a feetsaw. Oue
of our Indian workers, Cursetji R.
Ghyara, of Bombay, has made ono
even smaller than that. This is an
" Imperial" standing'. hardly 3in.
high, in which matchsticks have
had to be used. We have asked
our friend to send a photograph
s-it sounds a wonderful miniature.

The latest thing in fretwork is to drive a machine by
electricity. An entirely new motor and bracket have
been evolved by Hobbes engineers and this can be
fitted to any of the ordinary fret machines quite easily.
The motor drives at 220 volts. and is suitable for either
A.C. or D.C. mains. All you have to do is to plug in
your bayonet holder and then pull over the switch
provided on the motor platform. The saw goes cutting
merrily without any trouble, and the worker merely
puts his wood up to it to get it shaped out. Quite the
latest thing, this. One reader, Bar. C. Riley. of Smethwick, who didn't know this, rigged up his own

Did you sec a letter in a Manchester paper a little while ago
from a reader asking for a good

hobby to take up for tesi or three
lIt hat a pity
nights a week 1
somebody did not show him HóamEs If we knew where he lived
we could send along: our sera p
album of .photographs of en1

thusiastic fretworkers.
The hobby of fretwork and woodwork often definitely
influences the life of the reader. He takes it up ber000e
he likes it--then finds it so interesting he wants to be a
cabinet maker or a carpenter. And finally makes it his
job in life and becomes a first-class craftsman, earning
good money at it. We had a case in point recently,

when a Scottish reader found his hobby so interestingcraftsafter six years of it-that he wanted to become awe
did,
man in wood. Could we help him 7 Of course
and put him on the right path for what should be a
jolly fine career. And it all began because he was keen
on fretwork
I

This selendid doll's house was made from HOBBIES
Design Sheet No. 1823, by Mr. C. Parish of Blackheath,
who, .with the aid of his son, completed the whole
work of the house and the :furniture for inside it.
over.
Further than that, Mr. Parish added fire -grates, parts.
mantels, e staircase and rail and other incidental
This was his first piece of work and is certainly very
creditable. Congratulations to father and son for thin
excellent beginning. By now, no doubt, they have dons
other good work.
-

-
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BASSETT-LOWKE
DUKE OF YORK"

Get the best ...and get it FREE!
The Bassett-Lowke "Duke of York"
scale model loco
yours
for
200 B.D.V. Coupons. Length tens.
Weight 21b. 9oz. Forward, reverse
and stop levers. Supplied in L.1VLS.,
S.R., L.N.E.R., or G.W.R. colours.
Price in shops 25/-. FREE TO
YOU.
Begin saving B.D.V.
coupons to -day.

...

COUPONS

...

Old Kfny Cole was a

Arid

CIGARETTES

He calledit+isoG'
He called Ford lithe
And he c Aled for
his B.D.VA

each Gtzman. v3orth 3
TIMES apther uneven valiivas

®®

061
,® mss

EVEN LESS COUPONS REQUIRED FROM B.U.V. TOBACCO-EACH
TOBACCO COUPON BEING WORTH 12 CIGARETTE 'COUPONS,
1
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QUERIES AND REP1ES.
Foreign Stamp -Correspondent WAted.
Males," h llal dw
- Mr.
N. J. lroo r
Barg t, Voris., would be:
Gardens,
oters and.
talrtor5
ta remitsd
gn
foreietters
are
postage stamps an
coins vlth a view to exchange.
Correspondent Wanted.

Frch.
di

Donald L

I

Lirkintilloch,

Aadresa your letters and queries to The Editor,
neip Sou.
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. tendon, W.C.2,
All letters and queries must bear OPT
stamped addressed. envelope.
+all nameand address of the sender

Your Editor

Let

° Hobbies."
enclosing

a

Queries.
Your Wirer
asked for a
h
So many eat
special wireless issue that I hope
this particular issue o fwith thew
thisissn
dealt
approval. I
with subjects of popular appeal, and
from now on I hope also to include
-

1

wireless subjects forming the subject
Of persistent recent requests.
O " Baby Grand" Three.
shy hundreds f
Afil
loaders will make ip that

eiendid, soeciallydesigned"Baby
the

r, forming
D
Th
k's free gift heed.
oboe t Of this
Another free gift sheet next week will
enableyou to make thecabinet to
Thee can be no doubt
coin sieto it
Grand

make their acquaintance with the
ie 1
h
paper for t] f r t t
I hope will bear in mind that this s
It is a special
not a normal s
of
b
ordinary
wireless number
fair blending of
the paper o to
practical mstructiors. n very hohliv
interest. We reply t hundreds of
every week
r5 through the pa
letters
letters dealing with queries o
every conceivable hobby. This

eiseatondedoyó
yorsolf difficulty

whatever that

NEXT WEEK.
rew Design Sheeº

:ior

sbilt r.tail ng - to their readers 'i .
strtretions on building sets five years

necessitating

design and

in

separate batteries and

loudspeaker,

CABINET
A

MAKING REALISTIC
TOY LOCOMOTIVES
A TOY FORT
ACCUMULATOR
CHARGING
A PING-PONG SET

design. Our"Baby Grand"Three is a
piece of fu niture as well as a wire-

less set,. and you may rest assured

its performance provides every-

thing that could be' desired.

in a panel in
page, and h ded " A
ng:'
f 1
Fay Taì I dopp-thrsmythespare
time ? "
What ca,
of Hennrßs.
E lt
sighed tl
Evidently my journalistic friend
thpresumes that the Editorship o f this
p
a t round of ploasir
is
P tnctuated by a goodly proportion
t with the latest novelof amuses.
however, his
F rtunately
t a
me

th

n a re
tare.

e.

t

issue, for

AFFINE

TRAVELLING CRANE

we should` take the lead in- radio

A Fairy Tale.
NOTICE that: the Editor of "The
I World's Press News " has e tilt at

our

"BABY GRAND"`_

1

th t

Stamps, Eleetrics, Model Aeroplane Top cs, Model' Railways,
Cons, Etc Etc: -

ae

-

The Hour Cycling Record.
The hour motor-paerd-reeord is 7fi miles.
L.IL(glrndf d) This distance
d
nt the actual mileage covered in one
hour. The 24 laws m t p red record is
815 rudea 1,408 yards.
Co; s s W ght
A. T. Moor.) wants to know how he
eau use 001n5 as weights. A quarter o,

trouble yon for days; address a query
cords-nee with the into me
atrtretiòns appearing at the top of this
page, and helpful advice will be m
your Possession almost by retur of

post

á

erintwo

ne

,oz
farthing' L
passel,

egiralfpü

is

n
ënÚpenniesrre
three panics (or five
equals six pennies (or

equals

halfpennies);

2ten

halfpenuirs).Threepenny Piece
gr
3quale
sixpenny prece equals 48
florin
hailing piece equals 87
piece equals 174.6 grains; and a halLerown
piece equals 21sgrains.

M
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f

will become i s
strips, i
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d gold leaf, cut
v
be applied with a
darn, and skewed in in the usual
egivey a. Dean, /[amble
nY
gold
Told tlnesas made

enan

ice
Lnen

Should,
paint turn black in a vet} shortt
however, gold paint be used, first make small
t
d Make
mitten do where the
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this is
lines. and dust on the powder.

Si

R ekes
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Cementing Tortoiseshell.
Make s Bement by baking a sax11 quantity.
the oven until, when
.of Canada balsam
P.
.

allowed to 'rewrite cold, it is quite hard. T.
(Darlington). Now melt itb3 the id of gentle
t dip the parts f the arto le to
heat, and
until C oll
ithair
bind
sad tie ermos
e
nest
of Canada balsam with a sharp
the e
n

penknife.-

Extracting Oil from Leather. t

l with grease
Leather is sometimest
t g as d ó pen ,
and od Much, hl
also has the ff t. f increasing the durability.
grease,
a
f the leather. T
g C (s th ab mix 1 q t fh't t wit
d handful f whitening to
2oá of so/
with a stiff brush
v state; poly th
crie
al over the leather, and -leave on for :ru hour

thef

s

'

then wash with clean, lukewarm water,
p to
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arÿ in the open air.
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rek

all over the table or bench..
These tool holders are cheap,
easily fixed, and keep everything
in its place. They are made of
steel with spring clips which

mongers stock e an bain ywrequirementsin
and oodwoork,áe5igns,o,trngmon]ding,
polish,
lessaccessories, t., eto.

HOBBIES OWN BRANCH"
LONDON
É.C.
LONDON -65 NEW14TOXFORD STREET,
SNAT
-

LEEDS

03.

10

OEANANA H.

BIITTS, S.E.11.

NEWYNGTON

326

QIIEE2

STREET.,

214 WEST

grip any handled tool tightly,
but keep it always Bandy to

TENT.

CTORIA'

use.

044 YONNE ST'REBT. T RONTO,

HOBBIES AGENCIES-

TOOL
CLIPS

Don't leave your tools lying

Below are the addresses where Hobbies goods can be
purchased. In addition all leading stores
iron-

GLASGOW

TIDY

BE.

LTD

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES.

Ida 1. 2d. each
1/9 Per doz.
Post 1.13.

_

Aberdeen.-Jaº. Hatch, Ltd., 4P Shawl Street; Eedford-3Less
a
cr & Co ., 103 azidlan
and
Iaekbnaú
Ke,c13 6

8r

r

d

15 %.rehester

RondamÄi
Ca
dgefi-x!:L8a0.

Driver,
Çanterbury.Slir. T
400dman, 33
o'4ate
'co ge's Street; Cardì5f.-J. Ealiº(Toolsl. Ltd.,
1 Horgan Aicade; Caoydpn: 1. 8. Tort]e Ltd., 6 Çrorn 8it1;
Doer.
Dtr,
28, 8dle
oaü`
3trret and 16 t.
E.

blln. Yr.

F. BaekRan, .Qaeen's 6árdens: D

cQnillan, 36 Capen ót
Gate;_

Mr.
lG.-AllsmoaR, 16 k la. C,u.IdLal
Fork Bundle
Iiéester.
Hvn.

D4osgey, 4

Berry, 3

º a...ié e.aarsd -'est.sr. ºrau:
Le seby Laaé; Liverpook.-Rl. C. Lome, 35 B.rneR,.ºwr
te S[:dat.
NSv.
11
l'I'oa!sI,
ltd.; R1,
nióR StreeY,;

Tn'OL

eut, 44 Wear Steer:; STnsea.
Wig. G.
le.-37e
33,77k
es
Sans, 132 Itiekiegáte.

f°

cien

Re,

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS:

p

DEREHAM, NORFOLK

AIES

oesfus,

1'

13in. LONG

:CKS

Ills. LONG

. ,

..

1/. Post 4d.
2/. Post 6d.

LTD., DEREFIAM NORFOLK
ink

Brancheser

Ur

les er

3,1ead..

Gores:

Bargains in Fretwork Tools

Three popular and reliable fretwork tools of sound
British make. Modern cutting tables are made of
metal, and the handframe is a new type with special
handle and lever movement.

A TILTING

CUTTING
TABLE
Specially made with a tilting top for
tutting or e tofret.
s lape
either way and can be filed bigWill enough
ta undertake large work.
Easily fitted.

o

bevel'

.

The TRIPLEX
HANDFRAME

Post 61

The FAVOURITE
CUTTING TABLE

mlv'ame with
special comfortably
d handle and heca levers which
slake the saw tension quick and atu,ple.
A big advanes m bandframes.

4

14in.

This table

modernt

413

always
l

popular one. It is a
fretuork table

with an ingenious arid simple
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Any handyman can make money in his spare
time with a HOBBIES Treadle Machine.
Under the new easy jiayment system he can
earn enough money to pay the small instalment
of 2s. 61 weekly. Think of the carpentry
jobs, the wireless cabinets, the models and
toys you can make. Trays, statuettes, calendars, boxes-heaps of things easily cut out
and sold for a profit. Any HOBBIES
machine makes your home a factory with
little outlay or upkeep. It isn't hard .áútk
either; a sheer pleasure fer any fe' r who
likes handling tools.
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Make yourself a Ukelele
Why pay a pound for a ukelele when you can
make one for yourself for 4(-? Everything
is supplied ready fer the handyman to complete, and anyone with a few fretwork tools
can do it. The design sheet has Pfäll-size
patterns and cutting instructions, the wood
is supplied planed and cut in thz boards
required, pegs and strings are in laded in
Hundreds of these toll -size
the parcel.
playing instruments have already been made
by delighted readers.

ff.d.M., of An.
field. made e n
and wrote:-"1
Imo, made ukelele
at
and it i
In fact,
I has taken d to
the Liverpool
Examiner for the

Banjo, Mandolin
arid Gs
Guitar. and he
aime the tone
as
as
das
ke

r

he has

heard."

Ukelele Banjo. No.
1825, Design 4d.
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THIS WEEK'S CLEVER IDEAS
Combined Coax-Hanger and Brush.
accessory for the ardrobe consists of the
ANEAT
combined coat -hanger and brush illustrated here.
It will be seen that it folds into a useful clothes and
hat brush. It
occupies small

apace when
travelling, and
at its low price
shoojod

of
c o
.4 folding coat

ha"pe. and brash.

n

pima d

way ; sec if by twisting the knob of the switch you can
increase or decrease volume. If the switch makes ally
noise at ail you will know that the contacta are faulty.
Cleaning the switch will coned -s the trouble for a time
It is much better to fit a good quality switch of the
"snap" type, such as the Utility Snap, which posts
2s. 6d., occupies less than a lin. cube at the back of the
panel, is a baby in size, and has a current carrying
capacity- of at least 3 amperes.
For Stamp Collectors.
FAMOUS firm of stamp dealers has inaugurated
an excellent free gift scheme to introduce its
approval sheets. Every applicant sending 2d. to cover
postage, and requesting " Approvals " to Victor Ban croft, Matlock, Ei gla d. will receive a Philatelic Casket,
containing a watermark detector, t ee aer perlocation gauge, transparent envelopes. and the
Lebanon Fly g Post stamp. If 4d be sent,
powerful magn tyingglassin a folding frame will
t`be enclosed as well.

A

ready market.

Aluminium Wireless Valve Screen and Base.
popularity of the screen grid valve has created
THEa demand
fora valve screen and base. That shown
in the centre of this page has a telescopic adjustment- abl g it to be sed in conjunction
with all types of screen grid valves. It will also
accommodate the majority of valve -holders. It
is 21 in. in diameter and casts 2s. 9d.

<,[

-

t.

Neat Battery Cords.
A Screwdriver and Screw -holder.
'
MOST wireless sets employ at least seven
firm of screw manufacturers
AWELL-KNOWN
battery connections, two for the low-tension,
has recently marketed the combined screw.
three for the high tension, and two for the grid
driver and screw -holder shown in the illustration
bias. One and two valve sets usually make use
at the foot of this page. It grips the screw whilst
of 'a smaller number. Messrs. Belling and Lee,
it is being turned, and it ran therefore be used
Ltd., makers of the well-known terminals bear with one hand only. It will be found ideal for
Mg their name, have produced a series of all working in awkward places, as the blade cannot
°
ay, five -way, six -way
i set-en-way cords,
ew-slot. Additionally, it dis
slip out of the
with wires of variouscolours (f r identification
penses with the eed for a gimlet or bradawl
purposes) b a ded together. The use of one of
hole in ordinary woods and it is suitable for metal
these cords tidies- up the set considerably:
or wood screws. It is made in three sizes No. 1 #
and eliminates the ride of attaching the lowaccommodating Nos. 0 to 6 gauge wood screws, 10
to 4 BA. screws, and Whitworth screws ,,gin. to A slot wireleu tension to :the high-tension, or rice versa.
'°lee^ °"d Some of these leads include a fuse in the
9/64in. diameter ; No. 2 size suits 4 to 9 gauge cater b°Je
.low tension negative lead.
They coat a few
wood screws, 5 to 3 BA. screws, and ¡in. to 5/32in.
Whitworth screws ; No. 3 caters for S to 14 gauge wood shillings each, and arc well worth it. This price, of
course, includes the battery terminals and wander plugs.
screws, 2 to 0 BA. screws, and *in. to ?m. Whitworth
screws. No. 1 size is suitable for wireless or model The reverse ends of the wires are left blank, ready for the
purposes, and is made in all-steel, No. 2 is a householder's attachment of either spade or spike terminals.
model, and No. 3 a carpenter's and engineer's model.

-

:

-

A New Wireless "On-Off" Switch.
QUITE a lot of wireless troubles emanate from a
faulty on -off switch. Most of the cheaper varieties
have very poor contacts, resulting in considerable resistance. Here is a simple test you can apply straight

'

A nremdrieer and screw -Folder combined.

The addresses of the manufacturers of items mentioned oa this esas cas be obtained on application ta the Editor.
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READJE
NOTES AND NOTIONS from our
Stonehill
together.-W.

Improving a Small Iron Plane.
readers possessing a small
THOSE
iron plane similar to that
shown herewith can improve it
by having a 7'32in. hole bored in the
pillar and having it tapped
Whitworth. The hole must be at

EtoosoNG (5,

1 THAT DODGE OF YOURS?

i Why not nass it on to use We pay F
e Shitlihas for ebery item published on this
Mark your envelopn "Notes rind
and address On ?
our
put
Ev s,a nonaesen1, n MUST i
v

it

about 30ìn.
To
long.
usethe de.
vice, place

I

so

that it

fits -the hole exactly, say a
piece of tin. dowelling for a tin.
drilled hole. Make a saw cut at the

o
BREAK OFF AND GRIND AT DOTTED

the

screw
cap in the
loop, draw

the cord

'\\\

LINES
RIVET
IRON

++---WAS RER

awful pole of buces

tight, and grasp it
tightly round the handle. Hold
the jar firmly and apply enough
force to start the cover. Always
arrange the wrench so that the turn.
ing of the cap tends to put tension
on the fixed end of the cord.-E.

end of the plug and slightly open
the saw cut with another close to it,.
as shown in the sketch. Prepare a
flat wedge the exact width of the
diameter of the plug. When ready
to insert the plug, cover the wedge
with glue and place it in the saw cut.
totting depth.-J. BºowNE_ (1, LaThe more you drive in the dowel
harna Park, Larne, Co. Antrim)
the more firmly will the plug grip.
A Simple Football Lacer.
-H. DALE (Sounders, Henley).
HARDWOOD
possessing footballs
SCREW
LEVER
Automatically Charging AccumuREADERS
Tor
have, no doubt, experienced
lators.
the
ball
difficulty when lacing
above device, illustrated in
without the aid of an awl. This
THE"Notes.
and Notions " (Janusimple tool can ho made quite
ary 30th i9S1.10, page 442) consists
easily from the key' of a sardine
of an alarm Mock, two pieces of
tin. Cut off the head of the key
wood, a knife switch, and the re'and also the projecting p : co of
sistance bulb. The switch handle
the eyelet as shown. It eheuld
FIXED Eno
is tied to the striker and is fitted
next ho trimmed with a file and
or CORD OR THONG
eu that any motion f a>i. uhl11lH
i,hen inserted into a suitable
The cloak ïs started at, say,
_should Make the construntion
Removing stubborn jar caps,
twelve o'clock, and if the battery
:finite clear.-H. Moen (Bridge
DowseTT (12, High Street, 'Podding - has to charge for three hours, then
Street, Easton).
set the alarm .for three o'clock,
ton, Middlesex).
After three hours the alarm will ring.
A Useful Pair of Tweezers.
Removing Stubborn Jar Caps.
the
knife switch will fall and the
SOMETÍMES the caps of fruit (`UP both ends off an old worn-out
'a
washer
them
to
a
point.
Place
rselefsetÿ" hand. By making the
aple lever shown, you will over- between the two ends and then rivet
nne this difficulty. Obtain a piece
hardwood, 12in s 1,'-,-,ies s lin. and
THIS WEEK'S MENTAL NUTh ca two Mn. holes in the positions
No. 5.
Pass a piece of cord or
books will be
THREE
make_
leather through the holes and
awarded each week for
the first three correct sal-o.
rSA IN Cur/
tpßt,.,uúet i,j ,_llla.1 en the same angle as the top of the
pillar. Into this place a i n. bolt,
so that the head pushes the iron
down, as shown. The blade earl
then be adjusted to the required

.

MAKE the plug circular

secure.

The thong
should he

Improving a small iron plane.

Av., Anfield, Liverpool).
Are Efficient Wall Plug.

J

FILE THIS
.4 sb

Eno Roma

el faotbali losen

No.

55.

A MAN felt a hundred cores of land
omrmn lug.lbs.e
of 4,. } and f reepeetirelh.
died. Ifow mue the land to Im fairly
divided between d and BY

FM,a. k. disNA,

Answer to Last Weeks Problem.
lnrsn reeeieed S ?d ata pp
ld. afmnpe, and 8 2{d.
taptpa,tebiehrepreeerdathelntalaf Se,

TX8

PiirodE

3e..

t v:att. plug.
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MAKE YOUR OWN PRINTING
LOCKS FROM LINOLEUM
By M. Bywater, A.R.C.A. (Locnd.)
An interesting and practical article by an expert.
a V-shaped tool for line work, and small and large gouges

Fig. 1. M'upical example of (mole= printing.
The original of this illustration was printed from a linoleum block.

LINO -CUTS, being reproductive, have. many ad antages over other crafts. Any_ umber of prints
can be taken from one block. The entire process
very straightforward and can be carried out with a
few simple tools and appliances.
Attractive end-papers and cover -designs, printed
from blocks cut to repeat as an all-over pattern, are
sometimes added.
Lino-cuts have also great pictorial qualities. A landscape or almost any other`
subject looks very well on a
wall if correctly mounted
It is a useful means of
printing an unlimitednumber
of Christmas cards and book
Fig.
Sa,dbag.
plates (see Fig. 1), though
Ftg. 4. (right -Roger J r iaktnglettering (cut on the block
-

-

3:

the

Designing for a Block.
The first design should bethought of in bold masses
of black and white to simplify it for butting.
Do not be afraid to leave out details because they
exist in reality. Intricate cutting clogs when the
block is inked.
Always carry your design to a finish on paper first
so that it has the appearance of a print (see Fig. 2).
-

-

XlexteALsimulicitv

annlies to work

-

be in outline

Tools and Materials.
cracks: and all other blemishes,.and -which is about
one-eighth of an Melt in thickness should be used.
Cork lino will not give successful results. It is not
necessary:to mount your lino, though, if mounted on
three-ply or (in larger work) seven-ply wood, the blocks
are easier to handle.
savese
''
Th timëänä'tcôú6te tó âûÿ sñòuñteáiînio '
A sandbag made of two circular pieces of leather
about five or six inches in diameter, well filled with
block on (see Fig. 3).
Chinese white and Indian ink (or ordinary writing
ink) will be needed,.a.lso Japanese mulberry fibre paper.

for removing waste surfaces.
The cutting tools are not absolutely essential, as whole
blocks have been very successfully cut with a sharp
pocket knife. All cutting tools must be sharp.
Leather workers and students of stencilling will
already have a rubber roller, which is very good for
rolling out the printing ink on sheet glass and distributing
it evenly over the face of the block (see Fig. 4).
The Japanese use a baren or rubbing pad for taking
a print, but any smooth -handled instrument or the
back of a dessert spoon will answer the purpose.
Indian ink can be substituted for proofing ink if
preferred.
Equal quantities of Indian ink and
smooth flour paste are put out in separate saucers,
and the block fiat inked with a brush.
A very little paste is then brushed over the surface
so that it mixes with the ink while it is still wet.
Transferring the Drawing to the Block.
The tracing must always be laid face downwards on
the block or the print will be the reverse
of the drawing.
If a wash of.Chinese white is taken over
the surface of the lino ¡da',torp as pencil
marks cannot be made on an

unprepared surface.
Sometimes the tracing i
pasted (face downwards) on
the bldretevh>njésnehttö
need not be applied.
When any air pockets
are pressed out with a roller and the gum is dry, the

unwante

portion o f
the design is
cut away and
t h e block
washed to
remove t he
and gum.
If u s i n g
method, Ink ing

in

the

printing sir
face (the part
of the block
which is not

of -ten preen ts

acci-

ttng4
(To te èonhºaued:)
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MAKING A
WHEATSTONE it RIDGE
y W. ,

,

Thompson,

This instrument is commonly used to find the resistance
of a wire or -given circuit.
wire and you will eventually find one where the doive
needle is unaffected...,

-r HIS

ieatrtunent ro to the electrician s important
as the balance to the chemist, and, therefore,
is very useful to have.
It consists of a board 12in, by Sin. of bery dry oak. If
you care to goto alittlo more expense you can use ebonite.
r

1

Mount nine braes terminals upon
it in the positions shown is Fig. 1.

At 20. 40, 60, 80 are braes pins
driven into the base tt in. apart.
At a distance of 7in. from this row
of pins is a row of fivermore, 10,
30, 50, 70, 90, the same distance
apart, and arranged alternatively
with the top row as shown.
The zigzag lino is a length, of baro
Eureka resistance wire of 22 gauge.
The same kind of wire that was
used for the resistance box can be
used if it is bared, but Eureka resistance wire can also be bought bare.
Fasten one end under terminal R,
and stretch it. lightly in to zigzag
pins as shown,
manner round the b
finishing off under terminal Xl.
Rule eleven horizontal lines across
.

the board, as shown, din. apart,
and number the intersections of
these lineswith the resistance wir,

IL P.

-

.

i
:

drawings.. There are only
twenty-one in this featse, for instance, t
and the pages look º<nuaaally bare.
; A.dyawing lesson. Ott how to draw i
1 a flower, eeallöped edges for ladies,
brass rubbing, and a page of hissa
for 7honte wárkers are included. It
t is interesting to 'note in tho.b'tarnp j
Collecting pages that lite number of
.varieties of postage stamps of the!
world up to that tinte was 20,496,
of which 8,000 were issued its the
Now-in 19321. Britisis Empire.
i the eytrìetiea issued tetnnber 53,476.

75

-Lises

i

-
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OUR WIRELESS BLUE PRINT SERVICE
.
Blue Print No. i. "Hobbies Crystal Set
"Hobbies" British One-Volver
"Hobbies" All Station

:-

TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO.
where N -- the number on the board,
R = the standard resistance,
none dated February 2nd, 1907. t
x _ the unknown resistance.
N\ slew of the expense of illustra- s
then 100
25
those in those days, the pages of
X 5 =
carry
many
piedid
not
Hossrets
25
tares, and all ara in black -mut-white t

Board Connections
The, dotted lines -represent connections at the back
Bo careful to join
of the board with thick copper
up the correct t m is R to B, 131 to X1, Rl to X,
01 to Z, G'to the middle of the R X wire. Solder
all connections if possible,but remember that a good
screwed up connection is better than a badly -soldered
A battery is joined p between B and B', and
one,
(he galvanometer between (1. and G'.
The instrument is used commonly to find the resistance
of a wire or given circuit.
Suppose e scant to fund the resistance of a clertaio.
piece of wire. Connect it up between X and X
connect up a standard- resistance
Between R and
coil, say 5 ohms.
To the terminal G s connected a length of flexible
wire, with a short tag of stiff copper wire soldered to the
end of it.
When everything is connected up, touch :thezgrag wino with this flexible lead. The galvo needle
moves violently. Try different spots on the zigzag

Blue Print No.2.
Blue P int No. 3.

The Formula.
Note the number of this spot by means of the parallel
25.
Imes and figures. Suppose the spot
is the resistance
By using the following formula you find
of the wire
ioO-N,

.c

Twoe

X

5

=x

25

whence the resistance of the wire
15 ohms.

that our Furek
22

gage

oh in per

is

1

33in

For

hms eut
off 165in. plus 1
for connections.Coil this
round a small
cardboard cylinder, leaving 2in.
free at either end
for connections
When placed in
thebridge,Mn.of
wire
i should
go under each
terminal to give
the correct res' tancebetween
the terminals.

o
F+a

1

A

6d. -Post Free.

1/

1/

Bise Print Na4., Hobbies" Bouod.tbe-World Three 1/-

,,,

_________

d tailed ,Fetch of the Wheatstone 504es

,berms itS consr,icrton.

qsaw.ë
g%opls%r".lña

enaobtainaïëoth
-

Ss

If the unknown quantity is suss
petted of being high resistance, a
high standard resistance should be
used. We can easily make our
standard resistances. eemeinberíng

rt

n
nts in
Blue Pint No.5. "H lebles" Long Distance Four Valser f¡- Post Free
,
"H b6 s" Beginner's Three Valves 1/Blue Print No.
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A HALL MI
AND I., RUSH
THOSE who

want to

make up
something useful
or their own
home, or as a

present

for a
friend, should
certainly under-

® l'\
G'

ACK

bubbles. If a crease gets in it will often spoil the shape,
and will always throw out a joint which may have to be
cut.
Back and Two Overlays.
At Fig. 2 the complete section of the mirror is shown.
Here it is perfectly clear how the parts are made up.''
Instead of cutting an opening in the backboard for the -cr
mirror to lay in, the backboard is left whole and the
mirror laid in an overlay forming a recess. This overlay is a simple piece of gin. wood glued to the background,
and the mirror is held in place from the front byan even'
more simple overlay rim glued over it. -The main overlay]
(A) is glued midway between the two sides and Dina
upwards from the bottom edge It is, of course, first
eut and cleaned both back and front, so that no remains
of the paper pattern are to be seen.

take the piece of
work illustrated
here, the patterns for which
are given on the
free design sheet this week. The Hall Mirror and Brush
-Rack is just the sort of thing to make ist a couple of
spare evenings, and the wood and material is neither
costly nor intricate. The whole thing is 13in. high
and loin. wide, and is specially designed so it can be Mark Round the Mirror.
made without a let of undue trouble. The whole of the
Any little errors, in the actual fretwork can, too, be
work can be undertaken with a fretsaw, drill, sand- cleaned up with the small fretwork file, but it should be
paper, and a little glue. The wood, of course, can be the aim of every worker to be able to undertake fret 'bought ready planed and in the sizes required, as shown cutting without the use of these implements at -all)
on this page, but some may be able to
It is a good plan to have the mirror.
make it from other fretwood which they
is to be used. Then, by laying it
THE MATERIALS. which
have in stock. That supplied, however,
on the pattern which is to be cut, a pencil
A special pared of beech.
consists of beech, because this is the same
mark is drawn round the edge to ensure
the correct thickness, costs
material as the backs of the brushes and
that it will fit in the opening.
2/6. Ap bevelled mirror
the wood ornament supplied for the top.
(No. 5753) is I/-, and well
Remember always to clean up the back
made brushes and hooka
of the work before gluing it on anywhere
A complete
31. the pair.
The Back.
else. Another point, too, is to got the
rcel sent post Pee for 6/3.
The main board which forms the back
glue on quite evenly without spreading it
,55at brabrh f
Get them
is in line wood, but all the other is gin.
Hobbies
bo post (postage
over the edges of any fretted pieces so
from Hobbies Ltd.,
seers)
thick. The fart that the main portion is
that it shows when put in position. It
Denham,
Norfolk.
thicker than usual need not deter the
is not the amount of glue put on the wood
young worker from undertaking the work,
which holds it, but rather the fine skin
because there is only the outline to cut with the fretsaw, of adhesive which is rubbed into the wood, and from
and this is perfectly straightforward with only a curved which all air bubbles are taken out. Squeeze the
edge at the top and bottom. The pattern is pasted down
glue from the tube evenly as a ribbon, and then rub
to a large board, and it will save time if one of the straight it all over the surface with the tip of the finger. It
sides of the part is put close to the edge of the wood.
is surprising how little glue is really required to make
This will then save the work of cutting. The other a good joint. If it does happen to squeeze out over the
three patterns are all in gin. wood, and can, therefore, edge, wipe it away immediately and carefully. In put ing
be easily cut from one board. Remember to get the
the overlay down, have its position harked out on
grain running in the direction indicated by the arrow, the wood beforehand. It can then be laid direct in p ace
and a useful way of pasting them down with the least
waste is indicated at Fig. 1.
How to Use Paste.
One of the failings of some workers is to apply the
paste too thickly in putting the patterns) down. It
should rover the surface entirely, must be put on the
wood, and should be worked out thinly, so that it holds
the paper without making it soppy. In the ease of
a large pattern like that of the back, it is a good plan
to roll it round a piece of broomstick or dowelling, and
then roll it direct on to the pasted board. This prevents
the likelihood of the paper becoming creased or muddled.
It is essential, of cousso, in all cases of pasting down,
to get the paper correctly in the centre, and then pat
it gently outwards with a duster to take away all air

-.

Fig;

/.-Pat the

patterns an the wood withoet mane of roo

-

-
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without having to he slid al! over the wood. Press as soon as the cutting is finished the whole of the article
firmly in position, and then weight down or cramp is completed. Bar from it. As mach time should be put
between two other pieces of woad until the glue is into the cleaning and finishing as into the witting.
.et.
Measure up the work carefully, to see that all adjoining
The mirror itself is laid in the recacs formed by the parts are put on at their correct distance and place.
overlay (A), and the narrow rim (B) projects sufficiently
Clean up all parts and glue therm with care and attention,'
over the aperture to hold the glass in position. This so that the whole effect is good. Co over
piece
narrow rim must bo cut carefully or it will break across before it is finally put in position, and cheek it off
the end where the grain is narrow. Clean up equally
back and front to see them
in the cutting
carefully, and then glue is poceims over the bevelled or in the fitting itself. Asa case in point the two
hooks which are to be screwed in tier back to hold the
brushes, in this instance, should he exactly in line with
the top of the mirror, and placed et an equal distance
from the outer edge-l;in,
The Brush Hangers.
All these things go to the proper finish of an article,
and the cannot stress too much the importance of neatness
and finish in all pieces of work undertaken. If one's
patience begins to wear out before the job is completed,
These are ehe brushes and
it is better to put it aside until another day rather than
hooks you require.
go on with the work and got careless or spoil it. The
edge of the mirror. Do not forget to put the minor
brush rack itself is formed by the addition of a hat
Try
the
glass
out
for
thickness,
in first.
and if the brush and a clothes brush, both
of which have polished
overlay (B) does not hold it flat and steadfast to the beech backs and suitable stiff hair for their
purpose.
back, pad the part cut with blotting paper or a piece Nickel -plated hooks with short screws are also supplied
of baize or similar material. Tho mirror should be held
for fixing into the back, and the position of these
tight when the overlay isgl e3 on, and_t well take two shmild be marked on from the slotted lines of
or three layers of blotting paper t do this This
the pattern before the paper remains are sandeVeriay, of course, must be
ght l down to hold it papered off Make a small hole for the scrams.
light to the other,-after t is finally placed in position.
and then t n them home so the end of the hook
The Fretted0 rly
is upright.
ght
The only real piecef fretwork in the whole- articlo'
'flee overlay t the top has
hosing been glued in 1A
tho ornainental scroll design b ch appears across position, it is further decorated by one of the
tin top of the mir or and above the brushes. This is wood ornaments-also cut in beech. It is
cut from a single piece of fin. wood with the grata
data in the middle, with the grain in the same direction
unsling across. It is advisable to c t the inside frets
as the board upon which it is mounted.
iie
te give greater strength to the whole board the
inter edge is cut last. Tho centre of the overlay is A Suitable Finish.
-odid to form a background for the ornamental 'carving
If the work is intended to be stained and
No. silt-which is glued on. This piece of fretwork
polished, it is advisable to undertake each of the
e' ill stand up more than anything else, and it is essential
parts separately before they are glued together.
ileereforc, that it be well rut. There is not a large
Then, of course, one is able to get a perfectly
amount of detail in it, but one should watch carefully flat surface of polish. Remember to scrape off
Mat the design is in its proper proportion both sides any polish where glue is to be applied. The glue
of a centre line.
itself will not hold on a polished s,ecface, but if it
is scratched or scraped or sandpapered away, a
Hints in Cutting.
joint ran be made. It is not, of course,
That is, if one is cutting to the right of the centre good
essential to polish up this work, as beech can be
aflame, it is advisable to watch at the same time the easily rubbed
over with linseed oil and brought
similar fret on the opposite side of the square to see they down to a semi
gloss without a great deal of
'II
are both corning exactly alike. The curves of the e roll
by
this
process. Suitable linseed oil is
seem* can be made or marred by tho effect of each
orouble
btainable from Hobbies, Set. a bottle, and is
part cut. The continuity of the curve must be pre- rubbed
ciar the work on a pad until the grain
served very carefully so that a ragged and unsightly stands eut more clearly and a striking
effect is
line is not made. The link pieces which join the design
obtained.
up should also be kept to a standard size, and the saw
Methods of Hanging.
should not he allowed to run further into one link
e,ß. 2_
piece than into another. This is one of the points which
The article can be hung by cutting a circular
always stand out in a competition piece, and one
hole at the top to take a nail in the wall, or two
which soon gives the judges a good idea of the worker's wall hangers can be screwed on to the back i
:JerItty
the position shown on the patterns by the small
After all, the best result can only be obtained by
circular dotted lines projecting above the curved corners
putting in the best work, and this does not mean that at the top.

ir

-

glued.

e

-

-

-

find the approximate grid -bias
T° voltage
required by an L.P. or

,mall power valve,d ivide the highension voltage by the magnification
-

'setter.
A stick of black Glitterwas or
Mack sealing was, or shoemaker's
ice [ball, are substances which may he

PRACTICAL WIRELESS PARS. "staggered " over the baseboard the
fill unwanted panel wire may be threaded between. or
through, these, and the desired,
If a fairly largo nail is driven up tension may be obtained.
through an old baseboard, a reel of
Iu the event of a breakdown in a
wire may be placed over this when H.F. choke, any large tuning coil
coil winding is carried out. And, i
may be used temporarily as a stopthree or four small staples are

used to
holes
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TELEVISION FOR AIlsIATEU r° S
By H.

J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons), Etc.
(Oontïnuedfrbrn page 444, Jan. 30th. iaeue,)
is impossible to establish synchronism

A very early

xr;mental
Tele
Mowing ho e

the car ent
was fed into
the
motor,e
also t

framing

NOW the term 'synchronism
is ne which is
often confused owing to a failure to comprehend its -exact meaning. It can perhaps be
explained best by giving one or two simple. examples.
First of all, imagine two clocks,
one of which is situated in America
and the other in your own home

herein England. If their accuracy
is beyond dispute, both the minute

without having
first brought about isechronism. In our television system
we reallyaehieve isoehronism through the agency of the
mechanism incorporated in the apparatus, and this is
done automatically, but the question of phasing has to
be undertaken by each individual operator.
In the development of television it is only reasonable
to suppose that many schemes have been proposed
to bring about synchronism. One of the first ideas was
Muse alternating current synchronous motors, and under
limited conditions this is quite successful; but the.
limitations mean that both the transmitter and receiver
motors must be run from the same mains supply, and a
moment's reflection will show that the area over which
results can be achieved. necessarily small. This condition
of affairs will
be simplified when the electrieite
scheme DOW
being developed for Great Britain
is brought to
fruition.
Another proposal put forward was the transmission of a
special synchronising signal of
definite frequency and tune both
the receiver and transmitter
mechanisms to the signal. Apart.
however, teem the practical difficulties and the high power that
would be required, we are faced
with the necessity of providing
n extra communicating channel
o bring the scheme to a success
ful issue. This is, therefore, a
retrograde step, for two channels
already are required, one for sound and one for vision.
and any addition to these would meet with strong
opposition from an already congested ether.

and the hour hands of each clock
will go through similar movements or. in other words, the Min,, hefts i,ee,ismx 84
angular movements of the hands sections, voanled to a 25.watt
will be identical. There will be synchs oas oto,, syachrona difference, however, in the times `s'ngdeire frio5 5
registered by the individual clocks at the same instant,
for noon in America occurs at a different time from
noon in England.
The condition which has been satisfied under the
facts mentioned is known as isoehronism. Now imagino
'both the clacks housed under the same roof. They
will not only show the hands moving at the same
rate, bat will point to the same time at every instant.
They are said to be ' in step " and bear the same
"phase relationship to one another as well es
pooping identical speeds. It is this double condition which needs to be satisfied for synchronism
to be established.
For our second example, let us refer to Fig. I,
where we see illustrated two wheels revolving in the
same direction at the same number of revolutions per
minute eay two wheels of a bicycle on a straight
Spoke No. 1 of the left wheel, however. is not in
the same angular position as spoke No. 1 of the
right wheel.
At X. therefore. we illustrate the condition of
isochronism, or equal speeds, and we must look at Y for
showing our equality of both speed and phase which is
the requirement of synchronism. Not only are our
speeds identical, but spoke No.1 of each wheel has the
same angular position at every instant of the motion.
IsochronismWe see, therefore, that while it is possible to
achieve isochronism without being in synchronism it
ng Ll

`

-

d mere+ aniind<weseegaa(ti si totesrxedandtisis.
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SHA PENING SAWS
Ipy

A. Western

Useful hints on the care and maintenance

of saws.

Setting the Sate.
Next it is necessary to set The saw, in which operation
alternate teeth are bent in opposite directions to give
a clearance for the blade and prevent it hanging in the
wood when being med. The professional saw sharpener
generally sets a saw with the hammer, but the amateur
will probably be more successful with a saw set similar
to that shown at Fig. 3, or with one of the patent plier

SqW JET

r

SET
Fig.

3.-How

¡1F all the

1. J1

the teeth

Amid

de

TEETH

sets now ou.

,

Lam_

the market.
In setting,.

set with a saw set.

tools used by the woodworker the

the teeth

Oree

should never

is the most difficult to sharpen and keep in good
condition. Our object is to describe in plain,

be bent more

than half.

ton-technical language the way to sharpen ordinary

liana and tenon saws, to enable the amateur craftsman
fo undertake the work for himself instead of. having to
ngago the professional saw sharpener, even supposing
there may be one in his district.
Special Saw -sharpening. Vice.
The saw tobe sharpened must be held in a epe;al
ehrpening vice, or in an ordinary vice in which

.,e. d.-Holding

s

a vice.
-

the saw rn

way down,
for if they
are set right

down to the bottom they may be broken off, es the
blade may he bent. any little unevenness in setting
may be regulated by lightly ruining a file along
the sides of the teeth, the- saw being placed flat on
the bench first. The most important thing to bear in
mind is not
to give the
-

saw too

hell set, for
the blade is
generally
ground

tapered

and

to.

wards the

je.

2.-The teem

through with

a

should be (,led snaighe
tnangalar-ehaae
to

,g,

two long wood battens are placed with the saw to make
it rigid for working, as hown at Fig. I. The first thing
to do is to examine the cutting edge to ascertain its
but
shape. It should be straight, or slightly rounded,come
middle part will naturally
never hollow, and as
rounded -edge
into use mere than the ends, the slightlymay
be easily
is the best. Any foul in this respect
g, flat and fairly fine cut file
remedied by running a long,
this
along the teeth, and e'en if the shape is correct
the same
operation is im6essary to bring all the teeth to from
end.
teeth
the
over
run
be
should
file
height. The
to end until there is a bright fiat space on the top of
each tooth.
When this has been done the teeth should be filed
straight through with a taper, triangular -shape
saw file, as shown at Fig. 2, the object being to
,shape and sharpen the teeth flattened in the
previous operation.

back edge, and a very small amount
is necessary to enable it to be worked
freely.
The final operation is sharpening the teeth, in which
those set away from the sharpener are filed from one
side, and the saw is reversed to file the other teeth.
The front edges of the teeth should be filed in this
operation, and the file is held at an angle varying from
fo degrees to 45 degrees to the blade as shown at Fig, 4,
the former being the angle most suitable for hard woods,
and the latter for soft woods. The file should also be
slightly out of the horizontal, as shown in the same
tion. Special care must be taken to hold the file
illustration.
at the -same angle for each tooth, and especially so after
the saw has been reversed, while the same number of
strokes should be given with the
file, two, or -at the most three, being
found sufficient.

The file is held
exactly

at

F,4E

right -

angles to the saw
blade, each tooth is
carefully treated,
and, of course, it may be necee.
Gary to file some teeth more than
Gthers.

r,4E
Fig.

4.-The

fite is

he/ at an angle oars.
4í
ing from
iii; ii

our of
HOR1 CoNTA

e_.
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TRAYMAKING
is one of those

profitable

side -lines w hie
many avise readers
undertake at odd
times to add to
r income,
because they can be

turned out easily
and with little expense. The ordinary tray, when you
esamini it, is no more than a piece of board with a
moulded edge and a pair of handles. The sizes vary,

of course, and

them is no standard
table of dimensions
which can be given.
they largely depend on the size of
the ply wood panels

obtainable,

for

very uoften one

can pick up odd sizes quite cheaply, and find
they are just O.K. for a tray.
Few Tools Required.
The work ins olved in making only calls fora few tools,
such as to be found on any amateur's bench. A small
tenon saw is needed to cut the wood, and a mitre tool
of some kind to ensure the correct angles for the moulding.
Beyond that, a ruler, square,
screwdriver. sandpaper, and glue
are the only requirements. The
most essential tool, of course, is
the mitre tool, for it will be
possible to make a frame of
moulding for the base without it.
The Hobbies Catalogue illustrates
several kinds from 9d. upwards,
but undoubtedly- the best is the
mitre-cutting tool and cramp here
illustrated. It is the one normally
used in picture -framing, and so
will always come in useful.
A Useful Tool.
Its big advantage is that instead
The au them le ns
of having to hold the moulding by
hand, it is gripped by a movable vice which takes any
ordinary width. The tool is screwed down to the
bench and the length of moulding held tightly. A
special saw guide holds the tenon saw in its jaws, and
is so fixed that an accurate cut"of 45 degrees is made.
This is very essential, because if the end of the moulding
is not cut correctly a true corner right-angle cannot be
obtained. It is no use trying to pare it off with a
chisel, or by the use of a file. The moulding must
be sawn accurately, or else planed to the i roper
angle on a shooting -board.
General Sizes.
Before buying your plywood and moulding, -work out
-

the sizes of tray you are going

make. A small one, mailable
An interesting
for wine -glasses or two cups
of tea, measures 12ín. by Tin. t ¿n d instructive
Other useful sizes are 12in. by t article for the
loin. or 12in. by loin., whilst
handyman with
for the largest size, 20in, by 15in.
tools.
is quite useful. These sizes are
Hobbies can
of the baseboard, and good
supply all the
quality plywood is required. Do
materialsrequired.
not use the common birch wood,
as this will not stain down nicely.
Obtain either mahogany or oak
plywood, &in. thick for the small trays and tin. thick
for the large ones.
The moulding for the edges is also obtainable in
oak or mahogany to match the plywood base. Two
long and two short pieces are required, and in measuring
up, allow about 1(in. for waste. If you order by post,
keep the lengths as short as possible to prevent the
parcel being too long. The shape of the moulding can
be seen in the picture (Fig. 1), which shows how it
stands flat on base where it is glued and screwed in
place.
fo

-

The Edging.

Look along the length of moulding to see there is
; if there is it can never be ßtted to a
true corner joint. Put one end in the mitre tool and
saw off carefully with a small, sharp tenon saw. Now
stand the moulding in its position
on the baseboard, setting it -inwards min. from the edge and
getting the mitre a similar distance
from the end. Then mark the
length of the moulding required,
so it will be eut off 'Ain. short
of the ot-wr end (see Fig. 2).
Sawing the Lengths.
Put the moulding; the opposite
ay round in the cramp and cut
off that end at 45 degrees. Test
its length on the base and then
turn to the second piece. Lay
'°
the latter along the piece already
cut and mark off the exact length,
sou+ 1 rh eemer:.
to get the two parts alike. Saw
off as before and yaw has -e two of the tray sides. Cut
Off a length of
moulding for the
no twist in them

-

Fig, 2.-Haw the m ouldin t,
laid cot tee "baie for marking

8

7

to the

mavired length
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t rind

side, and mark it off by putting in position when
the first two have been laid on Lilo, baseboard. This
part, too, will also be set inwards}in, from the edge.
Trlis, by the way, is to give the screws a better grip underneath, with less likelihood of splitting out the sides,
if the four lengths have been accurately cut off,
Caw will form a perfect rectangle on the baseboard.
e-- o square to see they are true, and then mark round
with a pencil where
the- moulding meets
the base. Take away
the moulding and bore
two -holes along tho

Afterwards, turn

whole,; tray over and drue
home -the screws, for which
holes 'had been previously

made.

Adding she
Handles.

Nowwehave

have

HÀ1 j
CLOCK

I

1

NEXT WEEK.

tllü

':

urface.

Gluing -up.
When the tray is ready to- be put
.,sethcr, rub the underside of the
oulding with glue to get 'th , even
'dt. Lay it in the correct position

1

ill;pl

IIIINVIIÍCIiI

oúnd the edge`, not forgetting a dab
of each strip.
f glue on the ends and
some paper
Have a loop of string
early.. Put the string round the
'same of moulding, using the paper to
sad out the corners. Pull the string
fight' to keep the corners. firm, and
io up without loosening- off. Get a
argo board. to stand over the frame-ork of moulding, and weight it down
avfly to hold the base and edging ;
3
together,

Fro. x
dle
mouldin

vet to

-

1

ute
f

completed the
tray itself, but

shorter sides and three add the hanthe longer cdles Phese
ones
o
take the are obtainable
screw
These, of to fit to the
course, will be driven back of the
upwards from the moulding itself,
rmderside, and if the or to the
heads are large, the rmderside of the
base.
wood must be counter- tray
The- former
sunk to take them.
If the parts are to are easier to
v
be hand polished, it fiat, but where
should be- done now they fit the
'y are put together.It is however, quicker moulding it
before
will have to be
re put the polish on with a brush if several trays a
In any esso, tho
be g undertei on
-wood should bestained down to one
A FREE DESIGN `
"hacks. Spirit stain should be used,
because it will not raise the grain, i
FOR THIS EASY
ell
The
,r
quickly.
and ye£ dries
7,p;
* Ag ¡^a
sands of the plywood will soak up
more than the rest, but it will not,
d@
of coarse, ho necessary Lb treat the t
c
of the moulding. Lightning
end
Polish-either colour or transparent
-can be put on by hand, or with a `
brush; until a bright glossy surface
The polish should not,
is obtained.
.iM1107
by the vay, be rued if the tray is
to have anything hot stood upon it,
elialtr0
re this will- humediately ruin the
`:

the

rf

A

hanthe

A group of different handler,

flattened down with a chisel or file
to take the ends. The method of
fixing is shown at Fig 3. The kind
that fits under the tray is shown
at Fig. 4 and, as can there be seen,
seen,
t s necessary s let the projection
the under sink into a recess. cut
Aide of the tase with a chisel. If this
s not done four circular feet m
he added t the corners o the baseboard to prevent the handle piece
scratching the table.
Transfer Decorations.
The trays can be decorated with
suitable transfers if desired. A small
shell- ornament or similar subject
should be used, whilst a special pattern is also obtainable to fit the corner
close to the moulding. Of course a
more elaborate design can be made
by use of the ribbon marquetry
bandings. In any ease, a final coat
of polish or varnish should be added
over the transfers to prevent them
getting scratched.
For those who do not want to
bother over measuring up baseboards
and moulding, special parcels are
made up by Hobbies Ltd. with four
trays of various popular sizes. These
contain not only the moulding and
baseboard, but also suitable trans'
Prices and all
fens and handles.
particulars are given in the Hobbies
1712 Catalogue.
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LOUD o SPEAK]

OWN LOUD-

SPEAKER
BORN.

HORNS

The illustrations on this page show various Types of exponential loud-speal¿er horns.

y

b6

]F][olblbnes" RaeIln®

Expert

Some useful and interesting facts about loud-speeker horns and their design.

IN

these days of moving coil loud -speakers, and
other types of cone
the horn type of
speaker has practically dis-

appeared from the, market.
In spite of this, however,
some of the best-known talkie
installations employ a horn
type of loud -speaker, and this
has caused quite a number
of wireless fans to wonder
which is actually the better

type-the horn or the horn-

less. Experts are divided on

this .question, some holding
that the moving-coil speaker,
correctly designed, is the best
reproducer, and others hold
that the horn type is -unbeatable, provided it is of the
right shape, and this means
that it has got to be very
large, as the following figures
will shove. In order that a
horn may reproduce with
even response all the
notes in the musical`scale, it
must be of a certain shape
and of a definite length.
The shape will have to follow what ís known as the
exponential. (or logarithmic) law, that is to say, the
cross-sectional area of the opening will have to double at
equal intervals throughout the length of the horn. An
example will make this olear. Supposing we have a
horn, the entrance (or throat) of which has an area of
one square inch. If at one foot along the horn the area
is two square inches, then at two feet it will have to be
four square inches ; at three feet,
eight square inches; at four feet,
sixteen square inches, and so on
This rate of expansion determines the lowest frequency at
which the horn wiltmaintain its
straight-line reproduction, or in other words, it
governs the" cutoff "
frequency.
The following
table shows these

inches, cut-off frequency is 64 cycles.

Area doubling every
24 inches, cut-off

frequency

is

32

cycles,

and so on.

Tounderstand what
this means, we must
remember that the
middle note on the piano

has a frequency of 256
cycles, and the lowest
note a frequency of 26.6
eye/ea. If, therefore, we
wish our horn loudspeaker to reproduce'
the lowest note of the
piano with the same
degree of amplification
as middle C, it must double its area every two feet.
So far we have only decided upon one figure in the
design of the horn, and we have yet to determine its,
length. This is governed by the size of the opening,'
or mouth. This must be of such a size as to permit the
air eolumu which is standing in the horn from having.
too great a damping effect on the diaphragm which is
actuating it- The most satisfactory size for this opening
will be obtained if we make the diameter equal to one -quarter of the wavelength of the cut-off frequency of the
horn.' This sounds a bit involved, but it is really quite
simple to work out. The velocity of sound in air is
1,120 feet per second. We have en above how to work'
out out-of frequency, and, therefore, to find the wave.'
length of this, we have only to divide 1,120 by the fre-queney,'and that will gis e us the wavelength in. feet.',
Dividing this by Jour wit give us the diameter of the
opening, end we must, the efore, make our horn of such a
length that it terminates when that diameter is reached.
Supposing we wish to onstruct a horn with a cut.'
off frequency of 64 eye es, and the -unit for the,
speaker has a fitting with
an area of. one .square
inch. The rate of expansion will be every
12in., and the mouth 4
feet across. This means
that the horn would have
to be over 6f t. long. It

is 128 cycles.

becomes obvious from
these figures, that the
old-fashioned type of
table loud-speaker was a
very poor performer as
far as the bass was concerned, and it also accounts for the size of the
talkie horns:

every

(Continued ou paye 529.)

figures
Area

doubling

every

6

inches, cutoff frequency
Area doubling

12
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PRACTICAL.
AE IAL is the CAUSE
T :s a tribute to

the progress in
the design of
transforvalves,
mers, and other
radio components,
that whereas five
years ago even

moderate reception
on athree-valve set
required a very

aerial
efficient
100ft. long, to -day
we can get greater
volume from the
swine set by using
an aerial no inore

60ft. long.
a an
.'indeed, it is loadfor a
visablo to use an aerial exceeding this length,
long aerial destroys the selectivity of the set and is

CAGE Ti-pin AER/AG

responsible for station jamming. Those readers emplaying multi-valve sets who are troubled with jamming
should try shortening their aerials before carrying out
alterations to the set, itself.
The Length of the Aerial.
on the
If you are situated close to a broadcasting station
aerial need be no longer than nutt., and an outdoorfoci,
it
fact,
necessary.
is
not
under such circumstances
indoor aerial f youare using a
is desirableto use
s close to
three -valve set, or a set employing more vals
a broadcasting station. The tendency in wireless design
ilst,
is to got rid of the outdoor aerial altogether. Whilst,
should be
however, we are compelled. ltoe use them,
is
act
the
often
for
too
made as efficient as possible,
at the
blamed when a poor aerial or .-a, pour earth is erected
be
root of the trouble. An outdoor aerial should be
as high as possible, and the earth leaould as short
and direct as possible.
i
j

!

t

Aerial

Types.-

these pages show -ar us
Thorillustrations
to
systems of aerial erection, from which it should
to meet your -particular
a
system
select
to
possible

requirements,

ONDT ALWAYS

The

most eomm. on
forms of outdoor

aerials ,are the " L " type and the " T "
type. For maximum volume these aerials
should be erected in a direct line with
that
the nearest broadcasting station, if hsten
is the main station one desires to
in. to. If psu are using a twin wire
aerial it is important to ensue thateach wire is of the same length, other
wise sharp tuning will be out of the
question.
The " T " aerial will receive stations
at about equal volume in both directions,
that is to say, if the aerial Ia running
from east to west the reception from
on eastern station trill be equal to that
from a western station, providing that
the stations are of equal distance from
the receiving station. Cage aerials are
not advised as they are of use only fora
transmission purposes, .since they have
very high elf-capacity.
Wire for Aerials and Earths.
Stranded 7,22 insulatednd copper wire
lead-in. It
is best for both aerial a.
is not generally known that high frecurrents travel on the surface of
the wires, therefore, the more wires we
B/ROCAGL
include in the aerial, within reason, the
on which
imeater will b'e the surface
the resist,
will
be
lower
and
the
can
travel
these currents
p efer .nc,
as their paisage. The earth should- be fercable
used
short as passible and of the high-tension
of coo
current,
More
motor
-cars.
of
the sparking -plugs.
hence
flows in the earth portion of the aerial system,
need far using a heavier gauge of mire,
Useful Hints.
from
The lead-in should be kept as far as possible
tsiate(
Le
earthed objects. Tise aerial itself should
-1
wires or
right -angles to any adjacent telephone parallel
aerial i fixed
cabs. If thereceptionswill
tramwayscreened
and
difficnit
be
and
will be

le

-

4
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i
ELESS TROU LES

iAL GRGvTáON
MANY WI

Will suffer from
LAME THE SET! set
considerable interference.
A cortical aerial, that is to say, one
CAMM
suspended from the top of the pole, is ex-

n.

tremely efficient, although it is often not
possible to octet a mast of the desired
height. It is not necessary to -day to use
multiple wire aerials. It is important to
noto that local authorities object to the
erection of an aerial passing over a
street or other highway. The electric
bell system may be used as an atrial if a
variable condenser is connected between
it and the seta
The Earth Connection.
As already stated, the earth_ .load
should be as short as possible. A main
water -pipe makes the best earth, but if.
it is not convenient to make auch a connection an. earthing tube driven into the
soil may be used. It is important with
this sort of earth to keep the soil around
_'the earthing tube moist. With our damp
climate nature frequently attends to this
for you'. The connection to the earth
tube frequently corrodes .and needs
periodic attention.
Another form of earth consists of
soldering the earth wire connection to a
YPE AER/At,
sheet, of zino or an old galvanised-iron
bath and burying it at least three feet
beneath the surface. We do not recommend a gas pipe for
an earth, for in, the event of it being struck by lightning
the gas pipe will be fractured, with possible risk of fire.
Provision should be made for protecting the set from
lightning. An aerial and earthing switch mey bo purchased quite cheaply. If such is not fitted, the aerial and
earth terrmnals shculd ;be disconnected from the set,
and the two ends twisted together.
Separating the Stations.
There still seems to be a number of readers who ara
having troub e in separating the twin transmissions from
Brookmans Park, and who are not very keen on rebuilding
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their sets or
buying extra
apparatus
to
convert the set

into

a

more

modern design.
It is not a very
difficult j o b
however, to
make quite a

marked im-

provement f o r
the outlay of

cm y

few

oppers a a n d
about half an
hour's work.
We are assumAER/,44 POR US£ /N RESTR6crE0
ing, OT course,
AREA_
that your set
consists of the ld fash o e 1 two 0l holder type of set,
with one of the coils used for ea ton; or a single
it wound on a cylinder of cardboard used With either
yst set or a very
ople valve set. The improvement will consist in adding what is known as an Ìi
aperiodic " aerial coil.
This is actually a small coil, one et-id of which is
connected to the aerial, the other end being earthed.
This is placed near the secondary coil (which is the coil
that is tuned by the tuning condenser), and the gale
in this way are induced into the coil instead of being
conducted into it. Here is the way to make the coil. (
Obtain a quantity of Ne. 26 D.C.C. wire. About toy.
will be enough. This must then be wound in a hank of
the same diameter as. the coil to which it is eventually
to be coupled. The simplest way to do this is to wind
it round a bottle or some similar object and then st p
it off afterwards. Wind of a total of thirty turns,
making tapping loops at the fifth, tenth, fifteenth,.
twentieth, and twenty-fifth tines. Now tic this finished
hank on to the present coil, and connect one mud of it
permanently to the earth connection. Front the aerial
text -Anal a short length of flex should he connected,
and this must be joined to one of the tapping loops, the )
particular one to use depending ou tito degres of
selectivity required.
1

`
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FASCINATING EXPERIMENTS
WITH SPARK COILS
y Ha F. Atkinson

be-

be bought in a variety of shapes and sizes,

and are
quite cheap. The tubes are connected in series with
the secondary terminals of the coil and should not
own in en
Fig.
TF:d: a ma,
be run for too long at a time, because the eke outline
des
trades will fuse and drop off:
A similar experiment may be performed by using a
performed with
HE experiments which may
induction coil may bedivided into two vacuum electric light bulb. Glue a small piece of tinkinds-firstly those which depend directly on foil to the end of the bulb and to it solder a length of
the charge from the coil, and secondly those requiring wire. Connect the cap of the bulb and the wire to the
coil. The lamp will emit a weird
lather pieces of apparatus as well as
i/RE TO CO/L
the coil
bluish light when the coil is started
POWDER
A word of warning on taking shocks
(Fig. 3).
from a spark coil will not be out of
The number of vacuum tubes is
place here. It sun of to take a
almost too great to describe, but a
1 but if it is
shock£ o any spark
few of them are illustrated here:
desired to. use one for this purpose
Bird andFlower Tubes.
let a large umber of peoplejoin hands.
These aro of different types, but
Jesu two wirestotheterminals of '0..-lg" sä`sunpowde.
they all- contain either a bird or
;6º
mean:
a apask
the :col and put them on a glass
bunch of flowers which
mnatu 1.
plate beyond sparking d stanoe. Start
when the: tube is connected
%/N ,CONthe coil and breathe on the plate. A
to
a
coil.
Besides
being
amusing,
spark will immediately pass and with
these tubes are very instructive, and
reI adj ústment a spark twice the
illustrate the properties of the
ordinary length may be obtained. A
Cathode ray. In the Maltese. Cross
milär result may be obtained by
tube a cross is mounted so that when
ming the gap. with a flame.- A
the tube is worked a definite shadow
p rk will jump through the flame
is produced on
e wall M thetube:
and ceasewhen it is removed.
The erms is hinged so that it may
Arrange two wires as before and
rest in either a vertical or horizontal
sprinkle very fine iron filings between
position. When the coil .has been
thorn. Thousands of minute sparks
running for a few minutes the ero ss
will he observedwhen
h n the
1
s
is made to fall into the horizontal
lartrd The same effect is apparent
position. The shadow is stilt seen on
when ordinary pencil lead is med.
the cad of the tube (Fig. 4).
'A similar effect may be obtained by
X-Raya.
pasting a sleet of tinfoil on to a
plate of glass and allowing to dry.
This is one of the most interesting
Cut a design in the foil with a. sharp
branches of spark co work.
penknife and connect the plate up to
A 4in. spark coil will be mquired
the coil The design will show outto produce any reasonable results,
lined by a series- of minute sparks
although
some makers supply tubes
CAP BWIRE %tl CO/G
(Fig. 1).
to work off 2in. spark coils. For
Fig. 3.-T hif lamp will emit a
d blast
arriana work a ioin. to i hn, ooii
light
when The
t
started.
Igniting Gunpowder and Petrol
should be used.
An X-ray tube is a glass bulb fitted with electrodes,
Gunpowder andpetrol may be ignited by the secondary
nischarge from a spark coil. Soak a small piece of paper and containing a very high vacuum. The smaller tubes
in benzine and place it in the spark gap when the latter have two electrodes, the anode and the cathode (Fig. 5),
is about 1-in. Start the coil and the paper will im(Continued on page 528.)
mediately ignite. Gunpowder may be ignited by
ANODE
snaking a small holder as follows. Obtain a piece of
hard wood about 2in. by 2in, by lin. and drill a half - SHADOW
inch hole for a depth of in. yin its centre. Drive two
CATHODE
2m. nails in from opposite sides so that their points are
ilñ7íilllllR Ra.. .
about I-in. apart in the centre of the hole. Connect the
':ilfllftn111linni;;;::
nails to the secondary terminals of Ilse coil and fill the
hole with gunpowder. Keeping the hands and face,
I(I 111111,'"','llil\U1
well clear of the gunpowder, Mart the coil. One cannot
be too careful when igniting gunpowder, so have the
U\\\\\\1l\
explosive mixture at least a yard from the coil and
switch (Fig. 2.)
FM. 4.-The shadow of the emu is shown
The most beautiful experiments may. be performed
an the end of the tube.
CROSS
by using a vacuum. and Geissler tubes. These tubes may
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WE HAVE SEARCHED
THE WIDE WORLD
"MASTERPIECE"
HOLSTER -BRANDES
Our
We tested dozens of new 2 -valve sets.
experts examined every set that claimed to
compete with the K -B " Masterpiece," and not
one surpassed the standard set by Kolster-Brandes.

The K-B " Masterpiece " is the finest value
Get
offered
A revelation in 2 -valve radio.
your K -B quickly and enjoy the pick of the
by saving
free
.
.
.
winter programmes
!

B.D.V. coupons-from to -day.

SPECIFICATION.
The Kolster-Brcoutes
"Masterpiece." The

5

most compact
2 -value
set in

existence! Over-all
dimensions 7}in. s
71in. s 71ín. Highly sensitive regenerative receiver. Pure toned loud speaker
built into the lid.

COUPON
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figured
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Bakelite.
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FASCINATING EXPERIMENTS WITH SPARK COILS (continued from. page 526).
while those a size larger have an anode, cathode and
Hold the hand close to the glass and place the screen
anti=cathode. The anode and anti -cathode have termi- near to the hand. A shadow of the hand is immediately..
nals outside the tube so that they can be joined together seen on the screen, the bones being darker than the
at w ll.
flesh. Photographs may be taken as follows.'
The tubes just described.
ANT/ CAT,O.oE Arrange the tube about 4in. above the bench
are only used by amateurs;
so that the X-rays are projected downwards.
those used in laboratories are
Underneath it place an ordinary photographic
enormous pieces of apparatus
tuq,t
plate wrapped in black paper, place the hand
fitted with .w ate r-c o o l e d
le an, Q
on the plate and start the tube.
anti athodes, softening devices
The time of expòsure will vary,
It ,r_.
for increasing or decreasing
`^ - U,t
depending on the size of the
the va nun.
.'OO
tube and coil, but for a li.
X-rys
incoil about fifteen minutes ill
CATHOO£
visible, th0aocl
when ea aretub is
,t/l(1(I(hi
be necessary. It is essential
,
Fis. 5.-A simple tat, of X-: u
working a queer greenish light
to keep the hand perfectly still
is visible. X-rays cause phös.
during this or else the outline
phoresc nee in barium plätinocyanide, and this property
of the bones will be blurred. Other objects which make
is made use of in the screen.
very interesting photographs are the bones of the foot, á
Connect the tube to a good coil and arrange it so frog, mouse or bird, a nail in a piece of wood and keys
that the X-rays are projected horizontally.
in a purse.
'

_
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PUTTING MUSIC IN
IN» A G I ®® E
(Continued from page 503,
V'

AFTER the electroplating process described last.
week, back goes the "mother " into the plating
vat, to have nickel grown on to her. And this
nickel forms the final "stamper" shell. After being
separated from the silver and backed by a heavy metal
plate it is ready to make or break records The face is,
of course, negative, for the final discs must be positive
to match the original wax. Any number of stampers
can be made and fitted up in the presses ready.£ r action
Produced in Ten Hours.
Once this stage of the proceedings has been reached,
a gramophone record can be turned out in about a
minute. In fact, a presser, out to break the record for
snaking records, once succeeded in producing 1,111 in
ten hours.
The disc itself actually starts Life as powder in sacks.
It is composed largely of resin and gums. This powder
is ground, mixed, cooked, ground again, and generally
knocked about by half a dozen machines before it
finally arrives. on a conveyer belt at the presses in the
form of neat square pieces of material looking rather
like an attempt at black pastry making. If the record
is to be of the ordinary type, this composition will be
1,111 Records

the only material used in its manufacture. But when
a special scratch -proof surface is provided, a second
conveyer belt feeds to the presses brown paper discs
that have been ehellaced and sprinkled with a powder
containing mica and graphite.
In front of the presser is a heavy metal box in whose
base is fitted one of the stamper. discs. If double -sided
records are being made, the lid holds another stamper
disc. A metal peg projects from the centre of the
base, and on to this peg he puts first a label, face
downwards, next a paper disc, also face downwards.
After that comes a. lump of the black " dough,"
followed by another paper disc and label-face upwards
this time.

February 13th issue.)
How the Records are Produced.
Directly the box is closed it is automatically drawn
inside the press and subjected to a pressure of sixty
tens. Steam is circulated round a jacket inside the
box, so that both the core and surface disc for the
record are thoroughly softened and a true impression
is obtained. After a few seconds, cold water takes the
place of the steam, and the composition hardens. The
press then obligingly ejects the box, whose lid flies open
to reveal a gramophone record.
The atampers may be good for anything up to 22,000
records. On the other hand, they may develop defects
after turning out only 500. It all depends on the
recording. So every twentieth record made is taken
off to the testing -rooms for examination. The remainder
are sent to the finishing -rooms, where they are pounced
upon by girls who clean the edges, polish the surfaces,
cheek the numbers, inspect the discs for faults, and then
pop them into envelopes. And they do it all so quickly
that without a slow-motion camera the only thing you
can see is a blur and an occasional addition to the
" duds " pile.
What happens to the duds ? A goad many of them
are spirited away by the girls who do the testing.
Each has her own compartment, rather smaller than a
telephone-box, where she sits all day with telephones
glued to her ears, or her head half inside a gran°lophone
horn. A constant stream of records will pass through
her hands, and her machine will never be silent for more
than a few seconds.
Mind you, most of these duds are perfectly good
records to the untrained eye and ear. Perhaps there
is a tiny scratch somewhere on the surface-nothing
that would affect the playing. Or the label may be a
little faded or creased. For anything Like that they
will be sent back to the mills to be broken up by the
huge pounding machines. and later returned to the
presses again as mere " centre core."

IMPORTANT NOTICE! All correspondence intended for

the. Editor or Advertisement Manager
MUST be addressed to "Hobbies," Messrs. Geo. Hennes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2
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EALISTIC T(i YLu C MOTIVES AND JH[CrVW TO
y E. W. Twilmñng
MAKE THEM -4

THE cast frames will beclamped together jut as.
the plate frames were, back to back, marked off
and drilled for screws and axles, making the driving axle holes zn. diameter and those for the coupled
axles -lbs. The screw holes will be countersunk on
the outside as before.

by split pins passing through holes drilled in the forks.
When the engine is finally erected the forks are to be
placed downwards.
The hand'.ever also will only need a -little filing up
on the bearing pins where they fit into holes drilled in
the lugs en the hack ends of the frames and around
the pin=' where the little end of the connecting rod fits.
Should the cross -bar at the top of the lever be somewhat
rough, that, too, can be smoothed down a little éo as
to make it more comfortable to hold when driving.
So far we have been dealing with the parts for simple
and propelled models which will be applicable to boils
the Great Westens and the L.M.S. engines, of which
views were given in the first article (Figs. I and 2) ; but
a point has now been reached where I have to refer
to the two types separately, but I think it will be host
to continue with metal work for both engines bcf ore I
go on to the woodwork. The remainder of the metal
parts will he the buffers, chimney, dome, and safety
valves in the case of the L.M.S. engine, and buffers,'
chimney, and safety valve easing for the G.W.R. model.
The buffers are shown its detail for both engines
in Fig. 7, a being one of the pair for the Great Western
and b for the L.M.S. These arecastings either in
malleable iron or aluminium. They are made solid, of
it being quite unnecessary that they should he
fitted with springs.
As they will be attached to wooden buffer-beams, the
best and easiest way to fix them will he to saw off the
heads of wood screws and cut a metal thread on tho
smooth shank of the screw. Drill and tap the buffer
socket and insert the screws all as shown in the drawing.

-..PAC-.

/

Fig.

7.- The
end

G.W.R.
L.M.S.

tope

buffers,

When driving the wheels on to the cranked axle care

must be taken not to bend he axle, and the best way

to avoid doing this is either to place a bar, which will
pass freely between the crank webs, across the vice
jaws and let this bar take the shock of the hammer
blows, or to wedge a block of steel between the webs
and then let the opposite end of the axle take the shocks,
but the former is much the safer way, because one.
cannot be sure that by the other method the wedge
block is not itself

fier sen Centres

straining the a to
and so tending
to bend it out

truth.

me

Sin co

there are

no

detachable axle
boxes the frames
will again have to
be slipped over
the journals before the wheels
are driven on.

}?1y.t 4
Ftg.

6.-Derail:

The Connecting -Rod.
This is shown in detail in the drawing,. Fig. t, and
will require very little done to it by way of fitting;
merely filing with half-round files where the two ends
fit on the main crank and the hand-lever at big and
little ends respectively. They aro retained in place
-

LOUD-SPEAKER HORNS
For those of our readers who are by nasv sufficiently
interested in the exponential horn, and would like to
carry out some experiments, we will give some hints on
construction. In the first place, for simplicity of construction, we would point out that there is no audible
difference, on an ordinary home receiver, between a hen
of round or square section. The latter is certainly very
much easier to construct. Any wood may be used, and
this should, theoretically, be thick to avoid resonance.
(Do not employ metal became of resonance troubles.)
However, ply-wood --eFin. thick may be used, and if
resonance is -noticed, putty humped on at different spots

of the connecting -rod.

do any turning. If the screw
shanks are held in the chuck of the lathe the buffer
heads can be finished by filing with a sufficient degree of
accuracy. They should be polished with emery cloth
when all roughness of the casting has been removed, then
laid aside to await the buffer beams.
(To be continued.)
-

It will not be necessary to

-

(continued from Tage 523.)
will damp out the resonance, or at least, make it Iow

enough to be unobjectionable. The horn may he curved
and bent back upon itself to avoid cumbersomeness, but
-and this is important-avoid angular bends. Endeavour,'
if p ssible, to get nice steady curves of theswan -neck typo
to avoid "echoed' 'Joints should be well screwed and
glued, any unavoidable gaps being filled with putty.'.
Several different types of speaker horn are illustrated
Speaker units for use with this type of hem should,'
naturally, be capable of themeelves reproducing all fee
queneiós equally, and for this reason balanced armature:
or moving -coil units should be used.
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WEAVING WITH
THE "HO IES"
HAND LOOM
(The construction of the loom was described in
" Hobbies" Nos. 1894 and:1895.)

The Transverse. Threads.
Turning our attention now to the "weft.

"or

transverse threads, two shuttles are required, one
around with black wool and the other with white.

-Take up aposition at the front end of the loomso that
the shuttle can be entered into the shedìvithone hand and
withdrawn conveniently with the other. Move the
healds (one up and one down) by means of the operating
A eoc,mea o) the cloth o oven on the hand loo,,i.
lever and see if a good clear shed is formed by the warp
given threads ; if the warps show a tendency to cling to one
BRIEF instructions for weaving plain cloth
another owing to projecting fibres of wool catching the
in the article describing the construction of the
o ce or twice.
Hobbies Loom, but cloth having check and stripe neighbouring warp, move tisé reed toand frobut
if the shed
This will probably effect an improvement,
patterns can also be woven on this loom.
by altering
add
more
tension
defined,
not
well
is
still
four
two.
obtain
cloth,
first
kind
of
To produce this
penny cards of darning wool, two black and two white. the rubber bands.
Of course, you can choose other colours if you prefer, Moving the Shuttles.
say, brown and white, or light and dark brown.
Now, with the reed pushed back to its limit, take one
of the shuttles, say the white one, and after unwinding a
Setting the Warp Threads.
Set the first six warp threads as described in the few turns of wool, pass the shuttle through the shed
previous article by temporarily fixing the warp beam. from right to left, say, then-pull the reed towards you
about a yard from the loom (or farther if a longer length so as to push the weft right up into the angle of the
shed. Next, return the reed to its backward position
of cloth is required). Then thread a length of about
2yds. of the white wool into a darning noodle, knot one and change the position of the healds. If necessary,
end of the wool and stitch it through the tape on the move the reed to and fro to clear the shed, then pass the
cloth -beam; thread a single strand of the wool through shuttlo back again from left to right, but do not pull
the reed, then through the first eye of the front heald, the weft tightly. Pull the reed forward to drive the weft
after which pass the needle through the tape of the warp home, and while the reed is still in its forward position,
draw the weft through until it folds neatly over the
beam. This makes the first warp thread. With the
wool still in the needle lead it hack through the first eye extreme warp thread. If you do not do this, the selvedge
(i.e., the edge of the cloth) will probably be uneven and
of the back heald, then throughthe reed, in the, opening
next to the first thread (i.e., leave one wire- between the untidy. After a little practice you will find that you
can carry out the whole procedure quite quickly.
threads) and secure the end to the tape of the cloth beam,
After weaving six white threads, leave the shuttle
taking care that the tension is as near as practicable
the
second
warp
This
makes
laying on Ilse base and wave six threads of black, and
both
threads.
equal in
thread. Thread the needle again and repeat the above continue changing shuttles after every six threads.
There is no need to cut all the threads when changing
sequence of operation, of course using the next eye in
each heald, and the proper openings in the reed, thus shuttles.
After you have woven an inch or two of cloth you will
completing four warps. Fix two more white warps,
Making six altogether, then change the white wool for. find the shed getting too small to allow the shuttle to
setting
Continue
pass
freely. When this occurs wind the newly -made
black
threads.
up
six
black
and
set
the
cloth on to its beam by turning the beam towards you,
six.. white and six black, alternately, until the width of
you
the loom is filled. Take care to keep the tension as even of course lifting the flat spring on the left while
as possible, otherwise the warps may break later on; do so, afterwards making sure that the spring catches
one of the pins again before you let go of the cloth beam.
also keep the threads as nearly parallel as you ran.
Now take up the warp beam and by turning it in the
hand, wind all the warps on to it in such a direction, that Producing New Designs.
The amateur weaver hasplenty of scope for the exercise
they run off the top side of the beam towards the loom,
patterns. For
and fix the beam into its bearings. Do not let the side- of his ingenuity in producing other and
one shuttle
threads spread outwards on the beam while winding instance, with the warp set as above,
only in use, a cloth with longitudinal stripes would result.
them up or they will be too slack when wound; guide
by using two shuttles,
them in towards the middle slightly as you turn the Transverse stripes ran be obtained
or larger checks
beam. Fit one or more rubber bands round the beam and with warpsall of one colour. Smaller
the colour
catch the other end of the bands on the hook provided on and stripes are, of course, made by changing
the base, to give the required tension. This should be of the threads (either warp or weft, as the case may be)
carefully adjusted by choosing suitable rubber bands, for more or less often than every six.
It is not possible to obtain herringbone or twill patterns
if the tension is not sufficient the warps are likely to cling
frames and the provision of
together so preventing the formation of a clear " shed " on a loom with two heald
three or more would complicate the model considerably.
to pass the shuttle through ; bot, on the other hand, if
material
than wool may be woven
other
desired,
If
may
break.
the tension is too great, some of the warps
into cloth,, say silk or cotton,
causing considerable trouble to the amateur weaver.
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T8U TURK PACKET FREE.
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BELLING -LEE

For joinery,fretwork,leather,pape-r,
cloth, photo frames, model making,
repairing potter Yt glassware, toys,
and for all purposes where a very
powerful adhesive is required.
In tubes, 2d., 6d. and 9d.
Made be the Proprietors of
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CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS, 'Machines, accessories. T,iata Free.
Sample Filins, ls:-Irilnecrirs, 57, Lancaster Road, Leytonstone.
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.tgeneN Le
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THAT
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Soldering unnecessary.
Price
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free.-King's

57, ALDERSGATE
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FREE.-Tandy

Pastimes,
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fss .mn;mers,Oevm,phonesand Cut,leets at aft prices. Camlo3n,;
free.- e, Burt, 182, Hìgh Street, Doplford, s.S.S.
SLOGN-DUPLOS- SHORTHAND. the rapidly -spreading high-speed
Jsystem, saves a year's study. Read
booklet of wonderful records
and obtain Lae lesson.-Sloan-Ì)npiyy Society, Dept. S, Remspºle.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

TROUSER PRESS FITTINGS, 14" X 12" 09, Stretcher, 1:3;
23" x 14', 3/3, Stretcher, 1,0. Tie Press Fittings, If- set; 18
seta 7/5.-British Co., 1, Waterloo Street, E.C.1.
CIN .yoriGRAPH FILMS, (;HEAP.-Lists,-"Movie'," 100,

Rentar, Tooting.
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ART.-MAKE
time
write l'or ir bookie[.-Art Stadion, 12r 13, Henriette
Street, Strand, W.C.e.
W3TTED Goo B.D-C, Couons, exchange 1)ieyGe, Y.11f.0. or acocee re
blu cash price pee 100,-Mateur, Rest ttreet, llrogheda,
Ireland.
HORSEPOWER Petrelmotor, C stingy, 9/9 a set. Interesting
catalogue. 31-Rettete, Wade Street, I,ittleocer, Derby.'
2
AIRCRAFT APPREXTICES.-2,50 vacancies are now available for
boys of good education (between II and 17 yearn of ace
I

August

1st,

1932), for training as skilled craftsmen.

Good

training

pay and prospecta. Esaminatlea at focal centres. Full particulars
Rein Royal Air Force (Aircraft ApPrentlees' Dept. H.O.) Gwydyr
House, Whitehall. London. S.W1.
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MAKING MODEL ENGINE PARTS
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FR SHEET METAL

(continued front February 13th, page 502)
SMALL rectangular piece of sheet ,brass can he
soldered on to each side of the big end," and a
small brass washer or disc, should be soldered on
each side of the forked
end of the rod,as sudi7,,
.
Gated n the drawings.
1°1e
Dullthe holes through h
g _. _
-SPA screw
..

.

`

I

'.:

.98

.

L'

_

LB

+

,'

+

4441-

for

,,.
G,

ìló,

O

_

z

eut half round file. Roughly eut out the strap to
the outer line with a eold chisel and -finish with a file.

and after filing the rebate in the projecting piece, drill
the tworivet holes*in. diameter.

w be required, which must be a
brass disc will
good fit in the hole In the strap, and on this disc mark
the centre and also the centre of the hole to take the
piece of tube. It will be noticed that the distance
between the two centres corresponds to" the throw of the
eccentric as indicated at B. The dise should be slightly
-

..

.thicker than the strap
Two discs E will also be
required for forming the
flanges which keep the

strap in position. Those
discs need only be about
half the thickness of the
for the crank pin and crosshead, and then remove all centre disc B, and about
superfluous solder and' finish off: as previously mentioned.
*in. larger in diameter.
The crosshead E had better be turned up from a short Mark the positions of
piece of iron or brass rod, and a hole drilled right through the two centres on one
for the piston -rod. Another hole at right angles to this
disc and elamg them toFix. 6.-The bearing block
one must be drilled and tapped out to receive a set-screw
gether for drilling the
for clamping the crosshead firmly to the piston-rod. hole through for the piece of tubing, and also mark
The forked end of the god can be sprung into
the centres of the two holes C on one dise.
position on to the t i on p s of the crosshead.
After assembling the parts, slip the tube in
For making the piston -rod guide. F, Fig. 5,
position and adjust the outer discs till they
two pieces of sheet brass can be used. shaped as
are concentric with the strap, and then solder
shown and soldered together, after drilling holes
the tube to each outer disc, leaving one end
for the fixing screws and piston-rod.
of the tube projecting on onee side to take
the set -screw D as depicted. Two *in. holes
Bearing Blocks.
n now be drilled right through the discs to
Simple bearing blocks can be made from two
take copper wire rivets for clamping the parts
pieces of brass or gunmetal, as depicted in Fig.
forming the eccentric sheave firmly together.
6. The top part forming the bearing can be
Instead of rivets, countersunk -headed screws
cut out of brass strip Kin. to *M. thick. accordmay be used, which would enable the. discs
ing to the size of bearing required, and a hole
to be more easily taken apart for the purdrilled throughto suit the shaft. The base piece
pose of replacing as worn strap.
should be about half the thickness of the top
For the d, a strip of brass about the same
part, and the two holes should drilled le ng
thickness as the strap can be used. This can
sire for the fixing screws. Square p the
be filed to a taper, as shown, and the narrow
edges of the two pieces walla fine-cut file. nd
end drilled and rounded. Filo a rebate at the
then
in " the centre
h 7. i4 ahcf,,f other end of the rod to fit the projecting end
part of the base piece ,sfi,. al 1, solderi,; of the strap, and lightly solder in position and
on one side and also
drill the rivet holes through. After riveting
the bottom edge of the top part remove all superfluous solder and smooth over the
of the bearing. Now clamp the joint with a file.
two parts together by, means of
Although by no means exhausting the possibilities
a screw clamp, as shown in Fig. of built-up model engine parts, the foregoing examples
7., and hold in a Bunsen flame give a good idea of what can be accomplished in this
to run the solder, so sweating the parts direction without the use of castings.
together, When cool, finish with a file
and emery stick to remove the MsFix. S.-P<:tors
j6
Wire _Rivets
rod guide.
coloration and superfluous
Rod.
Eccentric and
A strong and efficient eccentric, strap and rod
can be made from strip brass and a short piece of
tubing. Two views of the finished eccentric and rod
are given in Fig. 9, the dimensions being right D
for an eccentric having a throw of 3/32in.
First of all take a piece of fiat sheet brass of a
i
suitable size and mark out on it the shape of the
strap piece A with the aid of a pair of compasses. 1,
Drill the central hole, and if possible reamer it
to size. If a reamer is not available, carefully file
the edge of the hole to the scribed line with a fine.
9.-side elree!icn and plan of the ished eccentric. strap and ,a
r,

Fix. 8.-Componen± parts of a built-up eccentric.

i=e-
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Use

MAKING IMITATION
STAINED GLASS

imitation

your fan fight or

Alt you need is
scone thin ply,

'"""d

paper, a fretsau

and glue.

This

shows how
article
easily it is done.

really surprising
the number and
variety of articleo
for the home which can
be made up withtheaid
of a fretsaw, and we
is

give

yet another

suggestion here which
has been tried out
with most pleasing
results. Most of us
have been struck by
the rich, glowing colours of the beautiful stained-glass
windows in many of our churches and public buildings,
and probably not a few have a wish for representing
them in a simpler way and adopting them es a means
of introducing colour into the home,
Real stained glass work is a specialised business,
necessitating the use of chemically treated glass to get
the colour..., and the cutting of it to the various shapes,
and the framing in with strips of lead. All this means
special tools and appliances, to say nothing of the time
lost and wastage of material duo to experimenting,

Imitation Leading and Glass.
An excellent representation of stained glass may be
made by using thin plywood to take the place of the
lead and coloured papers in place of the tinted glass.
The uses to which the idea may be put are varied, and
they may include the upper portions of folding screens,
the ordinary fireplace screen, and, chief among them,
as a screen for the lower portions of bathroom or kitchen
windows. Other suggestions may occur -to our readers
for the further use of the idea, and in this respect it
might., be added that it can be adapted to almost any
circular, elliptical or irregular shaped space. The one
thing to bear in mind, however, is that before commencing on a job like this, a perfectly accurate outline of the
space to be filled must be obtained, so that the wood
may fit properly when out.
Two Methods of Treatment.
The two sketches (Figs. 1 and
2) show how the lower portions
of a four -light and a two -light
window may be very effectively
decorated.
First of all take

accurate measurements of the
space occupied by the glass,
between the moulding of the
frame immediately abutting on
the glass. Set these measuremonts out on to a piece of ply.
wood. If the size be greater
than Min. by 12in., in. plywood should be used, but if
below this siw, wood Mn, thick
will be suitable. Another point
should be early decided upon,

and that is whether the worker is going to get, out -Ce
design in pencil direct upon the wood, of whether he
desires to put it upon paper in the usual any and then
to stick this to the wood.
A simple outline like Fig. I might well be drawn
direct upon the wood, whereas the more intricate design
of the ship shown in Fig. 2 would ho better plotted out
on white paper, and then stuck down. The ingenious
fretworker can adapt almost any of his designs to suit
the space which he wishes to fill. Fretwork patterns
having animals or birds are most appropriate and look
charming when picked out in various colours.
Suitable Patterns.
We have chosen a few suitable simple patterns from
the catalogue, and if he
should have difficulty in
setting out any particular
piece, by sending the size
of his panel and any other
particulars that would
assist, Hobbies will send
a tracing from which he
may get his full-size patterns. A stamped and
1

s7,

addressed emmlope should
be enclosed with the m.

quest and particulars. The
under -mentioned patterns
appear no Hobbies' 1932

catalogue, Nos.
1664,
1619.

1678, 1586,

1607,
1647,

Plywood of good

quality should be used,
and that sold by Hobbies
at 3d. per foot for (in.
thick stuff, and'
per Fe.2.--Saxgested iisign f a
foot for Ain. thick,, is
strongly recommended. Fortunately, for work such as
that in hand, should a bad knot be encountered it
would be quite possible to avoid it in the designing of
the pattern so that it is cut away in the waste wood.
The outer margin or frame all round the design should
be about iia. to tin. wide, the other " ties " constituting
the design itself are Ain. wide for a small panel and
correspondingly wider 'for a larger panel. This width of
" tieS again would be influenced by the type of pattern.

'"'"

,

I-Caromed

payer
on
eressI, with the
ea. -a piece ready to go
in place.
Fig.

-

Cutting the Shapes.
Having decided upon the type of pattern to be used,
and completed it upon the board, the nest thing to do
will be to nail another board of the same thickness to the
back of it, so that two distinct fretted panels remain after
the usual cutting out with the fretsaw has been cornpkted. Each panel will now be somewhat flimsy to
handle, but as the subsequent work is done while they
are lying upon the table, little fear of breakage need be
anticipated, Strength is regained when the panels 'are

-
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ultimately glued together and the paper filling the open

spaces added. One side of each panel must now be
coated with stain or ebonizing solution and the edges
Bottles of stain and
of the openings also treated.
ebonizing solution may be purchased from Hobbies,
the stain at 8d. per bottle and the ebonizing solution at
Is. per bottle. Allow the work to dry before commencing
to stick on the coloured paper.

The Colour Effect..
Choosing and cutting the paper
is a simple matter. Bright colours.
should be adopted, such as greens,
blues, vermilion, yellow etc., and
so_ne little care should be given to
the choosing of appropriate colours

fir certain. openings. The

sea, for

for fixing to the wood. If the wood " ties " are narrow,
the two shades of paper may lap one upon the other and
so get a firm hold.
Do not choose crêpe paper or paper that is rippled;
this will not straighten out nicely. Should the paper
chosen be sufficiently firm to allow, a little water is
smeared over it before gumming down, so that in the
drying a tightly stretched surface
results. The glen, too, should be applied to the wood and the paper, then
laid on and smoothed out with a dry
duster or rag. When all the openings have been filled in with the
different coloured paper the second
panel of wood may be glued on.
Coat each " tie " and the outer
border with the glue and then add
a few screws to bring the two layers
tightly together, care being taken
to keep the edges of the panels
elliptical space with he
flush with each other.

instance. in Fig. 2, should be in two
shades of blue or green, while the
lantern at the stern of the ship
and the flags should have a touch Fig 4.-Hoy to fill is an
imitation glass.
of vermilion to add brilliancy.
The Paper Shapes.
Fixing the Wo k.
Fig. 3 shows how the paper is gummed to one panel of
It only remains now to fix the completed " stained
wood, with the second panel ready to glue on. ' In. glass" panel in place. A few short brass nails will do
preparing the paper, day a sheet of the particular tint this or, if a better job is required, strips of wood about
required under the panel and than lightly pencil round ¡in. square can be nailed to the sides of the window.
the opening. Now remove the paper and cut round this
The suggestion (Fig. 4) is interesting as it shows the
shape, allowing a margin of about -',rfn`. extra all round possibilities of filling an elliptical space.
Suitable thin plywood for this dato of work is supplied suite cheaply in mooch be Hobbies Ltd. Fall particulars of melee are
obtainable o application.

............

..

lE®LPING

A.

TELEPHONE SCREEN

('1

sÌ

tl

THOSE friends
who have
the telephone will be delighted to buy
the suitable small
screen illustrated
herewith, whilst

l

j)1;9°

,

thekeen

fret -

worker should also
be able to sell
They will, however, particularly
them to offices.
appeal to the private house -owner who objects to
tly object on
the telephone instrument being an unsightly
some side table or shelf. Bake one of these up as a
sample, and you will find that they have a ready sale
at a price which leaves an excellent profit for the
making. Cut out in fretwood with the fretsaw, and nicely
finished off, stained and polished, they are the sort of
novelty that always appeals.
Made with the Fretsaw.
There is a steady demand for a neatly -made telephone
screen and the one illustrated is just the thing for any
fellow to attempt with the aid of a fretsaw and a supply
of glue. The construction is so simple that any beginner has an equal chance with the: advanced worker,
and this is made possible by the use of special ornamental
frets already cut and supplied by Hobbies, Ltd., which
form the decoration of the screen folds,
l

G

`

Any popular wood may be used to make the screen
and the article looks quite attractive in mahogany.
The screen is. constructed with three folds, and these
are cut in the following manner. First, trim the three
pieces of wood to size, 12ín. by 4in. by ein. thick, and
. squares, as shown. in
mark the end of one piece into
Fig. 1. Next, mark off the shape of the end by following
tl1lIc points though the squares, and then cut round with
a"fretsaw. Having cot th, end of one fold, the other
two are cut in the same way, the
ri r r c
marking being done by using the
one just cut as a template.
The Edging.
Now glue strips of 4sin. half
round beading round the edges
of the folds and a strip across the
fold Sin. up from the bottom
12'
edge, as indicated in Fig. 1. Fix
an ornamental fret with glue in
the centre of the panel formed by S'
the beading on each of the fehlt,
and likewise fix frets on the faro.
of the curved tops, as clearly
seen in the finished scrern. Each
fold is made smooth and then
finished off with a coat of stain.
Y
' // è
Complete the screen by hinging Ythe folds with hinges supplied by Hobbies Ltd.
Fi, I.-One of the folds.
-

1

.

-

-
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RESULT,
MODEL LeNEW IMPERIAL" COMPETITION
S. T. Kirkby, 2, Mill St

W Ntechurui-,
Ter., Nettlestead, Maidstone;
New Imperial Motor Cycle. N. R. KAY, THE HOLLIES, HIGH
Shropshire.
LANE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE.
Twenty Hobbies III Fretwork Outlets. C, L Hawley, Waled -an,
Hobbies Al Fret Machine.-ERNEST R. DUCK, 41, CAN',IORE
\
E. Heyde, 819 h ckna0
Hill,
Wolverhampton
Trysail
Rd.,Merry
GARDENS, LONDON, S.W.16.
d oon,'
Rd.,Old Basford, Nottingham L. N. Jefferles, 2 Main St C Camper,
Iwo Lien Construction Sets. G. Alors son, 12, Chitón Rd., Aberdeen
per,
,
y N.7 C. R
Bar Glam.; C. Short, 66, \ Ctor Rd.,Holloway,
J. Laker, 4S, Crosby Rd., Westrini oll Sea.
GomshaP Surrey; H. Singleton, 34, Stockwell Drive, Knaresborough,
Ten Warnefeed Aeroplanes.-G. I'. Males, St. Margarets, 61, WhiteW. 1.
Leicester;
St.SavioursRd.,
103,
N.C.Jackson,
Rd.,Yorkshire
75,
Southfield
Middlesex E.Eutngeur,
friars Ave., Weald t
J.
R. Rowe,
t
Swansea;
Rd.,1f
Bank,
Vicarage
F
S..Sul]
Sunderland
ST
Castleto
Worthing; W. A. Stage, SS, Park
ThomasR
Cornwall
ti
So.Col b' M
]
St Ma
harm, Selling, Nr. Faversham, Kent H.B
J. Broodier. H
Boyle, Co.Roscommon
Bald
l
Nr.Sleelord, Lincolnshire; Charles Groves,McDermott, Ballyrush, Castle
lisplen, North R
Wright, Hemhlington, Nr. Norwich, Norfolk A' Kinder, a>;
orhampton House, Co,han.pton, Southampton; Ieonard C. Le esley, -JW Peary, T A Gate, Clifton,
Hill,
Liverpool
St.,
Edge
Willoughby
IV
Cottages,
William
19 Hampstead \l
L
Broom
N \4.11
G.
L
1
,
York; W Kemp, 43 H g St., G
Brigjeu
Kenwin Rd Tenn:Cornwall Arthur H. Kirlopatrick, 48, B k Rd
.
"Tees
N W l0
J F -el 1e, 18, MFed p Rd ' Billirighóns, St kt
Liverp I C A Buck ]0l Stayb Rd tl 11 sd
E
Marshall, 4, Church: Grove, B aith ell Nr. Rotherham G. 45bite,
Hobbies Al' Boxed Fretwork Oatdt. W. J. Hughes "Havel k, 169,
G. Condole, 121, Queens
Liphook;
Green,
Griggs
Hut,
The
Deers
Cabra Rd., Dublin.
35, Seáfield Rd., Clontarr,
E.
Hynes,
Liverpool;
Stone}-eroft,
281,
Driva,
Hickling.
E.
(Mts.-Geo.
Two Hercules Engine Construction
S.W.4.
Dublin; R. Russell, 11, Salcombe Gardens, Clapham Lemmes,
Radford Rd., Hyson Green, Nottingham; Andrew Carney, 82, ShakeHome Mechanic Series."-Dennis Durrant, 18, Market
Two Sets
St., C: on -M., Manchester.
en su
Place, Bridlington, E. Yorks; C. Charlewood, Rose Glen, Park Ave.,
Hobbies No..2 Carpenter Set.-W. G. Chortles, 8, Horn St., Winslow,
Hants.
R,
Purbro
Bl t hl y Bucks.
Charter St.,:
MX parcels of gaserted Frotwaad.-R. Graydon; -14,
hes.-SV N. Smith, 05, Past Avg., Cowley
.Two Cle kwº k La
Oldham H. Williams. 10, Strutts Cottages, Holbrook ]foot Nr..
Rd., Oxford F. C. Fowler, Mopes Farm, Chalfont SI. Peter, Burks.
Yorkshire; H.
Derby; H. Jetferies, 199, Doncaster Rd., Goldthorpe,
Hobbies Al Boxed Fretwork Outfit.-H. T. Covill, 'b6, Lion Grove,
H. McGloin, 6t,
Surrey;
Cheam,
Crescent,
Hayes
Bull,
Glvncote,
Newark, Notts:
Holmscroft St., Greenock; F. Burkitt, 175, tipper Union. St.,:,
Hobbies No. t Carpenter's Outfit.-T. C. Davis, The Laurels, Old
Dunstable.
Farleigh Rd., Sanderstead.
gow
Ht Fretwork Oublis.-N. Mackay, 18, Portman Street, Glasgow
An Empire Boxed Fretwork Outfit.F. Tana i, S0, Sun St:, Finsbury.
E. Rrimble, 171, Khrgsland Rd., London, E.2;David Kelly, 5, Hain
Sq. London, E.C.S.
St., Lanarkshire F. Best, Boxtree Cottage, Eritb Rd., Bexley Heath ;
26,
.lidiniral
B.
Raise,
Three Marine Engines on Betet.Richard
G. Glover, 115,
Ne.
Doncaster'
Thorne,
Ellison
St.,
40,
Bellamy,
S.
61,0,1,
3'34,
F.
.9;
Dennis
Seamore Rd., Shill Hall, Eltbam, 5.1:
Willow Park, Baghill, Pontefract ; James White, lit, Western Rd.,
Slanehester Rd., Sheffield;. E. J. G. Dwelly, Kennilmorth Rd., Fleet,
Nine Mile Ride,
Jarrow Co. Durham;' L. E. Smith, California,
Hants,
Corbyn, It, Sherrington, Ipswich; R. Burton.
Hobbies No. 2 Baked Fretwork Outfit.-t4'illïam Currey, Skufter- Wokinham, Berks ; E.Ave.,
Stmdord-le-Hope; F. Archer, Main St.,
Alma Villa, Salisbury
sketfe, Hutton Rudby, Yorkshire.
W. Bent,
Oakham,
Rutland
Thistleton,
Hollis,
J.
The
Crescent,
Hoveriugham;
S.
Pickard,
10,
Outfit.
Hobbies. Ensign Fretwork
9, Aconbury Close, West Derby, Liverpool; H. Matheson, Glencoe,
Hight/my, Colef d Nr. Bath, Somerset.
Gibbons, Ellesmere
38, Wansbeek Avenue, Northumberland
6 Planes.-E. W. Cheadle, ?everil. Cottage,
Three Hobbies N
20, Stihbin t n,'
T.
Rayment,
Leicester;
Ashley,
Broughton,
.-Honse,
Merton
Rd.,SouthTurner,
310,
Derby
50
Castle Hill, Duty ld
Waeslord, Nr. Peterborough' H. Johnson, 5, Myth Gardens, Worsen'
Selds, S,4V.12; H. L. Hanson, Field House, Tynwald Rd., Peel, Isle
Se.,'
Rd., Y-arm on Tees, Yorks ; J. Nichols, 24, ColegroveRdFf, 1E11
restio,h,
Peckham, S.E.; L. V yl 5,. Railway T r., Conk tt
Six Hobbled Polishing Cutfit' E R. Cox, The Rosary, Whitehill,
Gedney, Nr. H lb 1 -Leicester.
gelo
Perth,
N.B.;
Swansea ; R. Candy, The Hegel.,
Crescent,
Jon,
120,
Canal
Bordo, Hans R. S th,
next
eve>tit
held
'dn51y
priseieiniress
teelati
d
-on
-Avon;
Harold
(Other
Stratford
Cottages,
Wilmwte,
H. J. Clifford, 10, Ten
Butter, Ravenfield, Nr. Rotherham; Fred. Croak, 3,. Glealeigh. wedle.-Er.)
;

;
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Wiliam H. Marrs, of Rosemay'
Villa, 2, Empire Road, Torquay,
Devon, who is eighty years young
He has just taken up wireless construction, and in the course of an
interesting letter. says : '`I wish
Mr.

I

o
Address your.. letters and queries to The Editor,
Your Editor Help You,
erntet, Ltd., S -ti. Southampton Street.. Strand. London, W.C.2,
enclosing stamped addressed envelope. Ali 'letters and queries must bear the
full earns and address of the sender.
L t

" Hobbles," Geo.

tl calo s tuning
Model " New Imperial " Competition shall also -deal
coils,loud-speakers. cabinets, and
Result.

unenviable is the task of e
L4OW
judge in a model-making competition such as that set in our Issue
dated November .28th, 1931, in
which we gave a set of parts for
making a model of the New Imperial
An enormous entry
motor -cycle
was received, and the k ll displayed
far exceeds that exhibited i on
previous competitions. The process
of judging l as, therefore, demanded
considerable time and rare. By a
gradual process of elhnination the
models were weeded down to fifty.
and a careful ro scent c reduced
the finalists to ten. A final and
!

tests of

very popular three -valve

'--Books far Handymen.
handymen should purchase
those. handybooks known as
"' isv ohs' Home Mechanic Series,"
in which there are at pretreat eight
titi
Simple Electrical A ppara less CieWireless
cads
"Toy Making for Arnete s . " lS Sinple Working
Models"; " MedeÌBoat Building"O ;

Handy

ALL

tus"5

-

'

NEXT

exhaustive examination Li these
eliminated eight, the two remaining
models being the work of N. R.

WEEK.

DESIGNS FOR A
HANGING CLOCK

Kay, The Hollies, High Lane, Stockport, Cheshire, and Ernest R. Duck,
41. Canmoro Gardens, London,

another very closely indeed, and
finally, the motorcycle was awarded'
to the former, who had carried ont
entirely is eaxc[b acá "Vii, Vylinder
was built up"correctly to scale and
so was the magneto, dy-inarno;'prankease, and many of the other parts.
!Photographs of the winning models
will appear next week. The full
prize list is as given on the preceding
page.
This Week's Mental Nut Prize
Winners.
following rea.ders receia e
THEa throe
book each, as their solutions
to the problem set in Jan. 30th issue
were the first to be opened : C.
Gittins, 50, Hermoitage Road, HarN.4 ; S. K. Mundy. 07.
ring
Albany Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex ;
J. Reynoldson, Wheatley House,
D'tp ton, Newcastle-Tyne.-T.vne."

a

SPECIAL.

C
wIia
NUMBER
!

CHOOSING
YOUR VALVES
COILS-LOUDSPEAKERS

CHOICE OF A CIRCUIT

wireless had been discovered in my
young days. I am, however, going
fairly strung, and hope to last out
longer to be interested in this mar venous discovery." From the testaeitÿ of purpose evinced in his letter, I
an certain Mr. Morris will, lundI Hope
to receive a letter from him in 1952.

QUERIES AND REPLIES.

-

White Fe eáh Polish.
Procure Alb. of white shellac from a druggist
t resembles peppermint rock sweets)_
[
few
tf
d spread
(crush
f sin all,

t'

C

radii

radii it

.cens

1

French Correspondent Required.
t
ü I7,
Air. John l Meek, t Smith, o
end with a
Aberdeen,would Ike to
improve
French reader in order that

hey

hisknowledgeor the

-

ampton tfan et, $t

,, "Ii

C.2,

SM.

llç

language.

Fretwork Correspondent. Required.
Mr. G. Cotton, 37, AehbourneRoad, Derby'.
would like to get into tone,
ho are interested in fretwork.
H

with reader,

ds-Acres th Sens.

Mr. John Wigmore, of Tf
Canada, would like to ,car scorn
of Honaitu.-

E

oplaa

Eta

C

Ontario.

d,

other readers

togrph Fi
Cementing Cinematograph

t

P

(se

free from

,

te mixed 'th ethr, X. C.(Brseetate istol).
amyl
Cut Ono end of the film ware nerew so ss.
tees .nerferntioäs
sr h,ar ,ter witl, unit
t
th the B le. Cut off the
but leave the perforationswhole.,e Wet the
nution,os theteg,,traps it off when softened,
brush the cement on where the emulsion had
beeaand also on the other film, bring together,
and apply preneuse until set.
Largest River in the World. in the world;
ThrAmºeon Is the largest river
length.
L J.)tl t d). It is 4,.X0
gh Bread
[ses in tileAndes, and floe tl
earl}
into th Atlantic Ocean. IL t
I

Stamps, Model A

-

R

p p

e

y,place

Special Wireless Feature Number
Next Week.
NEXT week's sue will b a pedal
Wireless Feature Number in
which we -shall deal with the cwtstruotion of a number of sets. We

n

r

the
it
fr. le
suite free foin Moisture,
jar and rose with 1 pint E
.t
methylated pint Cover u top Nin a
t
g tlia
pl ie n as ovus
t l il
ún a1Í
l d I tat st
t
bottle
t
1.
ih sol A then strain
if too thick for use, dilute by adding spirit.
f

1

it receives
numberf trlbutarles,.man} f tel C ceed
athousand miles in length.
Varnish.
t
Leather
The Handyman's Enquire iT ithm
For making à leather vmnah in ïueti it
" The Home Woodworker "; "Model is not dished to employ tfic white of án egg,
take 1 pint of m th.lated
Aeroplanes and Airships." Each ti. V. (Ctonine»,
d 15e, Ì hellae.
pint, else, of resin,
volume is profusely illustrated, and Powder
the resin and mix it with the shellac

costs 1s. from all newsagents; and
by post from this office 1s.. 2d.,
and contains ninety-six pages.
" Hobbies ". Keeps Yoe Young.

APRACTICAL.. hobby keeps you
vcuti u n mind and body. Ih
nave abmtdant proof of this from
elders over sixty years of age who
frequently aorit<i to e Only the
other day I received a letter from
-

i

.11.

Europe, and

as large

in a jar and add the methy
the'ele
spirt, stir at intervals until dissolved
tandt dthen
leave to settle. Strain the mixture

through canvas, allow to stand for bout
twelve hours, and pour off fill the sediment
this mold be the best of the
hed
Ilment nd use ft for
n h Stir the
work. Tl e v rhlsh should he lttFd'
mimed
mimed in a dry place, and the leather should
be perfectly dry and warm Grote applying
rash can -be stained to
The
the varnish.'
y cot ar by m
s of fff, a it na dye
ooluble in spirit.

bl'
LntlO uk -ennn w Le. ºnd
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The latest thing
in fretsaw frames
A new device which gives the saw-blade
the proper tension without any trouble.
Just reverse the handle and the blade
is tight. The handle itself is of polished
bakelite, comfortable to use and properly shaped to the hand. There is
no other frame like it; it is streets
ahead of any other make.

W°

MN

Made throw

of hest ma

°tZbp

ASK FOR THE NEW HOBBIES
BAKELITE HANDFRAME
-3,:;.';'ia 2:rrl !Mr

éZobbfc.s
larn

r,bi.t>.,_..

b1ºncAcYehraad,L'ds,So

t,

z ..,ºj fiala {3otbits Lfd., D.Teic^

HANDY TOOLS
The bestFOR THE HANDY
for value
NO.

/

10

'..

A SMALL HAMMER

Well made and fin-

d metal reams
acted nth sharp
gt

b

A Popular Size for General Use.

A

PsRITISH
METAL
PLANES

ea

T handy little hammer for fretwork and. T.cii
lat is. With polished wooden handle and balanced

metal toad mth polished face.

dd

YSá

Pnee Ylr3.0
,A

STRONG PLIERS

cmpy.

ba

KEYHOLE SAW
ADD

POSTAGE
WOES
ORDERING
%DST

.;...

8d.

-

the old etpl,. b...ro naetcet
Anew parlera saw-a big advaneo onllar
mana Jobs in carpentry.
hasdla and sharp-tootbai blade,

These pliers are useful on lote

many
ere

Well

With

and

finished-sound came.

e

bbies
and rebelle.

Wb(es

ADVE

m

Price 10cle
0 TniIreBl

-Ochs for

1'6

`

of
ladeaofeodd jobs. A ralreliable tool
with bin- blade and comfortable handle.

sound,

m,Na.fol&-

No. 125

.

No, 126

of

SMALL
TENON SAW

METAL.CUTTING SAW-

A smith saw with am. blade specially hard ed and tempered for cutting metal. It
bug a comfortable handle and is well Paished

el

Price

ENT

m

nne..nmxEs; 01,01,,,

r.n

lee

7460.

-

Price
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Modern

Fretwork ;

Your people and friends would be
delighted with gifts like some of
these, wouldn't they?
They are
quite easy for the handyman to
make because full size paper patterns,
wood and all accessories are obtainable for a few shillings. You
can't gó
wrong in the construction,
Hobbies
1912
Catalogue
and anybody with a fretwork
contains- part! ale.,
i
set can go, ahead with the
Lhin9s
making.
Get them from
-tél'With
free deeigns
Hobbies Ltd.
All particua SercieeWagon,
a Clock, a loor].
lars are given and the wood
corgi.
Calendar
C
is obtainable ready to use.
two Chip Caro'.

.,

i

rllalºlrutto,u

m;ó00

ce

l
I

l
-

i

dales.
{taria1
,

articles on
subjects.
300
pages..
OI
b

newsagent
or

m

Price 9d.9er.
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WORK.'ABLE

lins. high. Design No.
1770-44. Mahogany parte
a d a rset of grooved legs,
with ornamental moulding,
Too rais
14/6, post 1/3.
2)1.

hinges,

A SMALL OVERMANTEL
lsins. square. Design No. 1807.
Price 44. .{Cool, ..ornament., and
beading, 4/1. Mirror (No. 5747), 8/3.
Postage

CLOCR
fins.
high.
D sign
for dock end
Ctock

.

SE.il

---

'' SLIPPER POE'_Dealgo
No. 17M -4d. Parcel of side,
-

i

i

:.326 -Argyle

She

4d.

lgülOak
i

boards
and turned

Jacobean
I011 pith
o t. m

I

Stands 15-4d. high.

with 4rodied legs, corner posts,
n,tiulrling, and fancy n' odeoma
l5/..coMÓlete. Cnm !.
ornaments,
u

V'croriiBeroar

,

Design No.

I

applied

1"_{G

I.

.

all

is

)o0

post

1/-.

1

St:

f4 E lion t[at E C,13; N wiogipm8nets,
6 New Oxford St. W.c
St.,.Giass v ; 6a Hìgh St B ..pp 'ha
IO P céadJly Mauçhés4er.':
Id ; t0 Qaeeo
Souehampenn
BriyhtoPr--Or direct from Hobbies Led.. [Íerebam,-Nórfódfk,.,

6.addre ses t

214 West St.,
66 Lender, Bda

PALM
STAND

t
d
tk
Mils. high,

i

for

both. 2/2, post
Oct.
A 20 -hour
clock 7/-.
Transfer
and
knob, Gd., post,

i

20.

tableressingtiny Nó:
Mahogany

and moulding. 7/l,
postage 1/-. A Drain-.
ing trap 78444 1/-,
post

£-:l

1/,

1758-4d.

UMBRELLA STAND
Stands 200. pins. high.
Design No. 1725-451.
Elshogán8 boards, legs

_
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